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Preface

Ever,sinc the editor of this research bulletin became involved with Reading
for the Disadvantaged: Problems of Linguistically Different Learners (Harcourt,
Brace & World, Inc., 1970),'a book sponsored by the International Reading As-
sociation, he has been continuously indebted to many colleagues who share a
high interest in the myriad implications of oral langu ge development. Early in
1964, when the USOE first -grade studies were just g.tting off the ground, three
of the project directorsJohn Manning then resno State College, ROy
McCann, then a staff member of the Colorado Sta e Department of Education,
and the writer=met together to pool resources lid share common problems
concerning linguistically different learners.. Insigh s gained from these contacts
and experience gained through the three proje .ts involving Spanish-speaking
pupil populations were invaluable preludes to th prepaHition of the IRA book.

As it ,became clear that much of the inc.& ivy learning experiences being
provided linguistically different populations ste mcd fro a lack of valid quality
instruction in oral language, contacts made rough eetings of Teachers of
English to Speakers of Other Languages (T ,'SOL) led to a two-day meeting
in May 1968 at the Center for Applied Lingo sties in Washington, D.C. A. Hood
Roberts, director of the Center for Applied /Linguistics, wits- largely responsible
for making this meeting possible. Credit foyi identifying and clarifying eleven of
the twelve issues discussed in this research Monograph should go to the following
participants of that meeting: Brtice Gaarder, Roger Clark, Waiter Wolfram,
Doris Gjinderson, Alfred' Hayes, A. Hood/ Roberts, Dorothy Pedtkc, Roger Shuy,
William Stewart, Adam Woyna, Alter Sophie Aramburo, Frieda
Denenina.rk, and Roy A. Kress.

Following the Washington meeting, Bernard O'Donnell of the National
Council of Teachers of English and A. Hood Roberts joined forces with me to
propose to the Executive Board of the National Conference on itesearch,in En-
glish that NCRE: authori(e the preparation of a research bulletin focused on
these issues. Support of the 1988-69 NCRE committee for producing the bukletin
is acknowledged as follows: NCRE President Albert J. Harris, Walter T. Petty,
William Eller, Helen Huns, Helen K. Smith, Delores Durkin, and Roy A. Kress.

s an editor, I have been delighted with those authors cooperating in the
ent prise. I particularly appreciate the, willingness and ability of John Bordie
and irk Seng, who replaced two of the original authors on short-term notice.
The as tance of David P. Butts in daning and clarifying the twelfth issue in
oral lang age acquisitionthe interrelationships between content, teachers, and
leakuersis lso acknowledged.

",°, vii



Viii RESEARCH BASES FOR ORAL LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

This js the tenth collection of articles to be planned by a committee of NCRE
for original publication in one of the official journals of the National Council of
Teachers of English. The continued cooperation of the NCTE Executive Com,
mittee and individual journal editors has made possible the wide dissethination
of one aspect of the work of NCRE. For this publication Rodney Srriith, editor
of Elementary English, has provided consistent professional support and helpful
advice. Likewise, so has Eugene C. Ross, director of publications for NCTE; to
him goes a special citation for making possible the publication of this bulletin
simultaneously with the May 1971 issue of Elementary Engtish, which contained
the remaining articles of the series.

Special words of appreciation are always due the ladies who always seem
indispensable to almost any enterprise. Appreciation is freely giveii with absolute-
ly no pressure from the Women's Liberation Movement, to my wife, Grace, keeper
of the home front; and to Jeannie aiding and Reeda Lee Anderson, who have
now survived the manuscript and editorial vagaries of two overlapping major
publication productions.

Austin. Texas
April- 1971

T.D.H.



THOMAS D. HORN
Professor of Curriculum and Instruction

The University of Texas at Austin

Introduction

Subjecting theoretical models of oral language learning to-adequate' pragmatic
testing and evaluation has occurred relativdy recently and with limited effect.
This fact has not however; intimidated educational or linguistic protagonists of
one theory or another` from engaging in cheek -by -jowl combat on a verbal basis.
The purpose of this oral language bulletin is to provide a qualitative analysis of
the data in ,the various Educational Resources Information Centers ( ERIC) per-
taining to the issues identified so that continuing cheek-by-jowl activities have
more bases in fact than in reflecting opinion or "in my own heart" feelings) One
phenomenon that stands out above all others as these research reviews are read
is that adequate research data supporting or refuting one view or another are
limited indeed.

The bewilderment and frustration encountered by WASP teachers undertaking
language arts programs for linguistically different learners pinpoint the failure
of teacher education programs to make adequate provisions to give teachers an
understanding of: (1) the nature of language other than their own idiolect; (2)
language acquisition; and (3) the development of realistic, positive attitqes
toward differing dialects. 'Significant studies recently "completed by Williams
(1969, 1970, 1971) concerning teachers' attitudes about a child's being "disad-
vantaged" are particularly pertinent for stiggesting changes in teacher education
programs. The point that widespread confusion and ignorance exist n the part
of teachers in dealing with linguistically different learners is reitart7 over and
over again by, the authors this bulletin. As Venezky points out in th last article t.

of the series, major research and training efforts should be focused u on teachers
to enable them to understand just What is natural language for any eh Id and why
learning a new dialect should not be confused with learning to read.

The interference phenomena of standard English learning are reviewed in

1Many items in the twelve bibliographies in this hook are identified by an ERIC Document
Number (e.g., ED 025 761), Documerf<s- with ED numbers are abstracted in Research in
Education, a monthly USOE catalog of doeurnents filed in ERIC. Most ERIC documents are'
available on micCufiche or in paperback pamphlets from the ERIC Documents Reprelihiction
Service, Lease() information Praducts, Inc,, 4827 Rigby Avenue, Pgthesda, Maryland 20014.
See Research in Education for 'price and order information,

ix
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X RESEARCH BASIS 101I OlIAL LAN:GI/AC Ins-niucTioN

section by Saville. Wolfram's chapter further explores various positions on
how nonstandard dialects are viewed and what the nature tf them is.

A(hough the lack of validity ansi /or reliability in most currently existing oral
language tests is und'rsored in Bordie's chapter on language tests for linguistical-
ly different 11.arners, the misuse of standardized I.Q. and achievement tests has
led one test specialist to describe 1.Q. and grade- equivalency scores as "monstros-
ities" (Dyer, 1971). However, the beginning of a major breakthrough in oral
language assessment has just been reported by Nitta liio and Williams (1971).

The impact of peer language and the language of the home on linguistically
different learners is well known. lowever, preservice and' insrvice teacher educa-
tion programs have, for the Lost part, only recently concerned themselves with
out -of- school environments. Some parental groups have become involved by their
own_d.uumd, as in the case of New ork Citv."Neve'rtheless, thinner's review of
the literature underlines the widesp !ad inattentiyt to the potentials of home
involvement with school language pro rams.

Although educators have become more knowledgeable, concerning the goals
'find methodological differences inherent in bilingual, bidialectal, FLES, and
English as a second language programs, more rigorously designed experimenta-
tion is recommended explicitly or implicitly in the reviews of Bordie, Past and
Gilson, Carter, Pearson, and Feigenbaum. Of particular importance is Seng's
chapter which pursu the little explored issue of the extent to which language

. programs should address themselves to the ,,develOppient of cognitive skills.
s any educational innovator or experimenter has learned through experience,

the teacher variable is probably the most difficult one to control. 'Language pro-
grams have started up with loud and la:autiful fanfare, only to disappear very
shortly after the initial program protagonists have moved on to other activities.
The very tricky interactions between content and teachers in oral language 'Ac-
quisition are reviewed'in the Butts chapter.

If this bulletin helps make trialitx oral language available to`populations now
largely failing and dropping out of school because of inappropriate instruction,
it will have achieved its primary purpose.
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The Nature of Nons

WALTER A. Woisanm
Research Associate

Sociolinguistics .Program
Center for Applied Linguistics

Washington, D.C.

ndaid Dialect Divergence°

Within the last decade, we have
nessed an expanding interest in the stu
of nonstandard. dialects from a number o
different vantage points. Various aspects o
nonstandard dialects and their relation to
standard dialects have now been investi-
gated. With the increasing number of per-
spectives on a theme, it has become cor-
respondingly more difficult to keep abreast
of all the developments in the field. The
various approaches to the problem may
<eep one rightly perplexed, for the con-
clusions drawn from similar data may differ
dramatically. With. the-proliferation of pa-
pers on a general theme, it also has, be-
come increasingly difficult to select a sub-
topic from a larger area which may be of
concern to the potential reader. Finally,
the limited and delayed availability of pa-
pers through the normal channels of publi_
cation may keep one in a constant state
of frustration. (Because of this problem, the
reader should keep in mind that this de-
scription only includes ERIC documents
which were processed prior to the fall of
,1989.)

The development of ERIC has certain-
° ly helped alleviate the problem of limited

and delayed availability, but the relevance
of various papers to a specific issue and the
relative merit of these papers is outside
the scope of ERIC. Yet, it is apparent that
such evaluative judgments might be of
great service to the reader who has neither

the time nor interest to ,survey. the many
divergent aspects of nonstandard "dialects
for himself.

The primary purpose of this paper is
therefore evaluative. It is designed to in-
estigate a specific issue in the area of non,

ndard dialects and to evaluate ERIC
cumcrkts dealing with this issue: Ob-

vi4,usly, not all of the articles will be of
cq 1 relevance to the specific issue being
invt tigated here. The relative importance
will c implicit in the comments concern-
ing e h article. In addition, special nota-
tion 1 be made of crucial articles in
the bibl graphy.

The i °;ue reviewed here is the.manner
in which onstandard dialects differ from
standard glish. In other words, possible
answers ar 1 explored concerning the -ques-
tion of how nstandard dialects diffpr from
standard dial cts.

Deficie ey versus Difference
Although it ay seem somewhat over-

simplified, the rrent viewpoints on how
nonstandard, diai.cts differ from standard
dialects can be s V,sumed under two theo-
retical positions:\ either nonstandard dia-
lects are viewed as a deficient form of
standard English or they are viewed as a
different but equal nguage systern. In a
defibit model, spe h differences are
viewed and describe with reference to

Reprinted, rorn Elementa English 47:3 (March
1970) 739-748.

1
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a norm and deviation from that norm. The
control group for describing deviation is

middle-class speech behavior. From this
piTspective, nonconformity to the norm is
seen as an indicatn)n of retarded language
acquisition 'or under-develoPH language
capacity. Nonstandard pronunciation and
grammatical' patterns are sometimes
vii.wed as inaccurate and unworthy ap-
proximations of standard 'English. Non-
standard dialects are considered as "the
pathology of non-organic speech deficien-
cies: and the patterns of these dialects are
labeled with such terms as "misarticula-
tions," "deviations," "replacements," "faul-
ty jironunciations,"and the like.

On the other hand, the difference model
considers each language variety to he a
self-contained system which is inherently
neither superior nor deficient. Nonstandard
dialects are szystems in their own right, with
their own pronunciation and grammatical
rules. Although these rules may differ from
standard English, they are no less consis-
tent or logical than the rules of the socially

,prestigious dialect., That one language vari-
ety is associated with a socially subordi-
nate group and. therefore, socially stigma-
tized has nothing to do with th actual
linguistic capacity of the system. From this
viewpoint, OM' iuust be very careful not to
confuse thi social connotations of, a lan-
guage system and its linguistic capacity as
a communicative code.

Although the deficit perspective has en-
joyed considerable popularity in a number
of disciplines, it conflicts with some basic
assumptions about the nature of language
(Wolfram, 1989). In the first place, em-
pirical evidence suggests that all languages
arc capable of conceptualization and ex-
pressing logical operations. It is therefore
assumed that different surface forms for ex-
pression have nothing to do with the under-
lying logic of a sentence, since there is

10

nothing inherent in a givenlanguage
which will interfere with the development
of oneptualization. This is not to say,that
differences between the handling of logical
operations May never correlate with social

however, social class categories can-
not be explained by language differences
alone, since all language varieties provide
for the expression of syllogistic reasoning.

A second linguistic premise is that all
languages and dialects are adequate as
communicative systems. It has been estab-
lished that language i4 a human phenorn-.
('non which characterizes every social
group, and that all language systems are
perfectly adequate for communication by
the mernbers of the social group. The social
acceptability of a particUlar language or dia-
lect, considered non-standard because of its
association with a subordinate social gioup,
is totally Unrelated to its adeqUacy for
communication. The question for the lin-
guist is not the what but the how of
communication.

Another linguistic premise relating to the
adequacy of all language systems is that
languages are systemhtic and ordered.'
Technically speaking, there is no such thing
a-.4 a "primitive" language or dialect. All
languages and dialects are highly devel-'.
oped and complex systems in their internal,
organization, Furthermore, affinities be-
tween the pronunciation and grammatical
patterns-of related dialects are consistent
and regular, not haphazard and random.

Finally, language is learned' in the Con-
text of the cornIntinity. All linguistic e
(knee points to the conclusion that chil rep.
have acquired a fairly complete language
system by theage of five or six, with minor
atistments in,language'cOmpetence some-
times ,occurring until -eight or nine. This
system is acquired from contact with in
dividuals in the immediate environment.
Whether the source for this acquisition is
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parental, sibling, or peer group interaction
is only incidental from a linguistic view-
point. What is more important is the fact
that the rate of language developrrant is
approximately parallel across cultures and
sub-cultures. That is, lower-class children
learn nonstandard dialects at approximately
the sa c rate as Middle-class children learn
standar English.

Nonstan ard 'Dialects as Deffcient

Although the inguistic 'premises concern-
ing the nature o anguage have been basic
to the discipline o ling-uisties for-decades
now, when the sped patterns of the so-
called disdavantaged ecame an area Of
_high priority for eclucato s in the early six-
ties, it was the deficit m del which pro-
vided ,a framework for th's discussion. On
this basis, programs were d d to de-
scribe 'and change, the speech terns of
these children. One of the ear r prows
designed to deal with the speech of these
children was the Institute for Develop-
mental Studies, founded and directed by
Martin Deutsch,

Deutsch and his staff (1984) desicribe a
"language intervention" program, an at-
tempt to intervene with the development
of speech patterns at a preschool period in
order to prepare and equip "the child with
the linguistic capacity for success in school.
In other words. the program is set up to
remedy the presumed deficits of these chil-
dren- before entering school. Three major
premises are enumerated as the,.theoretical
basis for this program: (1) the intellectual
deficit caused by early cultural deprivation
cannot be made up for by putting children
in a middle-class school; they need more
diiect emphasis on cognition; (2) to over-
come deficiencies, there must be a carefully
planned match between specific deficits
and remedial measures; and (3) to alleviate

the language handicap of disadvantaged
children, they must be motivated to learn
a standard pattern.

The Deutsch model for intervention is
based on the theory that environment plays
a major role in the developMent of cognitive
skills, and that language skills and cog-
nitive skills go hand in hand. Because of a
"noisy environment" and the inaccessibility
of adults in the home, the language and
cognitive skills' of these children are:de-
ficient.

The theoretical basis/of Deutsch's posi-
tion suggests that behavioral characteristics
different from middle-class norms are in-
herently lacking in culture. Such ethno-
centric norms for"comparison are, of course,
at variance with basic understandings of the
nature of culture. That ghetto culture is
different is not disputed here, but a de facto
interpretation that this difference is equiv-
alent to deficiency is dcult to justify.
When the implicit criteria for viewing dif-
ferences as deficiencies are looked at closely,
the main criterion which emerges' is con-
formity to rtaiddle-class patterns, as if there
were some inherent "correctness", in, this
way of doing things. Attributing speech de-
ficiencies to the unavailability' of adults for
interaction, for example, takes into account
only one model for language, acquisition
parent-Child interaction. Sibling or peer
group interaction, which may be ciuite ex-
tensive at a relatively young age for ghetto
children, is not ,considered,

Furthermore, the relationship of lan-
guage development and cognitive develop-
ment has often been misunderstood. That
language is ihegral to the cognitive devel-
opment of an individual is not at issue here,
but empirical linguistic evidence demon-
strates. that all languages and dialects pro;
vide for syllogistic reasoning. Every bit of
4nguistic data points to the fact that any
jogical operation possible in a standard
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dialect is also possible in a nonstandarc
dialect. The linguistic expression of logi!al
operations may be different from dialect to
dialect, but -the underlying logic is quite
intact. For example, both standard English
and nonstandard English\provide for mak-
ing "identity statements" Such as The box
is blue. but in the dialect Spoken by many
lower-class Negro children, 'Phis construc-
tion is The box blue. That the'coAVIorm
be is -no,t found in thirlustance4raS no eft
feet on the abilityfia form an identitv.state-
ment. Bather, this dialect; like languages
'such as Russian; Thai, and Ilungiriark, may
not have iinV copulasin certain types of.con-
structions. This is not -drnatter.of deficien-

t ey but a difference in ling'ruis-tic expressiOn.
In -The Disadvantaged Child aridthe-

Learning Proceso,"` (1963) Deutsch is
somewhat more detailed in his discussion
of the,enviromnental ;Ind psychological fac-
tors winch .contribute to the presumed
verbal deficiency. Fators such as the lack
of toys and books, an unstable family life,
and substandard housing rria,'/ /rave a child
deficient in perceptual disc'rimination, at-
tentional, mechanisms, expectation of re-
wards, and the ability to use adults as
sources if information. All of .these taski
are skills, required for learning in schools,
at least those of the sixties. Due to the "non-
verbal- slum Home, the' child may fail to
*quire a language concept ystern which
fits the school's instructional patterns.

As we have suggested above, correla-
tions between reaming ability and the lan-
guage of these children are mish:liding.
What is edhsidered to be a lack of syntac-
tic organization and inadequate perceptual
ability may emerge only because of the-ex-
ternal norms of acquisition, the, white-mid-
dle-class behavior. which serves as a triea-
sum of "normalcy'." Dialect-fair and cul-
ture-fair measurements of perceptual abil-
ity and syntactic organization have only,re-

LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

den y 'come under consideration. Fill-tiler-
Ure, claims about the non-verbalness of,

s m homes are not based on formal re-
sea ch evidence. As mentioned above, the
ghet > }comes may well be the predomi-
nant ource for verbal interaction in this
cilium' setting.

Clint 'a -Deutsch (1964) measured the
auditory discrimination abiliti6s of lowef-.
class lila k children on the premise that "a
particula minimum level of auditory dis-
crimination skill is necessary for the ac
quisition of reading and general verbal
skills." A ba'Nic assumption was that lower -

class- children are deficient in *le develop-.
meet of auditory 'attentiveness' and dis-
rimination because of an excessively noisy,

Overcrowded environment.
The basis for measurijig perception was

the Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test,
ono of the standard tests for discrimination
development. Several important limitations
of the Wepina Test must be identified, In
the first place, the Wcpman Test" is ccin-
stnietcd without reference to legitimate dia-
lect differences. Thus, the, failure to dis-
er%ninate between- wreath and reel or lave
and lathe by young black childrerf is inter-
preted as indicative of underdeveloped au-
ditory cli4criMination. Actually, such pairs
are the result of a systernatic pattern in
which tit in IT 'nab and in.'.reel, are both
pronounced as f at the end of a ward, and
tit in /cab(' and c: in /ace are both pronounced
as.n in flie dialect spoken by many black
children-in the ghetto. This, however, is not
the result of retarded speech developm'ent,
but the result of a legitimate dialect differ-
ence which may be maintained by adults as
well as'children, In essence, this homophony
( the pronunciation of two different
'N'vords_alike) is no different from that of the
New England middle-class child who does
not discriminate between- caught, the past
tense 'of catch, and cot, thrbject for rest-

ft)
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ing, or tabght, the. past tense of,,teach,"and
torte, the pastry. The learning of standard
English measured by the Wellman Test
is not differentiated from the language de-
Velopinent of a different dialect. Without
taking sued dialect differences into .accoutt,
one' can only arrive at erroneous con-
clusioi Ls.

Even if a diarect-fair test indi ted that
some of these-children 'did reveal de lop-
mental retardation, asserting. that, this
might-bCkttributed to the. noisy home en-
virOnment. of the child seems to..be a sim-
plistic explanation, The soeial plynamies of

' the ghetto home, although much mentioned,
arc tustbeginning to be researched frOm
"an anthropolagteally valid"perspective.

,fn "The' Role- of Social Class in Lan-.
guage Development and Cognition," Mar-
tin Deutsch (:1966) attempts to .identiO
backgiotind patterns at tWo Nelcipmental
stages and relate them to.speet c cognitive
and linguistic patterns. his conclusions
are based on ,a Pour year 44bal. survey"

Negro and white., children in the
lower and middle socioeconomic groups:
The data -indicate ,that bring lower;class
acrd /or Negro contributes to lower language
seores.' On the basi;; of these data ,Deutsah
suggt:sts that there is ,a "cumulative Ian-

.
page deficit.; That is, language defi-'

6 eits become more marked is the child
progresses'through schocili- showing the in-
erea4itig , disparity between the -school ex-
pectations and perforinance of _these
drigti with_ respect to the rescribed mold.
The finding that the langUage deficits be-
came more marked as the Child progresses
throUgh school is signifivant; the assump-
tions and interpretations- as to the cause of
these diffirences, however. brier closir ex-

,amination.
--.I.,abov and Robins (1969.) for example,

in their study of ;Harlem teenagers, have
'shown that the is it direct relation be-
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tween per group involvement reading
achievement. Ori this 'kZasis,iY might more.
reasonably be sugpsted that as `'the child
becomes older, the values of the peer group,
in direct conflict with the school-imposed
value sygtem, are basically .responsible for
-the increasing alienation sof. ghetto ebildreii
in middle-class oriented classrooms.

4. John 0964) has set forth the' early
stages of language acquisition as they relate

; to social .enyironm2'erit in "The Social Con:
text Language' Acquistion." She ..sug-

gests ,that a 'child,. surrounded by a sea of
words, selectively and sequentially acquires
the names of .objeCts and actions. The learn-
"ing,of new responses is:facilitated by 'the
rclattivc invariance of the environment
where the social context of learning as well
as the stability of the bond betWeen word

..' and° referent is being acquired." Dif-
ferences. in the. rate and breadth of ac-

.,,.
"''quisition can be influenced 13)., the nature

of verbal intc:ractiOn With those caring ,,for
tl Mild. Using the Peabody Picture Vocab-
ularOAL*-49 a 'basis for measurement4;it
is found that three clusters of 'words ,are
difficult for low-income Children: words re,
lilting` to ilural living, words-whose referents
are rarer in low-income homes,, and action
words, particularly thos _dealing with
gerundives (e.g., lying, running). That
these children have difficulty with the first
two tyws is not surprising to John,becatise
of suh-cultural differences; however, she
sisitggests that the relatively little,opportun-
Ay these children have to sengage in active
dialogue Must be considered as a reason-
able explanation for their difficulties with
action words. The, children did not have
difficulty in experlenCe with the referent,-
but had trouble fitting the label to the
mrying forms of the action.

The assumptions and methods of John
follow those of Deutsch; therefore, the
limitations ascribed 'earlier to Deutsch

a
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,pertain also to John: (1) the assuMptions
concerning the social eovitOnment of these
chiI1ren are not 'research based; and (P
the investigators fail to rOognize legitimate
form differenceS' between dialects in dis-
cussing linguistic capacity. Nowhere, for
example, is the possibility explored that
difficulties with standard English gerun-
dives might be attributed to, form differ-
ences .in the linguistic structure of the dia-
lects investigated.

In all fairness to John and other mem-
bers of the Institute for -Developmental
Studies,we must mention that all the above
articles were written before "the 'issue of
differ6tiee versus deficiency was clearly
articulated. Characteristically, these arti-
cles did not even recognize the existence of
the difference alternative. However, with
the more recent.xplication of this issue,
current literature dealing with this topic
must bear the full responsibility for consid-
ering and examining alternatives to the' defi-
cit view of language differences in the low-
er class ohild'in its assumptionsinterpreta-
tions, and applications?

A slightly different 'approach to, the
speech of tie c,:`eoriomically impoverished
is offered in Osser's "The Syntactic Struc-
tures of 5-,Ye4-Old Culturally Depriyed
Children" (A966). Osser has compared.the
syntactic structures of middle -class children
and black ghetto children in an attempt to
discover how much environmental stimula-
'tion is necessary for language development.
Using the total number of sentences-.the
children used in ,the experimental session,
the total number of different syntactic struc-
tures, and the average "complexity score,"
ailiffererice favoring the middle-class group
is found. Osser also observes that the lower-
class group does not show homogeneous
speech behavior, a fact he interprets to sup-
port the pion that environmental differ-
ences pay not only account fOr large differ:

ti

ences between divergent groups, but large
differences. group's.

Although, Osser is treated here _along
with Other studies of nonstandarddialects
from a deficit model, he shows consider-
ably More respect fOr the legitimacy of
nonstandard speech as aliiiguistic system
than other approaches from this perspec- '
dye. It is for this re son that he recognizes
the concept of functional equivalence in
syntactic structures. This refers to "the fact
that sequences of words in one dialect may
be something different in the other dialect,
yet the two sequences are syntactically
functionally equivalent, e.g., his sister hat
in the nonstandard dialect is functionally
equivalent sister's hat in the standard
dialect." 6

Despite the caution .fOund in Osser's
conclusions, several exceptions to his inter-
pretdtions twist be taken. We have al-
ready seen the need to justify statements
aboul the influence of verbal environment,
on speech by correlational studits, so we
need not elaborate this criticism again. The
conclusions about the syntax of these chil -.
dam must also be viewed suspieiously,,as
Osser himselt`haseautioned: The total num-
!ber of sentences used in an experimental
situation maynCit have any direct relation-.
ship to the communicative adeoinacy of
speech 'in a natural speech situation. ,Fur-
thermole, the number of sentences used
is significantly intercorrelated with the di-

,versify and complexity of structures,. Is,
for example, the absence of relatives among
the lower-class children representative of
the actual linguistic capacity or a function
of the failure to elicit a sufficient speech
sample? Unfortunately, the legitimacy of
cultural 'differences affecting the experi-
mental situation has not been recopized.

Nonstandard Dialects as 'Different
One .of the first important attempts to

14
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explicate the different approaches t
study of nonstandard speech was Caz
"Subcultural Differences in Child

the
en's
an-

gimp.: An Interdisciplinary Bev iv w"

(1966). AlthOugh' this article' reflects the
fact that it Was written at the inception of
much of the current research on nonstan-
dard speech, it is still quite urful. Dis-
ciplines included in cazden's rtViewi are
linguistics, experimental psychology, an-
thropology, and sdciologv. Three main areas
of inter-disciplinary convergence are re-
viewed: (1) nonstandard versus standard
English; (2) stages in the developmental
ontinuurn; and (3) 'different modes- of

.c mununication. 1.

In her discussion of he, relation of stan
d d to. nonstandard ialects, Cazden de-

o'li 'ts several Inet s of ,describing dif-
fer( nces; including frequency of errors,
contrastive analysis, and transformational
grammar. The first method, describing. er-
rors, is associated with the deficit view of
language described above. Cazden is right-
ly skeptical of studies which assess the
.status of nonstandard dialects as a" cogni-
tive liability, althOUgh not as polemical
as most linguists dealing with this issue
Might b-. The other two methods, con-

, trastivear alvsis and transformational gram-
mar, asses c a difference view of non-
standard la guages. Cazden's distinction of
contrastive analysi om tr. s ational
grammar, -however, is o ebu us. or one,
these two approaches are net ' tually
exclusive. Contrastive analyses can, and
often do, employ the methods of trans-
formational analysis. Furthermore, trans-
formational grammar is only one linguistic
model which might lie used in the de-
scription of a language or dialect. What is

.

more important than the particular. lin-
guistic model is the general linguistic per-
spective which recognizes the structure of
different languages and dialects as sys:-

7

terns in their own right, with both similar-
ities and differences to related varieties.

With reference to the stages of the de-
velopmental continuum, Cazden sumrhar-
izes work in this area by noting that chil-
dren of upper socioeconomic status are gen-
erally evaluated as more advanced than
those of lower socioeconomic status. But
she correctly points out that studies are
only valid if evaluated in terms of the
norms of a child's own speech community.
In this regard, she anticipates the signif-
icance of constructing dialect-fair tests.

The final area, the4different modes of
communication, reviews research on both
the intra- and inteNindividual aspects of
communication. Essentia113/, this concerns
the importance of what, to whom, hook, and
in what situation we are speaking. She
concludes that we know very little about
differences in language function-

As areview of the literature up to 1965
on the subcultural differences in the lan-
-guagni of children, this can be recom-
mended as a thorough reference. It is less
evaluative than might by hoped for with
respect to the crucial issue of difference
versus deficit, but the period in which it
was written may have called for a more
cautionary evaluation.

The most explicit sources on the dif-
ference/deficit issuc_ are several papers by
Joan C. Baratz. In "A Bi-Dialectal Task for
Determining Language Proficiency in
Economically Disadvantaged Negro Chil-
dren" (1968a), the major dispute about
this issue in the literature is outlined, and
experimental evidence for her own con-
clusion is offered.

Baratz suggests that there arb three main
viewpoints concerning the linguistic sys-
tem of low-income Negro children. First
is the view that such children are `verbally
destitute, not having yet developed a func-
tionally adequate or- structurally syste-

-
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matic language code. This viewpoint is,

rejected by Baratz because of the biased
testing procedures, e.g., the use of middle-
class testing situations such as the class-
room.

The second viewpoint considers these
children to have systemyic but underde-
veloped language behavior, their under-
developed system leading to cognitive de-
ficits. Again the viewpoint is considered
invalid because of the use of middle-class
oriented tasks and norms which serve as
a standard of normalcy.

The third viewpoint is that these chil-
dren have a fully developed but dif-
ferent system from standard English. In
support of this viewpoint, Baratz has con-
ducted a bidialectal test in which she as-
sesses the proficiency of black ghetto chil-
dren and middle-class white children in re-
peating standard English and nonstandard
Negro English. The black children were
significantly more proficient in repeating the
nonstandard Negro dialect sentences than
the white children, but when they repeated
the standard English sentences thew were
predictable differences in their lifions
based on interference from the no .tandard
dialect, When the same test was given to the.
white children, the standard English sen-
tencts were repeated quite adequately, but
predictable differences in their repetitions
of the nonstandard sentences, based on in-
terference from the standard English sys-
tem, were observed. The results of this
study show that: (1) there are two dialects
involved in the educational complex of
Heck children; ( 2) neither white nor black
children are bidialectal; and ( 3), there is
interference from their dialect when black
children attempt to use standard English.
This type of evidence, Baratz points out,
indicates the bias of testing which uses
standard English as a yardstick of lan-
guage development.

e conclusions that Bar, z reaches on
the basis of her study are imPn,rtant sup-
port for the viewpoint

di rent
Maintains

that we are dealing with dNrent but equal
systems. Furthermore, th.f.concisc. discus-
sion of the .deficit/difference controversy
makes this one of the.most essential articles
for anyone interested,in the issue.

A slightly different emphasis on this issue
is given in Baratz's article "L:anguage and
Cognitive Assessment of Negro Children:
Assumptions and Research Needs" (1968b).
In this article Baratz examines the speech
of lower-class children in relation to cogni-
tive ability. Several of the problems con-
fronting a pria.rily, psychological Approach
to the languagk assessment of black children
are pointed tout: (1) the assumption that
language development is syndnyttraus with
the acquisition of standard English; (2) the
tendency to equate cognition with "rational-
ity, i.c., the tacit acceptance of external
norms resulting in the description of cogni-
tive abilities of black children in terms of a
developmental lag; and (3) the conclusion
OW some environments arc inherently more
adequate than others for stimulating gen-
eral language a cognitive growth. The
foregoing proble s seem to have evolved
from misconceP ns of what language is
and how it functions.

Like the previous article by Baratz
(1968a), the explication of the different
viewpoints in approaching the speech of
low-income children makes this ap invalu-
able contribution to the field. Without
taking issue with the essential contribution
of this article, it is necessary to point out
one example in which the position of Engle-
mann and Bereiter is misrepresented.

One of the prime illustrations in her re-
futation of the Berciter-Englemann po-
sition of language deficits is the treatment
of the if-then construction; they claim that
children are unable to handle this construe-

13
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tion in deductive reasoning, e.g., If this
block is big, then the other is small.
Baratz underst4nds this use of, it to be the
same as the "question", if in a_ sentence
such as Ile asked John if he could come.
Because black children may not use if in
the second type of construction -( Ile asked
John could he come being appropriate in
the dialect of these children), she assumes
that Berriter and Englemann have inter-
preted a legitimate dialeft-differenw as a
cognitive liability. But one cannot argue
the ease of if-then dcdutions on the basis
of question if since the- two uses of if have
quite different syntactical functions. 4$.1-

though Baratz's general criticism of the rea-
soning of Berciter and Englcmann ig quite
defensible, the particular example chosen
to refute their position is, in this case, un-
fortunate.

In "Grammatical Constructions in the
Language of fhe Negro Preschool Child"
( 1968c), Baratz and Povich compare the
language development of a group of Head
Start children with the results obtained
for middle-class preschoolers, using Lec's
Developmental Sentence Type model
(1968). This article chronologically preced-
ed du., papers discussed above, but prob-
ably has been prc-emptcd by them in terms
of releyance to the deficiency/difference
issue. It is, nevertheless, important because
the analytical method used by Baratz and
Povich is different from that described in
the articles of Baratz which were discussed
in the above paragraphs.

The majority of utterances by thei lower-
class children are on the kernel anabtrans-
formational levels of Lee's developmental
model, according to the investigators. Al-
though the language of economically im-
poverished Negro children indicates that
their language contains a number of struc-
tures which would be considered as "re-
stricted TOrms" when they are compared

17

with standard English, they conclude that
these forms are not only acceptable in
lower-class dialect, but also indicate a level
of syntactic development where transfor-
mations are being used appropriately. In-
asmuch as the low-class Negro child is
using the same forris as the lower-class
Negro adult, Baratz and Povich conclude
that he has adequately acquired the forms
of his linguistic environment.

Although the vast majority of the con-
troversy over the difference/deficit model.
in describing speech differences coneerps
the speech of ghetto Negro children, Vin-
cent P. Skinner looks at the speech of Jow-
income families in Appalachia from this
perspective in "Mountain Aren't Really
Illiterate" ( 1967). Because the paucity of
material' on Appalachian Po 1, 9.4 the article
is mentioned here, despitic ,L; that it is

clacking in detail. Skin,nert, ;1"' owever,
note that thit- dialect is a s 'eated lan-
guage which is quite effective ie the Com-
rnunicative purposes of the community. The
dialect spoken by these mountaineers tends
to preserve a more archaic form of English,
(hie to the geographical and social isolation
of this group from mainstream Ameri-
can culture. Unfortunately, this article is
much ,tocobrief and sketchy to be usefUl
as-rporp than an illustration of the status of
white nonstandard Appalachian speech as
a different but equal system.

Summary

\V have seen that there is considerable
difference in how, nonstandard dialects are
viewed as represented in ERIC documents.
It 'shjuld be appare,nt that one's view a
this divergence is crucial for our educa-
tional system. For one, the view of a child's
dialect will have a direct bearing on teach-
ers' attitudes toward the dialect with which
the 'child comes to school. The attitudinal
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biases toward linguistically adequate but
socially 'stigmatized language varieties is
no doubt the biggeSt problem we face.

There are also practical- reasons for
understanding how nonstandard dialects
differ from standard Engfish. With respect
to testing language proficiency, it means
that we must 'strive to design dialect-fair
measures of language proficiency. Only such
tests can authentically indicate where a
child is in terms of language development.
Our viewpoint of nonstandard dialects is
also crucial if we propose teaching standard
English to nonstandard dialect speakers.
A thorough understanding of the systematic
and regular differences between standard
and nonstandard English must- serve as a

asis for the most effective teaching of
sta &F,,,nglish in our schools.
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Interference Phenomena in Language Teaching:
Their Nature, Extent, and Significance
in the Acquisition of Standard English*

Fewer than half of the English speakers
in the world learned English as a native
language. Those who did somehow inter-
naliziql its sound system and most of its
grammatical structures before they came to
schoolwithout any help from specialized
English teachers, Each year, however,
thousands cif students first encounter En-
Wish as a foreign language when they en-
roll in school, (wen within-the Unitcd,States.
Thousands more learn English as a native
language in their preschool years but ,find
it is a variety which is unacceptable to their
teachers from the first grade on.

These are our linguistically different
learners, often our disadvantaged. Because
of an apparently high correlation between
linguistic divergence from standard English
and low achievement in our schools, con-
siderable research on this population has
been conducted by educators and linguists.
The increasing implementation of bilingual
programs has interested psychologists,
anthropologists, and sociologists as well,

fy with some resultant gains in our under-
standing of first- and second-language ac-
quisition, cultural differences ,in styles of
learning and motivation, anZi additional
speculation about the relationship of
thought and language.

° Reprint vd from Elementary English 48:3 ( March
1971 ) 396-405.

It is time ror those of us in education to
carefully assess the questions and answers
which the social sciences have directed to
the problems of teaching EnglisieThis re-
pbrt will foal§ on the identification of inter-
ference phenomena: the factors in a stu-
dent's personality or culture which may get
in the way of his acquisitin9 of standard
English.

. Linguistic Interference
A common manifestation of interference

is the switching of linguistic codes. These
codes have usually been thought of as dis-
tinct languages, but they may be variants
of a single' language, or dialects. Hymes
(1967) maintains that no speaker is limited
to a single linguistic cock, and that all
switch to a code appropriate for signaling
social intimacy or distance. If such switch-
ing is to be understood, emphasis must be
placed on the interaction of language and

*its social contexts. Gaarder comments on
the significance of intralingual interference:

The interference between two closely
related dialectssuch as a nonstandard
dialect and standard Englishis far great-
er than between two completely dif-
ferent languages, and the socially signifi-
cant differences between the standard and
nonstandard forms may be overshadoWed
by the similarities and fail to present a
real challenge to the students. (1965, 20)
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The nature of the linguistic interference
phenomena is provided by structural analy-
ses of nonstandard Negro ,speech and stan-
dard English. Thesj contrastive studies
provide the same predictive and explana-
tory functions for areas of .interference in
monolingual English sPeakers as contras-
tive studies of two languages do for bi-
linguals.

Probably the most valuable resource for
educational use is I .abov's The Study of
Non-Standard English (1970). He discusses
the nature of the language and makes
direct application of the description to the
classroom teacher. His emphasis is on pre-
paring teachers to recognize points of lin-
guistic interference and to adapt methods
and materials to the actual problems of
students.

Labov and others (1968a) produced a
more technical study of the structural dif-
ferences between the nonstandard Negro
English of the northern ghetto areas and
standard English. They explain such inter-
ference phenomena as the following as (lir-.
ferencrs in low-level rules whfeli affect stir
face structure.

1, Simplification of co sonantplusterS,
smnotimes causing t e deletion of the
past -ed suffix (e. walk for walked).

negative c incord rule, distribut-
ik-t4c underlying negative particles
to a widt,sange of environments ( e.g.,
Don't say nothing, for Don't say any-
thing).

3. The absence of third person singular
-s and the possessive suffix (e.g., He

7 go, for Ple goes).

Milli), of the speakers they tested could
understand both nonstandard and *standard
forms but produced only the nonstandard.
For these native English speakers, inter-
ference between linguistic codes is occur-
ring for the most part only at the produc-
tive level. While English-as-a-secand-lan-

guage techniques may be applicable '1to
teaching standard.English as a second dit
lect, this study shows us that the nature alffil
scope of the students' interference is prob-
ably different enough to make standard.
ESL material inappropriate.

Lamy and Cohen (1967) prepared still
another contrastive analysis of phonology
and grammar including verb tenses, noun
farms, negatives, pronouns, embedded ques-
tions, and"count and mass nouns. They de-
scribe important interference areas in terms
of gcnerarciles which differentiate non-
standard and standard forms.

The 'only extensive analysis of southern
Negro speech surveyed is Williamson's
( f968) study of high school students in
Memphis, Tennessee. She provid.e. no sug-
gestions for language teachers, but her list-
ing of structures would be helpful in pre-
paring instnietional materials for students
in the southeast. Southern Negro speech is
also the primary source of data for Sri-nth
(1969) i his discussion of cross-code
ambiguriv is a form of grammatical inter-
ference. This iseli plausible reason for the
persistency of some nonstandard forms,
and one which emphasizes the importance
of teacher understanding of studentS' lan-
guage.

Smith and Trulry (1968) treat. the inter-
ference of nonstandard English with the
acquisition of reading skills, specifically the
'sound-symbol correspondence. They con-
clude that this interference can be mini-,
mized if the teacher either teaches this cor-
respondence in terms of the students' dia-
lect ar- teaches the standard dialect prior
to reading.

Rvstrom (1968).also explores the idea
of the nonstandard Negro dialect as a source
of interference in acquiring reading skills.
He hypothesizes that Negro children could
be taught to use specified elements of stan-
dard English in eight weeks, and that this
would have a significant positive influence

G0
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on their word reading score when the re:
, lationship between letters and sounds was

controlled. Pre- aril posttesting in two first
grade classroOms cause these hypotheses to
be rejected. The experiment- is potentially
interesting but needs to be replicated with
a larger simple and with more attention
given to teaching methods isedo Since the
first hypothesis is rejected ( the children did
not 'caul to use the elements of stamlard
English )°, the.rcjeution or affirmation of the
influenc of these elements on reading
seems I teaningless

We c in clearly see that contrastive analy-
sis is st it considered a useful tool in iden-
tifving
interfer
ficient,
forman
Englis

trashy(
by the

and explaining points of linguistic
'nee. It is quite obviously not sill-
however, to explain all of the per-
e errors made by speakers learning
its it second language or standard
its a second dialect. \Vhile the con
linguisti model may he improved
application of -current theoretiyal

principles and techniques, there smzill be a
contint ing `deniand for sensitive teachers
in earl classroom. And valuable as it inity3
be, the contrastive approach has seldom
been it Tiled to the construction of instruc-
tional material, nor would it be sufficient in
detern
minds
we nit
mice, I
taught
tent n

The
of int
with t
vita in
lingua
secom

Ca
Choi()
psych

fining content. As Rivers (1968) re-
is, of contrast are points where
st combat native language interfer.
tit the contrasting element should be
as it functions in the language sw-
at just at the point of contrast.

way of second-language acquisition and are,
therefore, of central interest to the lan-
guage teacher. Interference can occur at the
cognitive level ( in selection among possible
responses ), or at the psychomotor level
( resulting in a "foreign accent"), or it may
result from "unguided imitative behavior."
Factors affecting degree of interference in-.
(ule aptitude and intelligence, motivation,
age ( young children arc less subject to in-
terference than older learners), and teach-
ing methods and materials.

Ervin-Tripp (1968) provides another
general discussion of the psychological fac-
tors in bilingualism. She discusses prob-
able differences in language learning due to
the age of the student and suggests looking
,at performance errors as a distinct type of
interference which requires analysis of the
learner's linguistic system as well as a con-
trastive analysis of the languages involved.
Many of the factors which interfere with
the linguistic performance of a speaker
learning English as a second language are
the same as those affecting a monolingual
speaker of English (for example, fatigue,
stress, -sentence length, and .grammatical
complexity), but some are due to the more
complexIi9guistic and sociolinguistic rules
which the bilingual must learn to control.
This suggestion is reinforced by Nemser
(1969).

Diebold (1966) Makes the distinction
hetwcc4ri -coordinate" and -compound" bi-
linguals and describes relevant research by
Lambert and' others. lie uses this distinc-

Psychological Interference tion in describing different types of rela-
psychologist's specialized definition tionships between word-pairs in the speak-

'rfercrice does not coincide exactly er's 1,anguage systems and their referents.
to linguist's but is limited to phenompi,This model should show areas and degrees
forgetting and inhibition when first-, of semantic interference beyond those avail-
ge habits modiry the learning of a able, through contrastive linguistic tech-
. piques.
oIl ( 1968) reviews theories of psv- Diebold also discusses the possibility
cal interference and r,s.ports many that cognitive conflict may accompany se-

)logical factors which may get in the mantic interference in bilinguals. This fol-

2 1
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bi.tween two languages,.then each wiN be
weaker.

The discussion of the coordinate-com-
pound" distinction is renewed by Mac-
namara ( 1967) as it relates to the language
learMirg contexts. Interference may be
taught to students by parents or teachers,
although effective teaching eliminates as
much of it as possible. One way interfer-
ence can he minimized is to keep the lan-
guage ,of instruction predictable once
started in a language, continue to follow
the rules of that language.

The interference 'potential from negative
attitudes and motivation has been widely
--recognized. Cowan (1968) reports that
Japanese students who have high integra-
tive motivation ( who tend to he somewhat
"Aineriepnized") learn English better. Low
integrative motivation interferes with lan-
guage learning, Taylor and others (1989)-
support the hypothesis that the ability to
pronounce a second language is related to
'lempathetic caliacity" or sensitivity to inter-
personal cues. Others to -stress the impor-
tance of attitude and motivation include
Gardner (1968) ''and 'hint,. (1969).

Dugas (1967) re ws sot of the find-
ings reported ahoy( anc states the iinpfti'a-
tions these have for language teaching. Be-
cause integrative IT otivation lessens inter-
ference, for insta ee, the teacher should
look for elements in the English-speaking
community with which the students might
want to relate an make positive refereoces
to bilingual speakers.

Interference pheno cna in language
learning have been of 'onsiderable interest
to psychologists in recent years, and cc-
ports of their findings are available in such
sources as the Journal of Verbal Learning
and Verbal Behavior. Considering its rel-
evance " to ,instructional materials and
methodology, it seems unfortunate that so
little in this area is-readily available to
educators in a less technical form.

lows from the hypothesis that languages
differ from each other in their selection of
critical semantic' features and in their lexi-
ca) groupings, or categorization. The na-
ture of this conflict has been explored in
discus, ions of the "\t'llorfian hypothesis"
but its extent and significance to language
teaching have received little. objective at-
tention. One controlled study is Sisson's
(1968 ) Sue of the Stroop \t'ord Test in a

'bilingual context to measure degrees of in-
terference. .

Nivekawa 1968) applies snore exten-
sive tests to the influence svollich the' first
language has On perception, thinking, and
second language learning. Interference
phenomena in translation to the second lan-
guage aril' partially accountable in terms of
the cognitive fraineworkrelated to the first
language. The cognitive framework asso-
ciated with a pqrticular language and cul-
ture

. has achustment and survival value in
that it enables us to economize our effort
in perceiving only relevant material and
organizing this material in a culturally
meaningful way. ( 1)6M, 4)

This also suggests an interference factor for
students learning a second language which
may be impervious to any of our teaching
techniques.

Cognitive factors are also explored by
Spolskv (1968), who restates some ques-
tions regarding the possible di 'renees in
conceptualization in speakers of different
languages and the possible cif cts of bi-

olingualism on language dew ment. While
tentative in his conclusions, he suggests a
possible loss in linguistic ability when two
languages arc learned. One type of inter-
ference which may operate in second Ian-
guagc;71.earning (according to the "balance
theory ) is that only a certain amount of
language learning...ability may be available
to any one individual. If this is divided

22
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Cultural Interference
Lang,dag,e,is essentially a social phenom-

enon, learned in a social context, and used
to communicate with others in a society.
Some social factors also interfere with lan-
guage learning, or, at least, inhibit the use
of standard English. Labov and Cohen
I 1967 ) define the conflict between dialects
of English as

.
the prohli:ins that follow from the dif-

ferent uses of language and attitudes to-
ward language that are characteristic of
thew two forms of English.

They may prove to be even more important
to the acquisition of standard -English in
seine contexts than linguistic interference
factors discussed above.

Diebold (1966) lists as potential inter-
ference phenomena the language loyalty
sentiments of the speaker, the acculturation
pressures being applied, the dominant or
more prestigious status of English, socio-
eonomic conditions, and the ambivalent
sentiment in the United Sta'tes toward
bilingualism. Christian (1965) accuses the
Ang,los of a lack Of respect for human
values and lists this and their impatience
with different cultures as causes of inter-
ference ,and Anglo unpopularity. Zintz

( 1969 ) stresses the importance of teachers
perceiving differences in values and custom
as well as in the languages of their stu-
dents. Ile includes examples from Mexican
Ame-lean, Navajo, Alaskan Indian, and
Zuni cultures and a useful bibliography of
minority group studies.

Ervin- -Tripp (1968) lists possible areas
of interference as beliefs about the appro-
priateness or ease of becoming, bilingual
and feelings of social identity. She reports
Laliov's observation that working class boys
in New York may have trouble learning the
speech features of their , women teachers
because of this last factor.

Bilingual students may not speak En-

23'

glish acceptable for classroom use bedfausc
they contact only the bilingual commilinity

4and have rto iiiodel or social support for
standard English. The type of linguistic
interference manifested in 'switching be-
tween linguistic codes may be normal lan-
guage usage in the community, with the
switching itself carrying social meaning.
This phenomenon is convincingly docu-
mented 4 Lance (1.869 ).

If a speaket' has mastered the appro-
priate code- switching rules, the interference
phenomena deterring the use of standard
English are not so much linguistic ( the
use of native-language forms in place of
English) as social (identity with the bi-
lingual rather than monolingual commu-
nity). If the choice of codes includes stan-
dard English for use when that Is appro.-
priate ( as in school), the term interference
may rm longer accurately describe code-
switching.

Laboy and others (1968b) deal with the
functional differences of nonstandard Negro
English and standard forms. They describe
the relationship of school performance and
reading to the vernacular culture, overt at-
titudes toward language, and other social
factors. They find the cultural conflict be-
tween the value systems of the two groups a
greater contributor, to reading failure than
the structural conflict between the linguistic
systems. It is also noteworthy that Labov
finds much greater verbal capacities in
ghetto children than do other studies,

Degas (1967 ) argues that language
functions need to la-, taken into account in
preparing teaching material, but his sugges-
tions may be called into question using the
same criteria. Dugas claims language ma-
terial should be

,
on a more informal leverto

permit social mobility. This will be true if
the purpose of language instruction is com-
plete acculturation to a monolingual society;

-but, if the student lives in a bilingual com-
munity, he needs the more formal English'
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of teachers and -books. He may not need
or want to use the style of English appro-
priate only with family or friends (Troike,
1971).

Many have recognized the importance
of collecting and disseminating more infor-
mation about social factors affecting lan-
guage learning, and some specific proce-
dures have ,been suggested._ Rudnyckyj
(1987) suggests a model for comparing
"cultures in contact" similar to a linguistic
model for contrastive analysis. He identi-
fies the interference from conflicting cul-
tural patterns as "cultural accents."

The conferoriCe report on Styles of
Learning Among American Indians (1989)
provides a basic resource for teachers pf
culturally diverse students, although pre-
senting many more questions than answers.
It points out how little we know about
different learning styles and conflicting
value systems and social structures. The
primary value of this document to edu-
cators may be in pointing out that there
are such'basic differences which are poten-
tial points of interference in learning. The
recommendation; for, background studies,
related research projects, direct *Oldies and
research, -and pilot projects should also
provide an outline for research with other
ethnic minorities.

"Unfortunately, reports of research fol-
lowing these guidelines are either past due
or not vet readily accessible through such
channels as ERIC.

Educational Interference
There are several .flictors in schools

themselves which get in the way of stu-
dents learning English. Wf!tre these exist,
they include unsuitable instructional ma-
terial, bad teaching methods, educational
segregation of minority goups, and nega-
tive attitudes on the part of school per-
sonnel.

Some of these negative attitudes toward

linguistically and culturally diverse stu-
dents arc also recorded in ERIC docu-
ments:

. that sardonic chicano sense of humor .. .

.. the touchy pride of the chicane, .
. the chicano herd instinct . . .

We find an educator rejecting the stu-
dents' native language:

If (the student) elects to speak English
in a sellool where the majority use Span-
ish, it takes a strength of will few possess.

Under normal circumstances the 'bilin-
gual feather or coach who speaks Spanish
to the student and encourages the student

7 40 speak Sip anish in return is likely doing
thi student a disfavor since., i(does nothing
to promote his linguistic ability and can
easily:confuse him 'in his attitpdes.

Professors, too, sometimes make value
judgerlients on students' language:

lie speaks Spanish with his playmates.
But it is an irnpovNished Spanish, a lan-
guage which has been culturally "behead-
ed" by its forced separation from its own
literary heritage.

The fact that the, pupil's home lan-
guage is a colloquial Spanish may be only
one additional handicap, no more important
than other cultural handicaps, -

Gaarder ( 1965) states that the greatest
barrier to the Mexican-American child's
success in schOol is that those schools want
him to grow up as another Anglo.

This he cannot do eicept by denying
himself and his family and his forbears, a
form of masochism which no society Xhould
demand of itS children. (1965, 20)

The extent of such interference phenom-
ena cannot be determined by a survey of
the literature, but liartial remedies are
available. In a collection of repOrts, Gaar-
der (1985) and Lado (1985) make con-
crete suggestions about how such educa-

ational interference may be overcome.

1. Do not legislate against using the

Z4
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.native language; this builds hostility
Iowan] English.

2. Establish bilingual programs, in which
English is taught as a second lan-
guage.

3. Understand dialect variations in En-
glish and the students: language, in-
cluding their functions in society.

4. Teach dialect switching, not replace-
mnt of "incorrect" with "correct."

The understanding of dialects is also
important in the development of instruc-
tional 'material. Cumperz (1967) points out
the _hazards of relying solely on contrastive
analyses of standard languages spoken by
"ideal speakers living in a homogeneous
community" (l itionisky), 1965, 51). Ma-
terial prepared in English or 'the 'first Ian-
guage of the student needs to take into
account 'the regpnal and -social dialect
which he speaks -or still another loreign
language" is added to his linguistic milieu,
often without being recognized as such 1)\";
ed lien tors.

Heffernan- Cabrera (1969) provides an
easy to understand review of traditional
ESI, methodology, suggests scope and se=
quenee for content at vari«wels of in-
struction, and includes a ( eklist for the
evaluation of texts.

Reading methodology and materials for
speakers Of nonstandard English are pre-
snted by Baratz and- Shuy (1969). Ma-
terials are prepared so that sounds and
words associated with written symbols will
correspond with sounds and words, in the
students' speech. They recommend using
only forms. the students use and hear.

Labov and Cohen (1967) also provide
teaching suggestions for speakers of non-
standard Negro English. They stress keep-
ing in mind the systemati distinction made
in each dialect, rather than the actual
sounds themsel4es. Trying to correct each
"mistake" rather than deal with systematic

S

differences is ineffective and will frustrate
students. It should be remembered that
this analysis and the teaching suggestions
are directed to the urban northeast. The
reported merger .o pin and pen, for in-
stance, ,cannot be tre ted as a nonstandard
feature in parts of,Te w (......wels,

pare 'not distinguished in standard speech.
Of all areas of possible interference

surveyed, ERIC is most helpful in provid-
ing .)(tensivebil graphics of instructional
,ormaterial for te. ing English as a second
language at every age level. More informa-
tion is needed on teaching standard En-
glish as a second dialect, but this need has.
obviously-been recognized and is being met
through these channels by Labov, -Shuy,
and other highly competent sociolinguists.

No static body of information on inter-
ference phenOmena would suffice iv this
time of rapid change in linguistic theory,
new empkitsis on cultural factors in edu-
Cation, xperimental teaching models, and
ambiAlent feelings toward diversity in
classrooms. The ERIC document repro-
duction service now offers thte fastest and
mast complete single resource on these
-varied factors. The Y'ery bulk of currently
available material, however, makes the
idea of more preselection and evaluation of
documents by experts in the fields attrac-
tive to busy educators. It may soon he es-
sential if, efficiency and effectivliess are to
be maintritned.
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When Should Instruction in a
Second Language or Dialect Begin?*

(.

The optimumtstarting time for foreign or
second language instruction has been a
subject of considerable discussion for many
years. Periodically, articles (1; 5, 10, 27,
28) appear under this title or with consid-
erable segments of their text under this
heading grid report the nature of the au-
thor's observations and experiences. Reports
are issued which describe experimentscin
curriculum planning for foreign language
in the elementary school (FLES). Other re-
ports describe the beneficial effect 9f FLES
instruction on such diverse aspects of
knowledge as science, citizenship educa-
tion, and arithmetic (22) and explore the
intellectital and attitudinal °changes (5, 12,
31) in the individual attributable to'early
°foreign language, (FL) instruction (32)'.

Throughout, the asliurnptions are that the
optimum Age to start Ft instruction is in
childhood, from six years of age or before
until puberty; that FL learning is somehow
morSperfectly and more naturally acquired
during this age period; and that the adult,
although capable of learning a FL, must do
so at the expense of more effort than the
child for equal, results. Should the adult
learner manage to master the FL by hard
effort, he would still indicate-his late-in-life
acquisition of language by imperfect or
foreign pronunciation.

Reprinted_ from, Elementary English 48:5 ( May
1971 ) 551:558r,
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Yet many of these statements and as-
sumptions are entirely unsupported by hard
evidence which would either prove or dis-
prove the validity of one or the other con-
jecture. Judged by scientific standards of
reproducibility and reference, most pub-
lished reports are inadequate so far as num-
bers of individuals studied, reasonable
plans of investigation, adequate length of
time for observation, identification of char-
acteristics and traits, and so forth. In fact,
the number of studies concerned with such
topics is extraordinarily low.

Thirty topic titles from ERIC ,,were ex-
amined exhaustively for the years 1966
through 1970. These topics titles (see ac-
companying table) covered the range of
attributes usually associated with FL or
second dialect learning. Approximately
twenty-four hundred titles were examined
in abstract.' From this number, ninety-five
were scanned and forty-four were examined
in detail. Of the original total, only 1.9
percent were found to be relevant. An
earlier study (4), for the period 1960-1965,
found only' sixteen items out of fifty thou-
sand listed under language lelming in the
Psychological Abstracts. The Annual. Fie-
view of Psychology for 1966 reviewed the
period 1958-1966 and found only 328 refer-

lipproximate because of topic cross-listing; one
article may have been listed under several topic
headings.

a
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Topic Titles from ERIC, 1966-1970

Topic 1966-67 1968 1969 1970 Total

Age Differences \ 2. 14 22 8 46
Bilingual Headings: Bilingual" ,

Education, Bilingual Schools,
Bilingual Students, Bilingualism 1 48 106 90 245

Child Language x x 21 38 59
-FLES 1 20 15 22 58
FLES Programs x 22 13 7 42
Interference x 3 12 10 25
Language Ability 1 11 11 11 34
Language Development 9 42 64 66 181
Language. Enrichment 1 13 2 2 18
Language Fluency 1 13 3 1 18
Language Instruction 35 279 242 894
Language Learning x 18 23 4 55
Language Proficiency x 13 14 3 30
Language Skills 7 21 25 '2 75
Multilingualism x 3 1 11
Nonstandard Dialect x 11 20 18 49
Retention 4 22 13 16 55
Second Language Learning x 107 102 106 315
Social Dialects

11'
x 9 15 16 41

TENL x 10 21 33 64
Time Factors Learning 2 26 9 8 45
Verbal Development 2 6 10 10 28
Verbal Learning 4 13 11 12 40

70 724 782 852 2,428
x not listed separately

ences. The investigators at that time- com-
mented (11) "In view of the volume of
learning researc the lack of studies of
second language quisition is shocking."
This a thor' must cgree. There is no more
important subject n today's schools which
has less attention paid to it than foreign or
second language or dialect learning.,

The total number of -studies 'appears
large but is quite small in .proportion to
subject importane*e and, what m. ay be more
to the point, most are reports of the unveri-
fiable Observations of individuals in , the
classroom. Controlled experiments are few
and far between. With slight exceptions,
most authors assume that -their individual
observations are completely valid and Their
deductions generalizable to all situations on

30

the basis of the scantiest of evidence. Many
of these authors assume that the learning
of a foreign or a second language follows
the same pattern as the learning. of a first
language or dialect, that the stages 'of ac-
quisition are. the same for both first and
second language, and that the techniques
and methods of acquisition are applicable
to all situations. VArther, it is generally as-
sumed that the child has an innate superi-
ority in foreign language learning to that
possessed by the adult: a special compe-
tence that disappears with age and is lost
to the adult learner.

There are several theories of language
learning which have been used to explain
the apparent ease with which the child
masters a second language. Of these, two of
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the inure attra ctive are imprinting (19) innl
ileum-muscular (25, 26).2

Imprinting is a process similar to die
physical analogue of photography. The
child is exposed to language as 111111 is ex-
posed' to light and, On development, is

found to have acquired the ability to speak
as the film is found to have acquired a visu-
al image. As with filin, the theory goes, so
with children, for old film cannot produce
an image nor earl older individual de-
prived of ..language early life learn to
speak. Imprinting has been demonstrated
in many animals, A duckling immediately
on hatching will attach itself to the first
large moving object it encounters and will
act toward that object as though it were its
mother. The same imprinting occurs with
chicks and with *other young fowl. How-
ever, imprinting appears to be specific_ to
the fowls for there is little evidence of such
a process in the other animals.

is euro-museular plasticity ( particularly
of die brain) implies the general rnalleabili-
tv of the individual rather imich in the same
fashion that wax may he molded while
warm but becomes firm and immobile, re-
taining its impressed shape, when cold. In

.--this sense, the child. is felt to be more pli-
able than the older adult. The theory relies
on severa4Nabservable facts-of development.
One of the more commonly cited is the
series of ehservatious based on brain studies
and the associated ,research on aphasia. In
such, studies, it was noted that the brain-
injured individual commonly suffered from
aphasia as a resort of the injury; age is

apparently not a factor in such cash for the
severity of aphasia in similar injutics is

approximately the same for the young ;Ii i

the old. However, recovery is more rapu
and more complete for the child than for

\ third x hich is sometimes presented is the Ian-
1411,ige ,pre ificity of the human specie: the child

ylrcilisposcil to lant;ilitge and achieves
hen u>nncss thrmi1411

the older pc, on, with the turning point fo
speed and completeness of recovery being
the age period ten to fourteen (18). Cou-
pled w ith such observations, are the well-
known facts that recovery from such mis-
hap~ as a broken hone or a wound is more
rapid for the younger person. Such research
and observations are ,cited in conjunction
with the ,observable developmenief the
child, Who intuit crawl before he can walk
and who must babble before he can talk.

It is also known that there are develop-
mental changes in the chemical makeup of
the body. 'Prom such observations, it has
been argued that as the percentage makeup
of such chemical compounds in the body
varies with age so, too, will associated
abilities derived from the presence or ab-
sence of such campounds. Hence, if we
could sample the chemical makeup of the
human body and contrast it with the chemi-
cal makeup of the average normal popula-
tion, we might he able to state whether au
individuarwas above or below the norm
in development. As an incidental benefit,
we would be able to properly place the
individual in a school program and
then prepare materials specifically suited' to
his needs. This is an enticing ide.ci. What
could he more attractive than to step into
a laboratory and emerge with a prescrip-
tion for an academic curriculum ( 17)?
However, though many people believe that

-44ting fish for its phosphorus-based corn-
poiands is good for the brain, which has a
higher percentage of phosphorus-based
compounds than any other part of the body,
there is only limited support for this view
(3, 15). Since the compounibi which are
associated with language ability develop
over time an<l reach the adult plateau at
age ten, at which they remain for the great-
er part of the individual's lifetime (through
age sixty), one must infer that language
learning ability becomes grea,ter as age
progresses to age ten.

31 9
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It is opi'm to serious question whether in-
formation derived from the investigation of
the rates of recovery from accidental dam-
age to the brain is related to the ability to
acquire a second language, for the form-
er case we are concerned with the regain-
ing of a facility once possessed but now
lost, while in the latter case vi./J are con-

'ney;' fa-
acquisi-
similar
of the
st also
e ac-
must
hich
skill

in-
m-

cerned with the acquisition of
cility. It is questionable whether
tion of second language is at: a
in its,proredures toi the acquisitio
first language. Additionally, we m
question whether all languages a

quired in the same way. Further, w
consider the implications of a theory
suggests it is easieL to master a subject
when the faculties of the individual ar
complete than when the faculties are c
plete.

There are apparent,ly two assumpti ns
which are in operation here: ( ) that lan-
guage skills are simple things to acquire
within a specific amount of .time for the
younger learner; and (2) that the adult is
incapable of mastering these skills at some
later stage in life. Both are seriously open
to question.

If we assume that proficicncy in language
is a simple thing, we overlook the obvious,
i.e., language training in one's native lan-
guages tends to continue throughout one's
life and academiccareer. Indeed, the time
spent on natiye language learning is exten-
sive and continues from Rrst grade throngh
college. Most colleges provide freshman
English courses which are designed to

remedy student deficiencies (this after
twelve years of language study and use in
the grades) and continue this instruction in
the native language at least through the
sophomore year. This evidence alone indi-
cates that language learning is not a simple
short-term process. To believe that young
children can learn languages easily and
without effort is to overlook the experience

'Of teaching anything at the primary stages.
"Even such relatively simple skills as the
elements of reading or the handling
numbers have proved to be more complex
than was first thought ... and it would be
most sutprising if foreign languages were,
to present fewer problems-,than the teach-

in the mother

of

ing of particular skills
tongue." ( 29 : 107 )

It is also misleading to expect the aild
to perform more adequately in language
learning than does the adult. "There is no
direct evidence that the child has a special
language learning competency absent in the
adult." (2:334)

flow long is it before we can say that a
child has mastered his native language?
We do not know with any precision. . .

Even if the speed of acquisition was known,
on what grounds would one be justified in
describing it as "astonishing"? Is it so as-
toRishing if one is convinced that for five
or more years the child is working very
hard and for long hours on mastering lan-
guage? ( 14:117 )

In many cases, there is evidence which in-
dicates that both child and adult are equal-
ly proficient when it is'a matter of second
language acquisition.
' In a !+tudy of the ability of young Ameri-
can children and American adults to iden-
tify and reproduce the pharyngeal frica-
ties of Arabic, there was no evidence that
children are better than adults at this par-
ticidar task (34). To a certain extent, where
cognitive awareness was an aid, the adults
wile very slightly more proficient'than the
younger child. In ancither study of Spanish-
spea\king children lo had been speakingWis,
Engfish in the Unite States for up to eight
years'. after their arrival from. Cuba, it was
noted, that no child had achieved native
pronunciation even though he arrived in
the tThited States prior to the age of five.
a.nd had resided here for eight years (2!

3 2
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"Children, in short, do riot learn language"-
with miraculous ease." (28:15)

From this evidence one must, conchide
that where language learning is the only
item under consideration, there is no opti-
mum age for language study and second
language acquisition. Language, learning is
possible with equal ease/difficulty whether
thc'Istudent is young ana in the first .grade
or old and thinking of retiring. This ability
to acquire a second language is maintained
throughout' childhood, youth, and middle
age given. comparable conditions for learn-
ing and study. "Among adults of age 20-60,
age has very little to do with success in
learning a language...." (6:14) In old age
some changes are observable, for, although
the ability to remember is the same in youth
and old age, emory is not so much a
function of age as .t is of degree of learn-
ing. Tile old person takes longer to learn a
set amount of material than does his mid-
dle-aged or youthful counterpart (21).

This conclusion would seem to contradict
the mass of experiential evidence with re-
gard to language learning, and suggestions
that other fact beside those solely at-
tributable to language fluency are being
evaluated.. When the literature on the sub-
ject is examined, it becomes apparent that
most writers are equating, degree of sociali-
zation with language skill, usually on the
basis of pronunciation alone. There is evi-
dence that pronunciiition alone, of all the
skills associated with language use, is age
related, "Pronunciation is the only part of
language learning that is chiefly imitative."
(2:3:2-4) "There is solid basis for the belief
that young children can acquire good pro-
nunciation more rapidly and easily than
adults under normal conditions." (6:13)

yhen language learning is examined
from the point of view that pronunciation
is the most significant factor for the evalua-
tion of language proficiency, then many of
the difficulties with regard to the optimum

341). The assumption of native proficiency
in language acquired by children after
short exposure is iippiirently misleading. It
was observed, however, that there is posi-
tive correlation between length of contact
with the second language and the degree of
pronunciation control, with long term resi-
dents tending to be more proficient than
short term re.sidents, regardless of age. It
may be that the child appears to he su-
perior to the adult since he tends to learn
and use his language in context, while the
adult tends to learn his language in a non-
context situation within the classroom with
little relevance to the actual place of ulti-
mate use.

When one considers the experience de-
rived from intensive language programs
established solely for adult language in-
struction, some rather striking results are
noted. Most adults manage to perform quite
well in a second language after a short
period of study. The Peace Corps normally
sends its members overseas after 350 to 400
hours of language instruction with the ex-
pectation they will function adequately in
the performance of their assignments. The
men at the Foreign Service Institute and
the Defense Language Institutes seldom re-
ceive as many as 20(X) hours of language
training, even for the most difficult of the
languages taught, where maximum profi-

- cn:ney in oral and written ability is re-
01 When One contrasts adult and child
performances (keeping in mind, however,
motivational and learning c(Indition differ-
ences), it appears that tin adillt is far more
capable a language learner than is a child.
One refi.earcher states:

[no terms of amount learned, the adult is
five times as efficient as the child. . .

Adult language incapacity is probably due
more to the adverse circumstances of most
second languagep learning rather than to
the later loss of an innate faculty. (7:2)

3 .3
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age for the introduction of a second lan-
guage disappear. The only solution is.toje-
gin the language learning process as early
as possible. "I'lw Modern Language A,so-
elation sponsored a conference in 19,53

which was concerned with foreign lan-
guages in the elemeittary school. Witii par-
ticipants such as Fropces Ilg and Werner
Leopiffd, the conferees indicated their be-
lief that "Birth is the ideal shirting time'for
second language learning." (23:2-4) Only
by starting at such an early age would
proper performance in pronunciation be
accomplished.

Ve may wonder at the reason for such
heavy emphasis on pronunciation. There is
little reason to believe, aud ample evidence
tit disprove, the holding that pronunciation
is in any wav an indication of special lan-
guage competence. Much research has
shown that perfect communication is pos-
sible without perfect pronunciation. The
redundancies implicit in language are such
that mispronunciation is one of the least
handicaps to communication.

,During early 1971, national television
presented the heads of states of Egypt,
Iran, South Vietnam, West (:ermany, Mexi-
co, and Chile making statements in En-
glish and responding to news interviewers.
Not one of these individuals failed to com-
municate adequately despite obvious trn-
Perfections in English pronunciation. This
draws us to the conclusion that pronuncia2
don, per se, is unimportant unless: in fact,
a particular variety of.prominciation is held
to Ill' the (11)11' appropriate standard. In such
instances of social pressure, we must make
our judgments not so much on the basis of
learning theory as we !mist on a social or
cultural basis (30). Itrfr any society which
values pronunciation as the distinguishing
mark of language capability, the optimal
age for the acquisition of this capability is
as Sapp aS possible in life, for social evaluaT
tion 12-;tegins in the crib.

Is it possible to teach a second or a for-
eign language as early as that? Clearly the
answer depends on parental proficiencies
and is beyond the scope of our capabilities
to provide at this time. But we cap provide
language instruction from the earliest
school years. Slimy countries in Asia, which
require a particular language as is common
means of communication for their popula-
tion, begin second language instruction in
the first or second year of primary school
(28:11-28). No 'difficulties are experienced
fly the students in adjusting to the second
language at that time.

Satisfactory results are reached prior to
literacy, simultaneously with it, and follow-
ing it. , , . Oral command of the language
may precede reading and writing of the
(list language, although reading and writ-
ing of thesecond language should be de-
layed until reading and writing in the first:
language is established.. .. 1nitlrtlly, read-
ing and writing should he presented in orie
language aline and that language to be
the ni e edict) ( 28:15 )

Bilingu, instruction has been found ac--
ceptable in New York City in kindergarten
( IA) and with prekindergarten Head Start
schools (9). These programs have reported
excellent results with no negative effects
observed in the children's use of language
( 16). Additionally, it has been shown that
the language differences are not important
barriers to- communication and cognitive

-development for preschool dlifdren ( 21)
and that bilingualism does not impair ver-
bal performance (27).

Perhaps the most significant aspect of
sound language learning is not that it must
start early in life but rather that the con-
tact with language must be continuous Over
a period of years. "The time spent in foreign
language study is more Crucial than the age
at which instruction is begun." (33:81) This
allows the student to finish what he has
started and, with sufficient time available

3 ,1
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allowis for the proper continuity for foreign
language in the school curriulum'. Success-
ful foreign language learning must become
part of the total educational process
rather than an ,afterthought or
nicety to be indulged when the school dis-
trict has spare federal ftinds.

( 8 )
occasional

One of the most cogent arguments fur start-
ing a language in the early stages of the
primary school is that puttice can be
planned ovet it pciiod of years (28:15).

For various reasons, new program innova-
tions seem to be casier to introduce in the
early school- years. There are fewer prob-
lems about.preyious curricular offerings and
the proper placement or the student. This
alone may. justify an early start.

Summary
Research, though., seriously lacking in

many respects regarding the acquisition of
a second language, does provide some an-
'OA (TS to (1111'Sti011 of t)1(' optimum point
or grade level for beginning secoml lan-
guage instruction. There are three possible
answers lvIiili require situational clarifica-
tion before the, can be applied:

( I I If communication in the second lan-
guage is all that is required, such
instruction may be postponed to the
time 01 need or the period immedi-
ately preceding that time, regardless
of the age of the student. There is
no discernible digerenee between
the child and the adult ill

Skills. In fact, th'e adult
tends to be more efficient than the
child in such a learning situation.

(2) If pronunciation skill is of consid-
erable social importance, its is usual-
ly the case, then language study
must begin as early as possible. Pref-

.

erably, such study should begin in
Ow kindergarten or nursery school
stage.

AP.

(3) If school expediency is of consider-
able significance due to the unavail-
ability of teachers, funds, or similar
reason, the actual grade of language
introduction is of less importance
than the establishment of a continu-
ous sequence of offerings which will
provide the requisite amount of ex-
posure time ( at least thirty minutes
daily) for the appropriate period
needed to achieve the desired pro-
fiiencyThis period is usually held
to be four to six years of academic
C.xposttre for such goals as social
communication, job-associated com-
petencies, and the like.
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Listening and Response Theory:
thiplications for Linguistically Different 'Learners*

At least once in a semester the teacher
or supervisor of a group of non-English
speakers wistfully considers the case of the
little missionary girl in a far country. Near-
ly everyone has heard of this little girl
carried off to a distant place Where her
only playmates spa() another language.
Within six months the little girl not only
spoke the language but interpreted for
mother at the market and for father in his
preaching. Undoubtedly adored by the
neighbors, she charmed the rulers of the
province, fell in love with a:, leading citi-
zen, and later brought peace between na-
tions because of her linguistic ability and
unders tandin g.

Linguists and pseudo-linguists ponder
such stories--which arc legionand try to
make useful hypotheses to apply to second-
language teaching generally. Actually, if
we were to describe all the ways the re-
sulting theories have been applied and mis-
applied, we could write several volumes.
The truth is that there are numerous chil-
dren of both sexes and many nationalities
and levels of intelligence with experiences
similar to that of American missionary chil-
dren. This interchange and development of
multilingual children is constantly recorded
in Europe, Africa, and border areas in
America. The complexity of the languages
concerned is not a factor with a five year
old child.

Reprinted from Elementary English 47:8 (De-
cember 1970) 1080-1088.

The "missionary-child" philosophy is fre-
quently seen in our school systems. It is
sometimes thought that to drop a child into
a given language system will, after a period
of adjuStnient, result in the'ehild's learning
that language. We have sorted children
into "A" groups and "B" groups, slow
groups and fast groups, and so forth, in an
effort to abet the process. Usually the teach-
er is "left thinking there is less to the
missionary-child theory than meets the eye
and the supervisor is left with a large
group of lagging children.

Intermediate and advanced-level schools
also tot the theory, putting the teenagers
witp rheir peers and hoping that they will
absorb English. Upward-Bound studehts
in the El Paso area are nearly all deficient
in English even after ten to twelve years of
work in classrooms where the only lan-
guage has been English. "Educational im-
migrants" from every country and speaking
every tongue are enkring our universities
with English abilities from zero to native-
speaker level.

There are a number of questions that
require rather immediate answers, hopeful-
ly based on valid research data. Are struc-
tured programs or informal oral-language
activities more desirable when learners bring
to the learning, environment inadequate
listening-speaking vocabularies and im-
mature and/or nonstandardntence struc-
tures? Is listening alone enough to over-

,
come language deficiencies? How pertinent

29
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to school demands are the experiences or
backgrounds linguistically different learners
bring to ,school? Are learning experiences
in school adequate for learners with non-
standard language unless structured oral
language drill is provided: initially-; and/or
subsequently?

The principal difficulty with what is

available in print in this entire area is that
there is practically none of what we might
call hard data. Many theories are offered
and assertions made, but there is no factual
material to support them. What-is the ideal
age for a person to begin second language
study? What is the ideal class sizo for
the '.ESL group? Under what conditions
and to whom does the bilingual child use
each of his languages? What is the, rela-
tion, in the Southwest, between the num-
ber of Spanish surnames and the number of
Spanish-speakers? How, long must the av-
erage ESL course be to' achieve mastery,
and how do we measure mastery? These
are all reasonable questions, and perhaps
we all have ideas as to how they should he
answered-1Ra where is -the factual proof
of the answer to any one of them?

Obviously this is the kind of evidence we
need before we can really begin /Aiming to
grips with our problemshow can one solve
a problem without knowing OW it is?and
it is only now beginning to be formulated,
To date, the literature can offer us very
little but opinions. Enlightened opinions,
to be sure, but opinions still.

The technique of submerging a child into
the school system is frequently subscribed
to by supervisors, advocated by principals,
and hesitatingly entered into by teachers.
Some results are more than satisfactory and
some are disastrous. Literature on teaching
English as a second language ( ESL) is

available but many officials are ignorant of
it, others avoid it, and it is still new enough
so that educators' are widely suspicious.
However, the regional Educational Re-
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search Information Ce liters ( ERIC) are a
prime source of information. This paper
contains basic information. from those cen-
ters pertinent to the questions raised in the
preceding paragraph.

The key to language learning could be
listening and repetition. The Spanish-
speaking coriquerers of the Philippines as-
sumed for decades that the conquered peo-
ple were not capable-of speaking Spanish,
and in fact they were never included in
conversations. During the subsequent rev-
olirtion Spanish officials were amazed to
know the natives had been understanding
and reporting their conversation for years.

Some of those urging the listening-rep-
etition technique have come from among
the missionaries. One of the respected
scholars of our clay is Eugene Nida, Sec-
retary for Translations of the American
Bible Society. His Learning a Foreign Lan-
guage (1957) is readable and profitable
for both the layman and the linguist. Nida
advocates and catalogues listening tech-
niques when learning a foreign language.

Chapter Three of Learning a ,Foreign
Language is entitled "Learning by Listen-
ing" and is in turn divided into two parts:
(1) Passive Listening and (2) Selective
Listening. While listening selectively, the
individual is instructed to listen for intona-
tion, systematic similar sounds in minimal
pairs, and then words, phrases, and gram-
matical forms. Nida (1957, 36) says selec-
tive listening will tend to make "ruts in our
brains." This is a statement similar to those
made by pattern drill advocates in other
publications. The chapter closes with the
suggestion that the learner listen to him-
self (by tape recorder).

Selective listening is entirely different
from the passive mental attitude displayed
by some students when they are in a
"forced feeding" situation. The instructor
takes a part in the education of his lan-
guage student and shows him when to lis-
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ten and 'what to listen fo'i in conversation
o pattern: The instnietor also gives the
aclult student an understanding of and mon-
paths with the 'approach being used. Sys- cc

tematic drill serves to establish listening
and reproduction skills as habit. The stu-
dent can lie trained to listen for certain
patterns h instruction intermingled with

o
practice. Latin's, (1964) use of the term
over-learning describes the theoretical ba-
sis for such systematic drills.

Nida 1C1157) indicates that the "sub-
meroion technique- is actually a listening
process. Cenerations of successful language
learners have undoubtedly used many of
the techniques described by Nida.

Asher (1966) describes a process which
involves the student more fully than the
selective listening just described. As the
naine suggests, more than the ear is oc-
cupid. tlirory is summed up for our
purpose in the following qhote:

. . . the data suggested some provocative
thee) ctical implications. For example,
could the strategy of the total physical
responSe account for the ply/ling fact that
children living in a foreign country achieve
in a short time the fluency of native speak-
ers, while the parents of these children
may struggle inisliccessItilly for years to be

theories suggest that an cx-
planation may be imprinting, or neurologi-
c al dill el ences. A reference to speech
and Imam inchanisms.1 limvever, still an-
other possibility is that children lend to
use the technique of a total phsical re-

%vhile their parents do not. Much
of c hildren's play is language synchronized
with physical li;comotion of the entire
both "('Dole 1111. -Foninly, let's ride
our hikes!") By contrast, most language
for adults 111,1V be (11111e independent of
physical action. Adults tend to' he rather
stationary and inert vhen they transmit or
receive language (i.e., "II(11o, John. Any-
thing new loch\ ? A baby girl, eh? Well,
congratidations.")
\Vith the strategy of the total physical
resiumse, adults seemed to understand
complex foreign utterances in an inered-

ibly short amount of training. (Ashe,
1966, 81)

Asher has much more to say on the sub-
p.ct, and unlike the presentation of many
language-lcarnitig theories:his is supported
hs thorough 'documentation. The article
repays close study. Clearly, some of the
most effective languag teaching efforts,
especially with young children, have al-
ways been of the sort he describes. The
skeptic can quickly he converted by watch-
ing a good primary teacher in the class-
room or on the playground, involving her
group in play activities Which always have
lir "sneaky," learly-structurtd underlying
finguistie purpose. Incidentally, the total-
ity of the physical response is the pupil's,
not the instructor's. The teacher doesn't
have to be an athlete.

.4Th is total-physical-response' the6ry would
seem to contradict, at least to a degree, the
idea that a shalt:lit learns language merely
by hearing it, which is perhaps implicit in
the idea of selective listening. Many stu:
dents, of course, do not really hear the
target language at all. Naturally, the whole
vital question of motivation caters into the
picture. An unmotivated, unwilling student
can effectively resist any effort to teach him,
no matter how well documented, scientific,
or effectiv0 th method may be ill other cir-
umstances. It is entirely, possible that some

of the teffectiveness of the total-physical-
response, approach may he in helping to
supply motivation. This is of particular im-
portance iii the kind of situation so common
in out: Southwest, where a student is

dumped into a school environment of
strange language noises which it is assumed
he will magically master. What happens
usually is that he instead turns on a magi-
cal rucntal filter which enables him to be
surrounded by language noise that he never
really hears.

The problem of the nonhearer becomes
rimore acute in areas where two languages
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exist side by side, but only ono of them has
political, economic, and social prestige, as
sadly. enough often happens in parts of the
United States. Often then the speaker-of the
"lesser" language comes to the learning of
the dominant language with well developed
resentments and hostilities against it. It is
frequently an act of approved defiance to
resist the new tongue. We can contrast this
with our little missionary child, who is
swimming in a sea of approval. Mother and
father and playmates approve, the mission
bkard applauds, the little learner's motiva-
tion skyrocketswith perhaps an attendant
sharpening pf aural prception.

The student who is 1 foreign national
doesn't have the same involvement with
the same social issues which 'affect the
native-born minority groups, but he has his
own problems. Often l has heard English
very little, or has acquired nonstandard
patterns. Today, too; his dream of coming
to the United States to be saturated in an
atmosphet of English' is often frustrated,
for collegesLand universities now often have
such large-ggloniek of foreign students that
the speaker of almost any language can all-.
too-easily . find an environment just 'like
home, linguistically speaking.

Institutions bordering onCanacla or Mex-
ico or those in the Caribbean, often have
large influxes of French- or Spanish-speak-
ing students. In its International Science
Program, The University of Texas at El
Paso is host to more than 300 students from
its neighboring city of Juarez, Mexico alone
all, of course, native Spanish speakers.
Though these students are from upper
middle class Mexican society: with some
exposure, to English, usually about 50 per-
cent of them fail first-semester freshman
Englishin a course designed for foreign
studentsand rely heavily on the Univer-
sity's offerings taught in Spanish in intro-
ductory physics, and so forth,

What is the listening program of such

juarCz student? lie speaks and hears
Spanish at every opportunity. When he
haves the classroom he immediately picks
up his traditional la'nguage and cultural
habi4. At the very classroom door he is
isolatkd from the professor and the subject
matter !which occupied him a few seconds
before; and when he returns home to Juarez
some fifteen minutes awayhe is once
g.as in submerged in the language patterns

'familiar since infancy. The learning situa-
tion provided by the University is short -
circuited by real life.

It becomes apparent that to expect the
university student to learn as a child learns,
as some Commercial language schools ad-

vertise, is asking too-,much. To expect an
'adult to become as,a little child is possible
only in the teachings of Jesus. An adult can
never regain ti e openness of trust in his
teacher, the subjugation of his reasoning
powers, nor the sensitivity both of hearing
and speech mechanisms to achieve, the un-
abashed mimicry of the child. In fact, in the
adult basic education area the most frequent

,failure of a teacher is treating an adult like
a child' sometimes complete with ,miniature
desks in classrooms borrowed from the
elementary s'choolo,

One advantage the foreign student has
must be emphasized: he comes to the learn-
ing 'of English an 'the university without
the burden of hatreds, resentments, and
angry frustrations so often built into be
minority group member by his pub c
school experiences.

Research continues into what learning as
a child learns really means, and occasion-
ally surfaCes in scholarly and entertaining
bopks or articles. One such book is Lan-
guage in the Crib by Ruth Weir. In the
foreWtord to her book, G. A. Miller states,
"Afte many years of reading psychological
theories about the environmental ovents
that strengthen of weaken various stiinulus-
response associations, I was completely un-

4 0
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actually we must consider a Menber of
teaching' situations. There must be not One
solution for one problem but many soil-.
tions for a variety of related problemk,.

prepared to encounter a two-year-old boy
whoall alonecorrected his own pronun-
ciations, drilled himself on consonant clus-
ters, and practiced substituting his small
Vocabulary into fixed sentence blames."
( Weir; 1982, 15) o

eking more information on the multi-
tude .of experiments and experimental pro-.
grains projected under _current govemarelit
programs encOnraging ESL, the ERIC files

. yielded a number of statewide and local
reports. California and the southwest states
are well represented, what with .their niany
Indian and Spanish-speaking inhabitants.
Rough Bock Demonstration School in Ari-
zona (ED 015 807) i.8 'directed especially
toward Indian Educational problems and is
an effort to approach ,children through par-
ental involvement.°

Florida avg. other states have extensive
reports in ERIC files. but by far the most
complete reports are those from California.
(See listings in Bibliography 6, 13, 14,, 19,
20).

Because of its 'breadth, of material and
economy of reporting, the approach taken
by Levenson of S,an Diego .State University:
will be presented here. Levenson (1969)
has taken his own. research as well as the
numerous California experimental programs
and has given a concise treatise on the edu-
cational approach with the Initials TEB-'
RETSOL, The LEA. Though LeVenson be-
gins by stating:that he is committed to the
bilingual approach (including teachint the
beginning qiident td read in his own lan-
guage), he suggests programs and ideas
reflecting still broader study.

Leven§on handles,another factor at, thek
beginning- Of the paper: he states that

*See "Rough Rock Demonstration School,", Con-
ference on Recreation 'and Activities sponsored by
Southwest Cooperative Eddeatimpl. Laboratory,
Albuquerple, June, 1967. "Also, "Understanding
Santo Domingo's RX for the Cultural airlock" by
Lopez (1'967 ).

...Thus; ?believe in teaching" reading in
two languages. Our nation has not capita-,
lized upon the tremendous storehouse of
languages and cultures represented among
us. I don't believe in the "melting pot
concept simply because it has produced° a
nation of monolinguals. ,

...For years in most schOol districts in
the Vaited States, we've been nonchalantly

-expecting children who don't speak En-
glish to arrive in English-speaking class-
rooms and keep up with their English-
speaking contemporaries. We have alio as-
stared that ,non-English speaking young-
sters are ready to read in English as
their English-speaking counterparts. Both

' of these assumptions are fallacious! In
fact, they have led to an approach some-
times referred to as the'"osmosis approach"
where youngsters are supposed to absorb
English through their pores in some magi:
cal way., Of course, this approach has been
a complete failure in meeting the needs
of the millions of non-English speakers in.
the 'United States. For example, Mexican-
American and Puerto 17 tican youngsters, be-
come frustrated and discouraged as soon
as they arrive in school, falling farther
and farther behind with the pa'ssing of
each year. By the time they reach 8th
grade, approximately 50% drop out. (Leven-,
son, 1969, 10) ..

Levenson goes on to develop. a theory
which he 'calls the "Language Experience
Approach" to reacting. The system, de-
veloped in conjunction with R. Van Allen
'and refined within the San Diego County.
area, "capitalizes upon the storehouse of
,listening "and speaking .,'yocabulary that
Youngsters either possess Or develop at
'school or in the' home." A recognizable ex-
pression that- has become opular is "stu-
dent prepared materials." Initially the child
expresses -his experiences in graphics, then
relates the aloud, dictating to the teacher
who, in turn writes the story on the board.
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The sacher then broadens the childr'en's
stories and uses them as a basis for demon-
sttations, word lists, real experiences, in-
terpretive choral speaking, feeling, smelling,
and so lot-thine examples giv.en in tile
final few pages are well worth the reading
time 12 pages including bibliography', ).

-"Current Problems and Classroom Prac-
tices," presented by Wardhaugh, was also
on the prok-rani of the '1969 TESOL Con-
vention iu Chicago. Wardhaugh considers
linguistics, psychology, and pedagogy. in
turn, which makes for an unusually com-
prehensive speech design.

this paper attempts to "bride:0 the
gap between the practical orientation of
teachers and the theoretical concerns that
should underlie practice." Classroom prac-
tices should follow some, kind Of "middle
road" in which the natural cOntexts of
language _are used to prompt language use,
with an awareness of the language strm,,-
tures to 'he mastered. A teacher cannot
rely on any' one single, narrow, pedagogi-
cal approach, but must 'respond to the
different learning pattern different stu-

,dents, and their differentliotives ;itul
clinations. This involves the um, of examples,
variety, and context-oriented work. The 'stu-
dent's gradual development as a person whP
controls a seemed language is 'more im-
portant than his apparent mastpry of cm lain
patterns. (NVardhaugh, l'Aga)

In condusion Nkrardhaugh (19691)) re-
.lates approach-, method, and technique as

lihkrived from-Anthony (1963).
I Many of the' most sileeessful language-
!teaching techniques had their origin in the
tnilitary programs of World NV:cr II. Lan-
guage teaehing under the armed services
progriv was brought to an advanced stage
of development under the pressiire of MI-
mediate pragmatic need.. Actually the lin-
guist obtained his -unning start into lan-
guage teaching at that time, and a summary
of the development is offered in Armed
Forces' 'Foreign Language Teaching (An-

1947-), One point clearly illustrated

by Angiolillo is that successful language
teachers have known and used oral-aural
tectiniques; long lwfore the armed forces'
methods were worked out. The armed forces'
system i"-;- at long cry frurn the missionary:
child approach but probably puts the hap-
penings of this natural devdopment into a
systematic order which can be the first step
in teaching.

Conclusion
Reconsidering the question of vvhether

structured programs or informal oral-lan-
guage activities are more desirable, we find
most of the reports are theoreticalbrit in
sonic eases well developed and usable.
There is a trend which develops and is
significant, one which can be incorporated
into developing more ,effective teaching
nwthuds.

-
Training listernng and response is

valuable at any level of learning 'a Uri,-
page." When tlie beginner can be moti-
vatero listen to and discern the patterns
of a language, at any level of learning, he
detelops skills which avoid later problems.

-A conclusion -which includes both hope.
and warning is that the social awareness of
the student and the teacher is extremely
relevant in the classroom. Whether the stu-
dent is act primary or later level, his learning
attitude is affected by the culture which
surrounds him and its representatives who
speak the language. These either encourage
him or discourage hip-) in his efforti to learn
the language he is of to master.

Sufficien't material about language teach?,
ing is now available for study, and informa-
tion about it can lie given to those who de-
sign our language programs in the schools.

oft now appears that another, though
similar, challenge is here to be met in our

-school systemsthat of tar wage. develop-,
ment programs for nonstandard English
speakers. The challenge is at every level of

-the school system and confronts every class-

4 2
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room teacher. No doubt a, variety of ap-
proaches will be needed, but they probably
will prove very much like those already
mplored in second language teaching. ,
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Cultural Content for Linguistically
Different Learners*

This essay addresses its attention to an
area rarely systematically examined by ed-
ucators. It does not truly concern itself
with the formal study of psycho- or socio-
linguistics, nor in one sense does it direetly
involve the teaching of standard English.
Rather the topic is culture, curriculum, and
cross-cultural schooling. The general ques-
tion posed is what should be the cultural

'content and, thus, implicitly the objectives;.
of .school programs for ethnically different
populations of children. To the extent that
these subgroups of the young carry their

cultural experience in nonstandard English
or a foreign language, this paper involves
language and its teaching. N o s olutOns or
panaceas are ,offered, rather prObleniS and
approaches are examined. Due to the real
dearth of objective information, much that
is said must be taket as tentative and
speculative. It is hoped that the approaches
suggested and the problems defined will
stimulate institutional self-analysis, experi-
mentation, and objective evaluation.

Culture and the Curriculum
Culture and its carrier language are the

basic ingredients of education in whatever
society. In simple societies culture is,passed
from .td generation informally

Reprinted from ElemAtary English 48:2 ( Feb-
ruary 19.71) 162-175.
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without schools. In more complex societies
formal institutions called schools develop
to augment the function of cultural trans-
mission. Regardless of the nature of the
society, the sole ingredient of all education
is culture. The patterned behavior and be-
lief system; or culture, appropriate to a
given, society is relearned with each Silo:
media-1g batch of young. Little formal
structuring or arranging of the multitude
of cultural items is required in the school-
less society. More complex societies convert
culture into school curriculum. Curriculum
is culture as distilled, arranged, and pre-
sented to the young by the school.

There are three aspects of the formal
curriculum or course of study: the content,
the methods, and the sequence. Or as
Phenix (1958, 5"7) explains it

A complete description of the curriculum
has at least three components: (1) what is
studiedthe content or subject- matter of
instruction(2) Row the,study and teach-
ing are donethe mdthod of instructicrn
and (3) when the various subjects are
prrsentedJhe order of instruction.

Oversimplifying, each school, subject area,
or ,course curriculum is derived from care-
ful, examination and analysis; of specific
elements or categories of the school's par.
ent `culture. Briefly, content is the knowl-
edgedkills, values, and mores of that cul-
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ture. Method is-the how-to-teach segment,
determined by the common modes of be-
havior involved in the tacher-learner
(usuallv parent-child) transaction. For ex-
ample, if a social group commonly teaches
its children to learn by passivt observation
or, in contrast, by active participation, then
these respective behaviors become t

methods of the to.o groups.- sclmol curricu-
lums. Sequence likewise is determined ray`
observation of die, period in life when
children acquire certain information or

skills. liy way of example, the American
school would not begin shiver caw:Won in
the fourth grad-e..rathei- 'that item would
enter the curriculum at the point, or just
prior, when vonng people begin to drive.
A langnagi-arts currieuhnn is composed of
the same three elements and likewise is
drawn from observation and analysis of
that aspect of the parent soeirty's culture
(i,ado, 1957). in other words, curriculum
is the school's version of the culture chil-
dren are hopefully to learn' and reproduce;
culture is the milt/ sauree of the school cur-
TjHluip. In relatively homogeneous ant
static cultures, the school curriculum sup-
pletnents and augments the ongoing en-
culturation provided by p; rents and other
significant individuals or groups, When the
school deals with culturally diverse groups
(cross-cultural schooling), the curriculum
can be drawn from either the culture of
the dominant societal segment or from that
of the learner's subsocietv..Oceasionally the
urriculoin is drawn from both cultures as

is the case in bicultural schools (Forbes,
1967b). Unfortunately. only rarely is the
curriculum based on a subsociety's culture.

previous paragraphs cfr!alt with
formal curriculumas found in workbooks,
texts. study guides, programmed instruc-

- , Ron, or what have von, Regardless of the
formal, Wachers and other school personnel

'infaxmally prestInt another culture. As they
am generally carriers society's
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inant culture, their aggregate behavior be-
comes the informal curriculiim. These be-
haviors are reflected in the school's social
atmosphere, jn its dress codes, behavioral
standards, reward systems, and treatment
of and expectations for children. The in-
formal eurriNhini manifests itself in the
socio-cultural "feeling tone" of a school. In
most schools the informal and formal cur-
riculums are very similar. American schools
almost universally pre.4ent an informal cur-
riculum based on khe standard American
or middle class culture Got their staff. Oc-
casionaally other arrangements are encount-
ered,; for example, formaLcurriculum based
on middle class culture might be presented
by an aristocratic Frenchman or a black.
teacher. Inversely, a black studies course
could be presented by 'a member Of the
KKK. Thus, the formal and informal as-
pects would,be noncbinplimentary or an-
tagonistic. In all three examples the effect
on the learner would not be 'that antici-
pated by the formal curriculum construc-
tors; in the latter case the result nfight wall
be open animosity and perhaps violence.
Both tne formal and informal kurriculum
of the school exert profound influence -on
the learner in multitudinous but ill-defined
ways. Ilowry-r, little negative reaction is
anticipated if the learner group is a car-
rier of a culture similar to the .formal and
informal curriculums.

flow the formal curriculum constructors
perceive the culture they are charged to
describe is another crucial consideration.
lientwo polar options' are apparent; the
culture can be presented realistically or
idealistically. The curriculum constructor's
frame of reference influences the content
of the -formals course of study. He can in-
corporate the totality; for example, the di-
versity and conflict so characteristic of
middle class American culture. Or he can
improve upon or exclude from the formal
curriculum' thtise items he defines as bad
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convert the new generation into ,the model
of what the school 'contends the older
generation should be: Since no child Jives
or learfis. only in. the school such 'attempts
are rawly, if ever, successful.

or inappropriate, thus presenting an ideal-
izqd picture. The United States school .cur-
ricular content is saturated with an'unreal
picture of the natitnal culture; a homo-
geneous,,static, "patriotic," tolerant, ethical
teadition and culture are presented ( Anti-
Defamation League, 1961). This can reach
the lamentable extreme lof presenting what
Henry (1968) refers to as legitimate social
stupidity." Other factors influence this sit-'
uation; textbook sales are partially. deter-
mined by regional ethnocentricism and
bias. The textbook writer (a curriculum
constructor) is forced, for example, to dis-
tort reality to sell his product. Whal Texan
would permit the objective portrayal of
the Alamo? Those who attempt to present
historical reality usually are confronted by
both sales resistance and open hostility.
The relatively objective eighth-grade Amer-
ican history, ThNivand Of the Free (Frank--
lin et al., .1965), is a classic case in point,.
This is particularly true in regard to the
content of -social studies"; how'ever, it is
true also in the natural sciences. Witness
the persistent disputes over the inclusion
of Darwin's evolutionary concepts, a sig-.
nificant segment of our culture's knowledge.
In general, the formal 'curricular content
is little more than a highly idealized por-
trayal of what conservative elements would
like American history, culture, and lan-
guage to be.

Language arts curriculums are unusually
fine examples of nonreality and idealiza-
tion. The English -taught is not the real
language used. Few curriculums contain
the common and accepted use of, for in-
stance, ain't, the split infinitive, double-neg-
atives, or, going to extremes, four-letter
Anglo-Saxon words. These and many other
excluded forms are common to the spoken
and written language and appropriate in
most segments of American society, includ-
ing the middle class. Such idealizations of
curricular content are covert attempts to

Cross-Cultural Schooling
If the formal and informal- curriculums

.supplement eneulturation outside the
school, fe-v/,. problurns 'are encountered.
Little conflict is apparent; children want
to learn and do internalize and practice
what they are taught in school. However,
inn fhe contemporary social,context schools
stress what is important toteach whether
children-desire to learn 'it or not. Contin-

vein Mead 0943, 634) pro-
a

uing in this
'poses tfiat:

,There are several striking differences be-
tween our concept of education' toelay and
that of any centemporary primitive'
society; but perh ps the most important
one is the shift fr m the need for fin in-
dividual to learn something which every-
one agrees he would wish to, know, to the
will of somelndividlual [or group] to teach
something which t is not agreed that
anyone has any desi e to know.

In complex societies snch as ours, -Ciiatac-
terized by culturaLhettrogencity, and rapid
social change, the scho I is in a real quan-
dary. The young do n )t necessarily want
to learn or sec no need to know those
things educators so hongstly desire to teach.ago
A teacher- ]carrier dichotomy develops, con-
tributing to the iriere.asing rates of mental
and Physical schOol dropout, disruption on
camplis, and vociferous 'demands for cur-
ricular relevance. .

When the school attempts to instill or
teach a culture divergent from that of its
students, the above described situation is
exacerbated (Burger, 1968). Real and
grievous problems are predictable. Cultur-
ally and linguistically distinct children rare-
ly incorporate or practice the culture the

16
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school carries in its formal and informal
curriculums. Seeing little 'wed of the items
taught"lieeing d Let 11 as irrelevant or in

conflict to tho home enculturation, the "for-
eign learner" profits little from the expe-
rience and in the process of ten rejects the
school, thy cultim. it tcache.s, and the so-
cicilk it represents.'

The American school has historically per-
ceived its role in teaching across cultures
as one of augmenting and hastening the
process of acculturation, as remodeling, re-
tooling, and reorienting the diverse foreign,
immigrant, or lower class children into
model middle clasti Americans. This ap-
proach is beautifully expressed by Brogan
(19.50.'133 win)_ views' the school's role
cis a vis the culturally different as teaching
Americanism:

11eannit4 not mewl,: political and
patriotic dogma, but. the habits necessary
to Anierfcan hie ...the coninum langliage,
minnion habits, common tolerances, a
common political and national faith. The
111.1111 . . Of the high schools
and grammar schools is to bring together
the young of all classes and all origins, to

(,provide, artificially, the common back-
pound that in old, rural society is pro-

idf'd ilditi()11 . .

The vast majority of educators continue
to firmly hold such .views; the formal and
informal curriculums imply and encourage
tItt, almost forceful eradication of the for-
eign or different. .English teachers are par-
ticularly susceptible to this ideology:

. the teacher 'defines her goal in regard
to the Negro ghetto child as that .of
stamping out his "bad" language (which
relates to his culture amt his basic Negro
identity) and replacing the child's lan-
guage with standard middle-class English.

Karatz and Karatz, 1969, 402)

Unless educators change this orientation,
school failure with culturally diverse groups
will continue.

Regardless of the claims of some his-
torians and most educators, this writer sub-
mits that the school contributed little to
the rapid acculturation of earlier diverse
groups of immigrant children. Rather an
era of expanding economic and social op-
portinnty and the force of urban living did
the job. Generally speaking, wherever large
relatively homogeneous and socially isolat-
ed groups of culturally different people
( for example. American Indians, rural poor
or ghettoblacks, Spanish Americans, Mexi-
can Americans, Puerto Ricans, cir

come into intense and sustained con-
tact with schools, the result 'is almost in-
variably low academic achievement, high
absenteeism, "discipline problems," and ear-
ly mental and physical dropout (Vischer
and Mondale, 1970, United States Depart-
ment of Labor, 1964): This obvious failure

-is rationalized by sehoolmen by recourse
to the "cultural deprivation theory," or what
has been -called the 'vacuum ideology of
education- ( Wax et al., 1964 ).

The cultural groups in question are se
to fail in school because they are depri
of the experiences and socialization as
sturictI to be common among onddle-class
children. Assuming this proposition, the ed-
ucational establishment .remMies the sit-
uation with compensatory and remedial
programs.. These usually entail no substan,
tial changes in the formal or informal cur-
riculums or objectives but rather are inten-
sified and concentrated efforts to accom-
plish what the regular program failed to do
(Gordon and Vilkerson, 1966). Traditional
compensatory education does not work.

Larger doses of the same medicine in a
new bottle do not appear capable of cur-
ing the ills of urban education. The recent
evaluations contained in the Coleman re-
port on compensatory education and the
reports of the Center for Urban Education
on the More Effective Schools confirm
these assertions. (Baratz and Baratz, 1989;
401)

4 7
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The cycle continues; poverty and foreign-
ness lead to school failure which leads to
foreignness and poverty. The school is not
usually successful in modifying the learner's
culture or language, nor in bringing the
child into more full and Oqual participation
in American society.

Why is the school usually unsuccessful
in changing the culture or language of its
ethnically distinct .students? Gillis] (1948,
546) has proposed four conditions that
insist he met before one social group will
accept cultural items ,( either material or
nonmaterial) from another. While not pro-
posed as conditions related to educational
iustitutions, they serve beautifully for ex-
poition. The school serves as an agent of
cultural transmission, carrying to the re-
ceiving group those items it wishes to have
incorporated. The receiving society or sub-
society will incorporate those items:

1. if the society in question is under
drives I felt ncedsl which are Hat satis-
fied adequately Is presently available
resurces; . . .

if new solutions are adequately pre-
sented so that they may be compre-
hended and grasped ...

3. if (I practice of the new cultural
patterns is teachable . .

1. if the new items S11OW prMiliSe of or
can he proved to deliver inure reward
and satisfaction than currently avail-
able items. ((illin, 1948, 543)

The mere introduction of a new cultural
item, he it language or a contraceptive de-
vice, no matter how skillfulll presented,
does not guarantee its acccptan c.

Considering conditions, imagine
that the school is attempting to change the
language used by a relatively hombgenvous
subsociety of black ghetto youngstersto
convert them from "soul" to standard n-
glish.. The school's objective is that the
children will assume and persist in the
use of the mor universal language. Instead

of stressing educator willingness and skill
in teaching the item, look at the situation
from the filmic of reference of the black
ghetto youngster. Do his peers, parents,
neighbors, or other reference groups feel
in any way inadequate in language ability?
Do they lack ability to communicate with-
in their own society? Do soul speakers see
their language as inferior; arc they under
some drive to accept a new language? To
all questions the answer is generally no.

The language spoken by a social group
may have symbolic value quite apart from
its usefulness as a tool of communication
(Labov and Robins, 1969; Rubel, 1986).
In the case of the black movement we see
emerging linguistic and racial pride. Not
only does the group not feel a need to
change, but they arc developing a powerful
brand of 4)lack chauvfnism. Additionally,
their language is gaining wide popularity
among many segments of the dominant
society, especially the young. Soul as ex-
pressed in literature is becoming a gen-
erally accepted language art form, Gillin's
first condition for acceptance of a cultural
item may be working in r\i)verse; The dom-
inant linguistic group may be under a felt
need for new modes of exprcs-sion; our
older "sterile" middle-class English may be
inappropriate or deficient in the presently
rapidly changing cultural milieu.

The next crucial point involves reward
(condition four), as considered from the
subgroup's point of view and in a number
of contexts. Tax and Thomas (1969, 19),
two anthropologists concerned with cross-
cultural schooling, stress the importance of
the learner group:

4

An individual is most likeVy to improve
his speech and reading skip if his partic-
ular social group places peal value on
these accomplishments. The crucial fac-
tor in basic education is pot a 'matter of
technique. Rather it is a lmatter of gain-
ing social support for the undertaking.
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The degree of satisfaction ( reward) an
individual receives from the use of standard
English depends on many factors. Of pri-
mary importance is the school's traditional
intrinsic reward system: grades: teacher ap-
proval and praise, promotion, scholastic
awards, and so .forth. High quality lan-
guage performance is sustained in the class-
room to the degree the students value these
systemic or intrinsic rewards. The teacher,
if highly significant to students, may well
help sustain yuality performance; however,
the degree of influence of other "significant
others" (an extrinsic reward system) must
be considered as the crucial factor. If the
learner's peers, or other reference groups,
negatively sanction such systemic or school
rewards it is doubtful that .quality per-
formance can be sustained even within the
limited confines of the classroom (Epstein,
1966).

Evidence as to the paramount influence
of ethnic peer groups on school behavior
and academic performance's indicates that
strong pressures are often brought to set
low levels of achievement ( Heller, 1960;
Robles, 1961; Wax et al. 1961). It is

doubtful that many ghetto peer societies
support high levels of classroom perfor-
mance or, much less, the sustained use Of
standard English outside institutional walls.
School reward may mean peer, punishment.
For example, the receiving of an A may be
a punishment if it involves the strong nega-
tive sanctioning by the reference group of
the youngster ( his significant others).

If the practice of the school-taught cul-
turespeech, manners, morals, or other
itemsrealistically guarantees a future re-
ward, children will learn and ,practice it.
For example, Mexican Americans who
speak English with heavy accents will learn
and :practice unaccented speech if it is

known of a certainty that the future posi-
tion in society desired demands it and that
local society permits that ethnic group to

4J
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occupy that status. As Cloward and Jones
( 1962, 2.) point out:

The Major inducement of educational
achievement in our society.is the promise
of future occupatignal reward. If, how-
ever, it is known in advance that these
rewards will be largely withheld from
certain socio-economic and racial groups,
then it is unlikely that high levels of edu-
cational achievement can be sustained in
such groups. Thus, academic perfor-
mance may be devalued because the
young of such groups see no relationship
between it and the realities of their future.

This position, relating the society to the
school and to . motivation, is rarely
examined by schoolmen but is of utmost
importance (Epstein, 1966; Johnson, 1969).
By implication this means that standard
English will be learned and practiced by
Juanito, who desires to be, for example,
a pharmacist, if the following conditions
are met: (1) if to be a pharmacist one must
speak standard English; (2) if Mexican
Americans are permitted to be pharmacists
by the local society (if the slot is open to
Mexican Americans);, and (3) if financial
means for the education required are real-
istically available. Schoolmen usually sub-
sume all this in the term motivations, as-
suming simplistically that if Juanito doesn't
learn he does not want to learn. In reality
Juanito is acting quite rationally; there is
nothing wrong with him, rather, something
is wrong with society. Future and present
reward, as variously defined by the school,
the individual and his -reference group, and
the general society, must be present if the
learner group is to assume the cultural item
so diligently taught.

Given that the group is under drives for
the new items tatight and sees their acqui-
sition as providing future or present re-
ward, Gillin's other two conditions must
be met. In the-case of standard English,
both can be met. Standard English can be
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presented in a comprehensible manner, can
be grasped, and cab be learned. Cillin's
pints two and three would be generally
met if technically sophisticated linguistic
approaches are intelligently employed. In
the case of the assumption of other cultural
items, fok example, middle fass orientatiiin
to time, punctuality, 'morality, cleanliness,
and so forth, we.,have not progressed very
far in a technical sense.

No discussion of the problems of cross
cultural schooling is complete without men-
tion of the curricular relevancy-irrele-
vancy" continuum. For our purposes, a cur-
ricular item is on the side of learner rele-
vancy if:

1. ,the content is similar or highly re-
lated to the knowledge, skills, or values
he is acquiring through nonschool so-
cialization;

2 the methods of instruction correspond
to his cultural group's acceptable teach-
er-learner behavior; and,

3. if the item is introduced in sequence
with similar items outside the school.

Inversely the curriculum is irrelevant when
these conditions are not met. On the ex-
treme side of irrelevancy is conflict where
the learner sees what, when, and how- an
item is taught as being in violent contradic-
tion to his ongoing home socialization.
Much of the curriculum is irrelevant to
even middle-class learners; it may be con-
flictive to many culturally different learn-
ers.

Naturally the skillful teacher can help
bridge the relevany-irrelevancy gap by
developing a relationship between the two.
For example. the teacher could "logically"
relate the traditional, but irrelevant, "parts
of speech" to a relevant item, -say, improved
verbal communication. Teachers have val-
iantly played this game for years; it often
works. However. it works best when future
or present reward is clearly evident in the
learner's mind. Students have superficially

learned (memorized and responded at ap-
propriate stimuli) all manner of irrelevan-
cies, nonsense, and untitiths. If the learner
wants what the school and social system
provide, he develops a high irrelevancy
threshold; he puts .up with. all manner of
unpleasantness' and nonsense. Unfortunate-
ly the culturally different learner usually
has a low threshold in this regard since he
often neither values the present reward or
cannot get or does not want the future re-
ward.

Conflict is the extreme form of irrele-
vancy; here the items presented in the
formal and informal curriculums run coun-
ter to deeply ingrained behaviors and be-
liefs. While irrelevancies are merely mean-
ingless, conflict items may cause severe
personal and group. reactions.' Herskovits
(1952, 315) states rather categorically;

The conflict in directives is perhaps the
source of the most serious difficulties in
larger, less homogeneous societies, where
the total educational process includes
schooling as well as training in the home.
Serious conflicts ari.71. deep-seated malad-
justments thav result from education re-
eived at the hands of persons whose cul-

tural or sub-cultural initial's of reference
differ.

What the formal arid informal curriculums
present as a truth is seen as false; what is
taught as valuable is seen as without value;
what is taught as morally good is seen as
bad. In his studies of culture conflict, Rami-
rez (1967, 7) concludes that many "tra-
ditional" Mexican Americans bring
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. values with j them] to the school which
in many cases are in direct opposition to
those of their teachers, counselors and
principals. Not only must the bicultural
student face c.inflicts at school; he also
meets conflicts in the home when the
values he learns at school are opposed by
parents. lie is thus continually faced with
the ominous choice of conforming or
quitting. This usually results in feelings of
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insecurity and eventually in negative feel-
ings toward the school which he comes to
see as the source of his frustration and
ambivalence.

The ultimate ,product of culture conflict
as induced by the two curriculums is us-
ually the rejection of the school-taught
items; the learner remaining essentially
what his own group dictates. However,
caught between two sets of norms many
children react negatively; some vehement-
ly reject the "foreign' culture" imposed, the
school, and the dominant society it repre-
sents.0thers inttrnalize the conflict, thus
contributing to the personal adjustment
problems ( Spindler, 1955; Voget, 1956;
Werner, 1963).

The preceding paragraphs briefly
touched upon a few of the problems as-
sociatedwith^cross-cultural schooling. The
majority of present. school efforts result in
little modification of relatively homogen-
eons cultural groups. Most such children
persist as ,inembers of their own culture
and as speakers of their own foreign or
nonstandard language with only minimum
ability in standard English and only slight
knowledge of the dominant culture the
school so diligently teaches them. Present
efforts would probably result in changed
behavior if: (1) school offered both in-
trinsic and extrinsic rowanl in the present;
(2) perseverance in school guaranteed a
future reward acceptable and available to
the learner subsocietv; (3)' the fdrinal and
informal curriculums were relevant and
nonconflictivc; and (4) the learner sub-
society were under drives to accept new
cultural items as Gil lin suggests. Rarely are
all these conditions met; rarely are even a
few met.

Change Demanded
Rather than seeing the school as a mis-

sionary endeavor, as an agent of accultura-
tion and cultural innovation, we should see

it as teaching coping. Our job should be
to help the learner group "take advantage
of the dominant society, its culture and
language (Allen, 1969). Efforts must be
directed toward providing the tools useful
both in the present aipl future. Nothing
must be done that implies to the learner
that standard English or middle class cul-
ture is superior to his own, I propose that
the objective of standard, English and all
cross-cultural schooling are to cope; the
learner to be:

1. able to use standard English when
it is appropriate -to a given social
situation and when it is to the in-
dividual's benefit.

2. knowledgeable about American middle
class culture in order to successfully
function within that society if desired
or if presented with the opportunity.

Assuming acceptance and implementation
of the coping objective, two other school
related mechanisms are essential. Concom-
itant with the new approach, steps must
be taken to assist the learner:, (1) to decide
in what social contexts each language and
pattern of behavior is appropriate; and (2)
to ameliorate whatever culture conflict is

unintentionally engendered by the presen-
tation of divergent culture. Both problems
can probably be met in carefully structured
and long term nondirective group counsel-
ing.

Coping as an objective and an approach
is analogous to foreign language teaching.
,For example, the objective of French in-
strnction is clearly fluency in that language
and information concerning the French cul-
ture. The teacher does not desire to con-
vert American kids into French kids. Class-
room French will be learned, at least sup-
erficially, if the learner groups: (1) value
the intrinsic or systemic rewards provided;
(2) have the support of'significant others;
and (3) desire the possible future reward.
The further the school is away from France,
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the more it must rely on systemic rewards.
If the school were in France, present ex-
trinsic rewards would be increased; if the
learner knew he would move to France
next semester, future reward would be more
immediate and a more powerful induce-
ment. In teaching standard English to, for
example, black soul speakers the situation
is similar. However, soul speakers are not
learning a truly foreign language and cul-
ture.

The future, and perhaps present, reward
for the use of standard English and knowl-
edge about the real middle class society
is greater than in the case of Americans
learning French. While the ghetto dweller
interacts principally within his ow'n group,
he is constantly exposed to the dominant
society and regularly interact with it. If
he uses:the skills taught in school with
intelligence in his interaction with the dom-
inant society he will generally he rewarded.
In order for this reward to become a moti-
vating force for:

. . . adolescents and pre-adolescents to
learn standard English, it would be wise
;to emphasize its value for handling social
situations, avoiding conflict (or provok-
ing conflict when desired), for influencing
and controlling people. (Labov, 1969, 10)

For example, police, teachers, store-keep-
ers, welfar workers, in the present, and
employars,Wsupervisors, and coworkers in
the future, would react more to the in-
dividual's advantage if he speaks their lan-
guage and knows their ways. Regardless
of the increased present and future re-
wards, the soul speaker usually finds the
systemic and intrinsic rewards of school
to be minimal. The major point of coping
approaches is that learners should react
more positively to them than to atthrnpts
at "forceful" conversion, with its inherent
derogation of the different culture.

The Real World
Regardless of suggestions for change, the

real social and school worlds have not
changed; culturally and linguistically dif-
ferent children continue to profit little from
school' The very real problems associated
with cross-cultural schooling are rarely rec-
ognized and even more rarely constructive-
ly resolved. Teachers of standard English

'can normally accomplish very little to eith-
er change 'society or their schools. Regard-
less, they can modify their own classes,
which brings us finally to the problem
originally posed. What should be the cur-
ricular content of courses in standard En-
glish?

Before examining proposed changes, a
quick look at the average social and school
context is essential. The majority. of cul-
turally distinct children life in areas of

.high concentration of their own group and
attend neighborhood schools where their
group .overwhelmingly predominates. Most
social interaction in both contexts is re-
stricted to members their own relatively
homogeneous group. Wtile the mass media,
the school, and other social agencies in-
trude into their social isolation, the chil-
dren's significaAt others arc generally re-
stricted to their own group. These kids
live in a separate subsociety and attend
de facto segregated schools. These charac-
teristics would generally describe the ma-
jority of the' targets of standard English
instruction whether they be black, Mexican
American, American Indian, or what have
you.

The schools these children attend differ
only slightly from those in the middle class
suburbs as far as staff, formal and informal
curriculum, organization, behavioral stan-
dards, and so forth are 'concerned. The
formal curricular content is drawn almost
exclusively from a highly idealized version
of middle class traditions, language, values,
and mores. Likewise the informal curric-
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alum is middle class, representing the be-
havior, world view, and expectations of the
generally middle class staff. Regardless of
their ethnic or -racial background, teachers
tend to be super middle class (Carter,
1970; Clark, 1985). Children are confronted
by these two curriculums every hour of
the school day from their first day in school
to their last. In all grades and subjects,
children are constantly bombarded with ef-
forts to teach them proper English and
middle-class norms. This places culturally
different children at a severe disadvantage
(Wakefield and Silvaroli, 1989). The major
difference betWeen the average ghetto and
the suburban school is the shift from the
implicit objective of enculturation to that
of acculturation. In such a situation special
classes in standard English, to be effective,
must be radically different than other as-
pc'ets csf school. Given the present deplor-
able reservation, barrio, and ghetto school
.situations, how can classes in standard En-,
glish be more productive?

First, success of such classes or programs
must be the ability to use standard English
in the future. The success- failure of stan-
dard English instruction is not measured
achievement at the end of the academic
year but is real functioning proficiency at
the point of schoo' I exit. Instruments of any
kind to assess yearly or short term success-
failure must be used as diagnostic measures
to improve instruction. Secondly, the Ob-
jectives of the instructional sequence must
be-lioing as earlier defined. The instructor
must in no manner derogate, deprecate, or
deny either the language or the culture of..
the learner group. The program objective is
to add new skills, not modify the cultural
orientation. Third,. modern linguistically
oriented instructional techniques must be
judiciously employed.

Given the acceptance of these three pro-
visos, what of the content, sequence, and
t»et instruction in standard English?

45

Recognizing teat other aspects of the learn-
er group's tot school experience are gen-
erally negative leads one to suggest some
rather radical approaches. Standard En-
glish activities must become positive ex-
periences. To make such classes highly re-
warding, relevant, and seen positively de-
mands intensive teacher and institutional
self-study, as well as curricular reorganiza-
tion.

The cultural content of the formal cur-
riculum, that is the culture presented to
the child while he learns standard English,
is of utmost importance. In general, cultural
content should progress from the familiar
to the unfamiliar or the known to the un-
known (Committee of First Grade and
Kindergarten Teachers, 1982). Standard
English for young learners should be taught
carrying the culture of their subsociety. As
the learners progress in school, language
courses should realistically present the un-
known middle class culture. Idealized mid-
dle class life styles would be of little use or
extrinsic reward to the learner as he inter-
acts with real carriers of that culture. For
the young learner the teacher should be
from the learner's subsociety, or at least be
able to play that role. Thus, for, the young-
er child the informal and formal curricu-
lums would be similar to his own experi-
ence, only the language would be different.
The older child would profit from an in-
formal and formal curriculum reflecting
how the Other half lives. 'Th's is a big order;
"however, it should increas relevancy for
the young learner while p viding objec-
tive information about middy-class culture
to the older.

If these suggestions bec me reality,
some method must be found bring the
real subculture into the formal ,curriculum
(Davis, 1964). Most descriptions of black,
Mexican American, or Indian subcultures
do not suffice; they are usually tOo super-
ficial, too localized, and too idealized. What
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can be done? A number of possible pro-
cedures are available; these can be called
culturally projective 'approaches. These en-
courage the learners to project their own
and their group's aggregate experience into
the formal curriculum. Educators are famil-
iar with such approaches as "show and tell,"
language-experience techniques (Lee and
Allen; 1963; Stauffer, 1970), "role playing,"
and telling stories to pictures. However,
rarely do, they realize that these serve to
incorporate the learner's culture as the base
of the curricular content. The total formal
curriculum should be constructed on' this
basis ( johnr-1965). Once such relevant ex-
perience (group culture) is introduced by
the learners, ,the teacher "translates" the
nonstandard dialect used by the children
into -standard English. For example, com-
mon soul phrases and words become stan-,,
dard English. However, the culture or ex-
perience represented by the language does
not change, This would be similar to telling
a story in English in a Spanish class and the
teacher translating it into Spanish. The ex-
petlence related in the story becomes the
formal curricular content yet the language
taught is Spanish. If the teacher knows the
learner group's culture very well, or is her-
self a carrier of it, she can aid immeasur-
ably in the above process. This approach
means increased work for teachers; not only
must they construct their own texts or other
materials, but they must develop pattern,
substitution, and other language drills on
the basis of translations of children's ,cgm-
mon utterances. The children's culture -

comes the content of the curriculum; only
the language taught changes.

Sequence and method of instruction
must likewise incorporate the learner's sub-
cultural experience. If, for example, the
learner group is well aware of money,
change making, and so forth by the age of
six, that content item must enter the' crtir-
riculum at that age. Teaching methods in

the school must also reflect parent-child
teaching behavior. This might mean a dif-
ferent reinforcement or reward system than
the one approp4ate in suburbia. Careful
observation of the specific learner group
should help determine if traditional Sys-
temic rewards in the form of grades, pro-
motion, prizes, and so forth are valued. If
they are not, eliminate them, iubstAting
items valued by the learners., perhaps
monetary reward or a token economy would
be more productive than symbols of success
valued by the middle class. The reward
system of the classroom must be adjusted
to the reward system of the learner group.
Well prepared and conscientious teachers
must determine methods and sequence ap-
propriate to their specific students. The'sit-
uation varies from group to group and from
school to school; no generalizations are pos-
sible:

It must be recognized that the very na-
ture of the acceptable modern techniques
of language instruction have built-in bore-
dom factors that tend to lower the very
real personal reward of ability to com-
municate in Ole second language. Every-
thing possible to encourage such personally
intrinsic reward should be attempted, "A
prime source of these motivating factors is
the student's awareness of his own growth
in mastering a new mode of symbolic ex-
pression" ( Brooks, 1988, 21). Foreign lan-
'guage classes can be, but are not usually,
self-motivating., It must be personally re:
warding (fun in itself) to learn standard
English; the teacher cannot count on sys-
temic, extrinsic, or future reward as moti-
vating factors.

In order to accomplish the essential
`modification of content, sequence, and
method, teachers must have an intimate
knowledge of the learner group's culture.
Formal preparation can aid the teacher in
this; however, it cannot supplant ongoing
teacher involvement 'with the subsociety.
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Experimental teacher preparation,sequences glorified and idealized..Hopefullyk
Irrust be established 'to help the teacher increase relevancy for the young while pro-
realistically see, feel, and" accept the dif- vidinggalid information On theiral middle'
ferent culture (Carter, 1969). class c lture so necessary for rewarding

interaction with the dominant society. No
specific ontline for the reorganization of

Many problems beset the teacher of schools is .prZposed. However, the concept
of coping and the problems outlined, shouldstandard English t6 linguistically and cul-
provide some clues (Forbes,' 1987; Nos.-turally efferent 'groupg'. LinguistiC, ,seieri-

'1967). Thoughtful Mid welt pre-tists ha contributeed amelioration ,rarkl'
ared teachers of standard English couldof theTrublems by developing techniCtues T

become the forerunners of future School
Qf rkuage teachipg. floweVer, this is only

-reorientation and reorganization by demon-a feeble first step, no matter how sophfsti,-
do not strafing that,ne'wer approaches are /pro-edtcd- thC techniques become they

ksAductive oft,te explicitly set goal of copipg:,guaranNe success. I have pointed out' that
thc'groSs concept learner motivation, in all Bibliogriiphy
its multitudinous .dimension$, is the crucial
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Developing Language Skills and Self-Concept:
Which' Content Areas Are Most Promising?*

The Ostensible purpose of this article was
to review the literature, especially' hat lit-
erature catalogued in the ERIC blanks, rele-
,a.nt to the following pwing isiues: Should ex. osi-

. tory or literary content, or both, be used for
developing language skills and self-concept
(among linguistically different learners
What roles should, such areas as science,
social studies, literature, and "emergency
vocabulary" play, in the language and con-
cept development?

Since there is apparently no, research
literaturb bearing directly on, these issues
and since there are relatively few opinion
articles related to these issues he real
purposes of the article are to elineate
tht issues in more detail and to outline
research strategies which one could use
to answer the questions raisel if, indeed,
one cared to answer them.

"Should expository or literary content,
or both/be used for developing language
1 Research carried out at The University of Texas
at Austin as a Faculty Associate in the National
Science Foundation USTIP #1598 program for re-
search in language and behavior, ,

Reprinted from Elementary English 48:1 (Jan -
nay), 1971) 17-21.

a
skills and self-concept?" An obvious answer
to this question is, "Yes, both for develop-
ing bothr A not so obvious issue is to
what extent the Use of fairy tales, satire,
metaphor, and the like shouldbe utilized
as content in the early stages of second-1
language acquisition. The difficulty
guiStieally different school beginners face
in assessing the presence or absence of
make-believe and/or double meanings'
should not, be overlooked. An illustration
of the effect of .meaning difficulties at the
adult leveLis thc complete frustration and
near breakdown of a graduate sfudent from
the Far East who, despite minimal com-
peteney in oral English, was placed in a
graduate English course on satire. Though
°not discussed in the present paper, the use
of literature as bibliotherapy represents still
another dimension of the issue.

Nevertheless, given the goals which our
schools have generally accepted, at some
point in time, we want all children, not
merely linguistically different learners, to
deal with expository and literary material.
it is possible, however, that for developing
either language skills or self-concept, one
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or the other type of content is preferable
at a particular point in the continuum of
language development.

One plausible .argunient is that since
linguistically different learners. usually en-
ter schodi with poor, self-concepts, in ESL
or bilingual plograrns we need to use that
literary content which i'inphasizes the value
of the learner's cultural heritage. The liter-
arycontent in such a situation might' well
be stories of strong-willed folk heroes, char-
acters with whom the learner can easily
identify. For some educators thal would'
constitute sufficient justification for itsing.
literary content. For others; hOwever, an
even stronger justification would arise from
the argument drat the learner develops pos-
itive associations with the school and its
activities because he senses that the school
values his culture and his need for self-
esteem. Hence he is able, to participate
more enthusiastically and more beneficially
in school activities in general, including
second language learning. ,

On the other hand, those who favor
expository materials _could codeeivably ar-
gue that certain kinds of expository ma-
terial, e.g., science materials; would ex-
hibit less cultural bias than other materials.
Hence, in terms of concepts inclUded in the
content, cultura4 different legners would
not be beginning their school 'rs as far
behind typical standard*: glish speakers
as they might be with mtcrit, exhibiting
greater cultural bias.

In such a schmie, the linguistically dif-
ferent learners' gra vth 'in self-concept
would have to result fr rn their success with
the con-tent. Ideally, th
as good, or as poor, a c
or failing as the standar

Stich an argument is
rect. Linguistically d
have to learn standa

'y would have just
ance of succeeding
-English speakers.
my partiAlly coz-

erent learners still
English. In effect,

the extent of, their iheyuality is reduced,
but it is not erased entirely.

4,
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Given that one accepts the literary -ex-
pository issueias relevant to the instruction
of linguistically different learners, he will
find little evidence in either the form of
research or opinion to help him decide the
issue.

`First of .all, there is apparently no re-
search "program which has used type of
codtentexpository versus literaryas a
variable in a study concerned with second
language learning among young children.

Secondly, the opinion articles that exist:
(a) tend to be concerned with second lan-
guage learning among adults; and (b) say
little more than the fSct that content must
match,the interests of students in order to
foster learning. Allen (1963) illustrated the
point vividly. When a group of visiting
Korean professors were given an oral-aural
English program developed for college stu-
d6nts, the results were disastrous. Appar-'
ently the learned gentlemen were not mo-
tivated by dialogues depicting the dating
habits of college students.

Scott (1964) suggests that the real pur-
pose of literature in an ESL program.is to
provide orientation for the non-English
speaker to America's cultuial heritage and

,.setting. Although he recommends altering
grammatical structure and vocabulary in
order to simplify the task for the learner,
he views literature selections in an ESL
program as "rewards to be administered
after a degree of linguistic proficiency has

bee_n gained.", Note that Scott i§ suggest' g
the inclusion of literature in order to e-

velop "other-concept," not self -cone t.

Implicit in that suggestion is the assump-
tion.that the development of self-concept is
independent of, or at least irrelevant to, the
literary thruSt of an ESL program. In short,
he is talking about adults rather than chil-
dren.

Arthur .(1968) offers the only suggestion
possibly relevant for yoinger learners. He
claims that the teacher should observe what

5 .3 ryi
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folk tales and stories children enjoy in their
native language and then translate-- these
selections into English for subsequent read-
ing or listening lessons. Arthur's suggestion
meshes easily into a scheme which regards
the development of the linguistically dif-.
ferent learner's elf-concept a? a ,primary
objective of the-ESL program. It is inter-
esting that Chall (1967) has.xecommended
using folk tales. as the basis for the content
of basal readers to he usedt with school
children in gneral.

In the last analyis, the question posed
at the beginning of this section "Should
literary or eitpositoly content, or both, be
used for developing language skills and
self-concept?"--ought to be solved by an
ompirical test. It is not. 'too difficult to
generate a research design which weuld
use type of content as a major treatment
variable.

This greatest difficulty yvould arise in
developing satisfactOry measures for the
dependent variables of interestself-con-
cept and language development., For ex-
ample, Bordie (1970) has testified to the
lad< of adequate measures of languagede-
yelopment for linguistiCally different learn-
ers. Measures of the degree of self-concept
a learner possesses are difficult' to imagine,
in principle. Horn (1906) and Taylor
(1969) found that the lack of a good meas-
ure of language development hampered
their ability to draw conclusions about the
effect of treatment variables in a program
designed to develop language skills among
Mexican-Arnerican'thildren.

The first step, then, in any well-niott-
vated research endeavor whose purpose is
10 assess the effect of content, is to twig')
adequate outcome measures. The next step
is to define treatments which differ solely
in the content that is used in the context
of teaching the skills of standard English,
This means that a number of factors need
to 4 held constant across treatments: the

rID

methodology foi presenting pattern drill's;
the sequencing of various grammatical pat-
terns, phonological skills, and lexical items;
and the quantity and quality of instruction.
Finally, those treatments must be effected
for a length of time sufficient allow real
differences to emerge.

What Roles Should Such +Areis as Science,
Social Studies, Literature, onell"Elnergency
V ocabulary°2 Play in Language and eon-
cept Development?

It is the general, function rf areas like
science and' social, studies, and possibly
literature, to teach concepts. What is why
these areas exist in any curricilurn. How-

, ever, traditionally they have no role rele-
vant to language development, except
teaching specific vocabulary (which is real-
ly more of a -concept dvelopMent task).
' In ESL, programs. the usual assumption
has been that the concepts.froin the con-
tent fields ought to be delayed until the
learner has developed requisite skill in
phonology, syntax, and basic 1 semantics.
'fence the content of the traditlional oral -
aural programs has centered around clus-
ters such as "my family," "my borne," "my
school," and the like - content for which it
could safely be assumed the learner pos-
sessed at least some conceptual backgroluilid.
Then, after the learner has mastered what
ever the essential skills of standard 'En-
glish are considered to be, he is placed in a
curriculum which attempts to teach the
concepts of social studies, science, and lit-
erature in standard english.

This is clearly not the only, nor .the
most logically viable, alternative. clearly
assumes that the development of standard
2The role of emergency vocabulary is Simple and
direct,* Far the child's safety, every iteaCher of
Iihguistically different learners has a moral re-
sponsibility to learn the- emergency Vocabulary
of the learner. Likewise, the 'emergeruty vocabu-
lary of standard English should he taught as
'quickly as possible. The issue will not be dealt
with further ch this article.
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English is the paramount goal of the cur-
riculum. Further, it assumes that the con-
cep s of the content areas arc best taught,
or .an only be taught, in standard En 'sh.
N ither of these assumptions should g n-

t
q estioned. As a matter of fact, Wolfram
(1970) presents a serious challenge to both,
at least with respect to speakers of a non-
standard dialect of English.

Horn (1966) and his colleagues (Knight,
1969; Taylor, 1969) developed a program
for Spanish-speaking students which as-
sumed that the content of the ESL program
should be based upon concepts from the

'content areas. They built an oral-aural pro-
gram (encompassing basic syntactical and
phonological rules) around "'content ex-
tracted from the AAAS- elementary science
materials. Three treatments were con-
trasted: (1) an oral-aural program pre-
sented in English, (2) an oral-aural pro-
gram presented in Spanish, and (3) a pro-
gram with no specific language strand built
into it. It was not until the fifth year of the
program that they developed a measure Of
language development they felt they could
rely on. At that time, interestingly, exist-
ing differences in cOmpetence in English
tended to favor the oral-aural Spanish treat-
ment. Taylor ( 1969) felt this was because
the systematic: presentation of Spanish syn-
tax and phonology provided a benchmark
against which learners were able to con-
trast English syntax and phonology picked
up incidentally in other parts of the school
nirricultun or environment. Taylor did not
report any data concerning the relative
levels of development in science content.

Taylor's unexpected San Antonio finding,
i.e., the superiority of the oral-aural Span-
ish treatment, sugg.sts that the interaction
between language and `concept' develop-
ment ought to be an area of research con-
tinning rich possibilities.

TO) outcome measures are important:
language mastery and content mastery. We
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have been too little concerned with con-
tent mastery in the past. It is time that we
recognized its importance in connection
with ESL and bilingual programs.

The most important variable is the order-
ing of new content (whether literary or
expository) relative to language skill de-
velopment. One level should be a succes-
sive ordering, where language skills are
taught with familiar content (traditional
program) and then concepts from content
areas are taught in standard English. A
second level should be a simultaneous or-
dering, where language skills are intro-
duced at the same time as new concepts
(similar to the oral-aural English program
of Horn 14 al.). Note that a third ordering, .
also successive, is logically possible: the
presentation of concepts from the content
areas in the learner's native language or
dialect followed by presentation of the
skills of standard English. It too should be
included..

A second variable, suggested by Taylor's,
findings, should be direct instruction in the
native language as well as standard En-
glish. The two levels of this variable, in-
clusiliri or eXclusion, should be completely
crossed with the ordering variable, yielding
six distinct treatments ( Figure 1).

Certain factors need to be held con-
stant, such as total instructional time, the
mode of presgenting language skills (i.e,,
oral-aural), and teacher effectiveness.

White the design seems cumbersome,
time consuming, and expensive, it need be
only if we use large blocks of instructioh
and whole classroom procedUres.:If we are
willing to establish an intensive pilot phase
wherein smaller groups of students are
more intensively instructed for a shorter
period of time, ineffectual treatments can
be noted and discarded in subsequent re-
search phases;

If one is concerned with the possibility
that the shorter treatment period will not
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Figure 1

Systematic
Instruction
in Native
Language or
Dialect

No

1 .

Successive
Standard Then new
English content
with
familiar
content

2
Simultaneous

Standard English
with new content

3
Successive

New content Then
in native standard
language or Ehglish
dialect

allow reareffects to emerge ars statistically
significant, he can easily relax the tradition-
al" .05 or .01 levels in the pilot phase,
using the justification that a treatment,sur-
passing the others at the .15 level, for x-
amply, in a short period of time might
well surpass them at the .05 level in a longer
period.

A later phase would jnclude (most prob-
ably) fewer treatments effected for longer
periods of time in regular classroom set-
tings. But the first stage is necessary in
order to weed out ineffectual treatments
and maintain very sharp distinctions be-
tween the treatments employed.

The paucity of research relevant to the
issues' stated at the outset of this article
makes it impossible to draw any conclu-
sions relevant to classroom practice. How-
evr, the issues are not, in principle, im-
pos,sible to settle. What. is needed is well
planned,. hard-headed research. The issues
are, in short, empirical questions.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Content and Teachers in Oral Language
Acquisition Means or Ends?*

Children are failing in school. Something
needs to be done. Failing at what? And for
what reasons? In most schools, the failure
can be located in weaknesses in the use of
language and its reflection in reading di -

culties. Identifying causes for this failure
is a much more difficult task.

Williams (1970) describes two altepa-
tive bases for lack of language skills. A
first reference frame has been derived from
comparison of those who are successful in
school with those who are less successful.
Comparison or contrasts of this nature
usually result in generalizations about "de-
velopmental lags" on the part of low achiev-
ers which are assumed to be related to lack
of home or other social experiences. This
deprivation or deficit position is illustrated
in such work as Hawkins (969). He found
that five-year-old children's oral language
skills were clearly related to home en-
vironment Children from London working-
class homes used more pronouns than m4(1-

°Reprinted from Elementary English 48:3 (March'
1971) 290-297.
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dle-class English children who used more
nouns. Noun usage was found to make it
easier for the child to expand his commu-
nication skills through the use of modifier
rather than pronoun usage. Similar effects
of culturally disadvantaged children in the
inner city were described by Green (1969)
and Baldwin (1970).

As a possible way in which home back-
ground affects children, Ammon's study
(1969) suggests an interesting hypothesis.
He investigated the effect of a listener's
expectation on his understanding of corn-
munication. With fifth grade students and

,adents, he'found that the listener's(I,r()," as a more important con-.
IltSpiLnderstanding than the content

Tl'cation. Chandler and Erick-

college
exp
tri
of t
son (1968) also found that populations not
only differ in language style expectation but
also in inquiry patterns. Inner-city students
characteristically presented propositions as
conclusions at the beginning of inquiry and
consistently failed to see the source for
invalid conclusions.
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If one follows thoCficit argument as
the cause of low language achievement,
then the solution is a "cultural injection"
as described by Williams (1970) in winch

. . a preschool compensatory program will
have to have this child learning at an even
greater rate because his problem is essen-
tially one of "catching up," Accordingly a
pre - school program should concentrate di-
rectly upon the most critical of skills needed,
for school, and this is language. (1970, 4)

As an alternative, Williams (1970) also
suggests that low achievement may be in-
ferred as related to differences in the lin-
guistic context of 'the child. When a Child
is demonstrating low language achieve-
ment, he does not really lack any language
but rather his language is different than
that being tested. The "difference" posi-
tion recognizes that children are failing.
While the "deficit" position would empha-
size the child's lack of readiness for school
experiences and would provide remedial
experiences, the difference position tinder -
scores the school's lack of readines, for
children who have different experience and
language styli's. Their fOcus would be on
modifying schools to accept more than a
single strand of our culture. In this way
the motivational aspect of school has be-
come an essential area of concern. This is
related to Simpson's (1953) six levels of
motivation or degrees of intensity for hu-
man behavior. As they apply to oral lan-
guage acquisition, the first level is where
learning to communicate orally is based on
fear in the child of the consequences of his
not learning to talk, A slightly higher level
is when a child learns to communicate
verbally, -for<sternal rewards,-a star or a
smile without lerstanding why he is

learning to communicate. At a third level,
a child is learning to communicate orally
under circumstances when he understands
that he must, but when he rejects the Tea-

sons and continues to strive because of
external rewards available.

At the fourth level, a child is acquiring
oral language in situations in which he±
understands why he should, he accepts
these purposes and works to successfully
accomplish them. There is one limitation:
the child has no share in forming the pur-
poses or selecting the content of his lan-
guage Instruction. At the fifth level, the
child pafticipates in setting up the goals,
while in the sixth level he independently
sets up goals and works toward their
achievement with a minimum of help from
others.

If it cannot be successfully argued that
oral language instruction today is meeting'
the needs of the majority of our students,
one can wonder if, in the scientific design
of oral language materials and instruction,
the motivation level of the student has
been reduced from Simpson's level six or -
five closer to level one or two? An analysis
of the literature -of 1966-70 emphasizes that
when remedial oral language programs are
undertaken, they consistently :focus. on in-
creased involvement of students in select-
ing what, they are to discuss. Why should
the use of this strategy be reserved for use
only when a child, is labeled ,"remedial"?

To further' compound the problem of
language, the view one has about the func-
tion of experience inoral language develop-
ment is also related o the design of pro-
grams for children. X illiams identifies this
problem:

Current thinking on 4developmental 'psy-
cholinguistics centers mostly upon a
nativist view of language acquisition
-which stresses that children are biologically
predisposed to develop language and that
the environment triggers rather than serves
up the stages of development. This....
(in contrast) "to the more traditional learn-
ing-theory based environmentalist views
that 1a child's genetic asset in language
aequition is his superior learning eapabil-
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itv .1nd that his linguistic knowledge and
skills are solely the pioiliict of his experi-
ences. (1979, 0)

A third alternative to the problem is to
recogni/e that oral language development
may be both caused by the experience and
provide direction in the child's search for
meaning in new experiences.
writes:

All emerging generalization in the socio-
linguistic theory is that the normal de-
velopment of a child's language must be
viewed relative to the demands of his
primary speech community, (1970, 7)

Providing the child with an increased
perceptual awareness of his ,i.rivirormient,
in a setting in which his primary speech
community will demand communication,
is an illustration of experience and lan-
guage serving as both cause and result.
In study Ig the failure of sonic students
to learn N, ritten language, Blank (1968)
found that this failure was clearly asso-
ciated with oral language problems. She
wrote illooid,t a replication study in which

. the correlation between an auditory dis-
criltrination task and reading performance
did not appear to reflect auditory deficien-
cies per sc.. Rather it reflected the de-
fic iencies of retarded reader's experience
in seemingly simple cognitive demands im-
posed by the task (i.e. the ability to listen
to it sequence, retain the sequence so as
to judge one stimulus against the other,
and then to make a judgment as to their
similarities and differences). (Williams,
1970, (i7,68)

In studies by } horn (1966) and Avers
and Mason (1969) scienw content was
used to help children increase their per-
ceptual awarenessa beginning step in re-
solving this perceptual deficit considered
by some to be the basis of language de-
ficiency ( 1970.67 ), This approach
has been severely criticized as being un-
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interesting to children (Feeley, 1970). The
science materials of Science- -A Process Ap-
proach illustrate the use of science-based
content to assist children in acquiring cog-
nitive skills of sequencing, distinguishing
sinidarities and differences, separating:in-
ferred causes from the evidence of the
event, and searching for other patterns by
which to classify or group things and then
to deal with the abstracted .common ele-
ment. All these experiences were designed
to occur within a context to encourage the
demand of the child's primary speech com-
munityhis first hand environment, This
was done by providing various experiences
before the labels were given for those ex-
periences. Horn and the Ayers and Mason
studies both illustrate the effectiveness of
experience in science being utilized to as-
sist children in language acquisition, or as
one child is quoted as saying, "Boy, when
I have something to tell; I can sure tell a
good story."

One reason for success in these situations
has been identified by Plumer (1970):

The most prominent theme running
through all the literature on language de-
velopment is that children learn language
through verbal interaction with more ma-
ture speakers. They learn language by
using it. This does not mean simply listen-
ing to more mature speakersotherwise
poor children who have attended school
regularly and listened to television more
than middle-class children would be on a
par with their middle-class counterparts.
(1970, 300-301)

limner continues that language acqui-
sition should be based on children hav-
ing many opportunities to talk in school
and that this talking should be frequent,
structured, systematic, and sprinkled with
humor.

6 5

C ent: Means or Ends?
Illustr itions of this viewpoint are to be
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found scattered through the literature'. in
the ERIC system. Cotkin (1967) reports
the use of matrix games as a successful
tool to help preschool and tindergarten
children discriminate symbols, pictures,
and colors. Shapes and configurations of
the letters are also part of children's ex-
perience through use of a grooved alphaNg
board.

In describing a language experience ap-
proach, Van Allen (1969) staked that
through experience a child comes to feel
that lie can communicate in WilVS other than
verbal language. Practice in oral 4;ornmuni-
cation he found to 1w useful in changing
the child's concept of how helpful it is to
talk. Avers and Nlason (1969) report the
use of science experience with Young chil-
dren:

ScienceA Process Approach encompasses
more than a conventional science program
... A child who has completed Part A of
the program will have come into contact
with a number of situations which will
compel him to observe, measure, use
space time relations and numbers. It ap-
pears that his language skills should in-
crease with his communication of his ex-..
periences. Ile should be abh_1' to identify
properties of an object, recognize num-
bers, count to 11, classify spatial relations
in terms' of directions and objects on the
basis of what they do.:and how they are
used, tell tune to the hour, read a calendar,
etc. (1969,135)

They concluded that science, in dis-
crimination, categorization, and labeling
tasks, can be used to help children's read-
ing readiness skills such as numbers, lk-
tening, and copying suhtasks.

With preschoolers, the Early Childhood
Project of New York City (American insti-
tute for Research in the Behavioral Sci-
ences, 1969) used a vertically organized
program in mathematics and science along
with creative dramatics to help children's
oral language skills. Specific activities in-

volving parents and small group work were
identified as significant aspects of this pro-

:gram.
With two-to-five-year-old culturally de-

pri 1 children in Tennessee, McConnell
( 969) used a variety of sensory-perceptual
raining experiences with science and

mathematics concepts related to size, color,
umber form and position, and figure-
ound discrimination. Students \ in the-

study demonstrated Sensory-perceptual and
linguistic gains.

In their description of experiences for
migrant children, a Texas Education Agen-
cy report (1968) includes specific experi-
ences from mathematics, art, music, sci
once, and the cultural world of the child
as 'sources for children's oral language ex-
periences. Arnold (1968) reports the sec-
ond year findings of Horn's oral-aural pro-
gram in San Antonio, Texas, with Spanish-
speaking children. Science experiences
based On modifications of Science- A Pro-
cvs Approach were used in this study as

the substance of the children's conversa-
tion. Science reading materials were used
in grades two through six in a study re-
ported by Irwin (1969). She described how
oral reading of science materials was useful
in identifying language problems of Ca-
nadian Indian children

The reported use of science and mathe-
matics concepts as a base of experience
and oral language has been limited to stu-
dents with culturally different backgrounds
in early childhood classrooms. Consistently
its use has been reported as successful.
Similar uses might well be explored with
more typical students both in primary and
upper levels.

Engel (1966 )4feseribed language experi-
ence based on art, cooking, dramatic play,
music, science, water play, and story time
as effective Ways to improve the oral lan-
guage of preschoolers. In grades three
through six, Fichtenau (19(18) used spy-

/
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"cific instruction in grammar as a way of
increasing oral" language ability. His re-
sults indicated that teaching specific skills
in analysis of written composition resulted
in improved oral communication of both
boys and girls. Using poetry, story telling,
and creative dramatics, Henry (1967) de-
serilied the importance of creativity in oral
communication for intermediate age chil-
dren. Claus (1965 ) used children's books
and poetry to extend intermediate age chil-
droll's awareness and use of oral language.

I(At grade nine, the Oral;Aural Program
of Indiana olis, Indiana, uses literature top-'
is to help stud its communicate their feel-
ings. Smiley ( 1968 a .o describes the use
of literature vela :d to the lives of seventh-
to ninth-gradk: stn.( its as a means for in-
volving them in language activities related
to their concerns.

A study involving college students was
reported at Gustavus Adolphus College.
Alexis (1'968) reported the use of these
assignments to help students increase their
oral language communication skills. Stu-
dents were asked tel ( 1 ) think through the
meaning of the word for a week and,write
definitions and associations, (2) consult dic-
tionaries to differentiate connotative and de-
notati.Y0 definitions. (3) collect definitions
and usages from their peers, (.1) consider
possible bases for definition classification,
( S) trace the word in the New English Dic-
tionary, and (6) compile citations of uses-of
the word encountered in print'. An alterna-
tive assignment was a historical sruvey using

6. six versions of the Bible to trara given
passage. One northistorical approh in-
volved :111 analysis of words used his.ad-
crtiseinelits. In other instances, study'

"the origins of place names led to the o-m-
pilation of linguistic atlases, and an essay
assignment encouraged students to project
generalizations about language after read-
ing local-color fiction. The limited and fre-
quently erroneous conclusions which re-

stilted became the basis for further dis-
cussions.

Using literature and related experience
as a means to help students express what
was important to them is a common cle-
ment of these reports of using literature in
oral language. An extension of this is to
use student-created literature. Such con-
tent of oral language is usually found to be
closely related to the student's living ex-
perience and hence real in its motivating
value.

Two reports, I5crinr (1067) and Loh-
mann (1967), described children dictrffing
compositions as a way to build both com-
muniation skills and listening skills.

Other studies described use of home or
social sVings of Navajo Indian children
(Shiprbck Independent School District No.
24, 1968), and sensory experience and trips
for disaOvantaged Spanish-American chil-
dren (Hobson, 1968) and disadvantaged
Negro children (Leaverton, 1968). In each
of these programs involving preschoolers
or primary-grade children, the child's con-
versition was the basis for analysis of both
what\ he said and what he intended to say.
Acquiring clearer ways to communicate
ideas was a common outcome for these
studies.-

A cautionary note needs to be stated
here. flintier. (1970) describes the limits
of how much one can expect from schOol
experience.

6 7

Schools ... are at a disadvantage 'when
attempting to supplement or enrich a
child's home experience. If the school is
to offset any disadvantage, it must
concentrate on providing for his language
development not in just a single class but
throughout the day....Every class or ac-
tivity must develop the child's language
ability in some way. (1970, 301)

Teachers: Means or Ends?-
A second major question of this report
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is the extent to which the teacher is a

means ,or an end in language acquisition.
Williams ( 1970) stated this concern:

We must dek clop 111W statcgies fin lan-
guage instructuin. .new programs....at-
tempt to incorporate the social context into
the instructional context, Such programs
would he different for different groups of
childrett and this imposes special demands
upon teachers who should probably be as
knowledgeable of the children's vernacular
(*or that of his environment) as they,arc of
standard English. (1970, vi)

Careful analysis of the ERIC literature
on the acquisitnin of oral languav for
children who speak nonstandard Engbsh
suggests `that the sMirh for making lan-
guage 'acquisition of tile' child meaningful
and successful has warily forusell on
program development. Analysis of the a-
quisition of language suggests that there
are more than the components of the child
and program, however. 'Previous experi-
ences of both the child and the teacher are
brought into the learning situation. To what
extent these may be similar or different,
and to what extent they are employed by
both the child and the teacher as ixpc-
tancy settings, has been the 'object of study.
A second point about learning is relevant.
Thy inner core of this experience is the
personal interaction. At this level people
are talking and listening to other people
(children are legitimately classified as pro-
plc ) To what extent is it true that teach-
ers of different backgroundsAre unable to
relate to, to hear, or to attend ter that which
children are saving or doing? To what
extent ire children of contrasting language
or behavioral patterns able to relate to the
teacher's behavior M a meaningful. way?
To what extent is or should this he of con-
cern in the acquisition of oral language?
What evidence exists that the teacher as
a factor in the encounter has been given
more than passing Cranial nodding recog-

nitioh? 'For example, extending the focus
more lirctiv on the teacher, what assis-
tance is he, given in understanding the
relationship betyeen his previous achieve -'

backg,r6und, and the like, and the
probalile success of the learning experiences
of his pupils? In what way is a teacher
provided with guides for hearing, com-
prehending tuul communicating with chih
dren in the classrodin? Where does the
teacher have the opportunity to review the
implications of sociolinguistic research such
as Lahov (1970)? This research has found
evidence to support the hypothesis that
linguistic variations are identifiable with
social stratification, ethnic, and situational
differences in speech. When does a teacher
find air opportunity and assistance needed
to understand a child's language, previous
experience, and blocks to learning? To per-
ceive cues from the environment, diagnos-
tic tools for the teacher are essentialbut
from whew will these tools come? If lan-
guage acquisition is Wally an individual
interaction bOween teacher and student,
what evidence can we find that teachers
perceive it as a diagnosis of individual
nerd of the child and the selective use of
approaches suittd to a child's nerd rather
than a stated curriculum or program?

From Orem' questions grows a more im-
portant concern. A colloquial expression
says it well, "You can't come back from
where vou haven't been." Where in the
teacher's own preparation program has he
'experienced a diagnostic and individual-
ized approach to learning experiences? In
the professional teacher-education pro -
gram, what model of teacher- student in-
teraction has he experienced?

Language acquisition includes more than
creative programs for individwl children
for unique or enriching experiences. It must
have the intelligent guidance of an in-
sightful teacher. The professional prepara-
tion of the teacher has been suggested as a
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significant means -and one' which needs
intensive: study equal to that of the de
velopment of, programs for language ac-
quisition.

Summary
today,-is to stand on the

bier's' of. yesterday's experience. Nye
kn w much about the task of oral language
acquis'ition.' While we have been concerned
with thc:mechanis of this process-espec4-
y tqac-hin'g .016 thild to discrimtnate-detAl'
in sound and structure, lave we 'Missed
teaching the, childi:to. dlscrtina ideas in

6.

language?.-:,.This assitrnes :05at his oral
languag6 Practice 'contains idehS that can

;te- discriminated7an, assumption that must
b'e seriously questiOnl. ,

Remedial oral langliage d'velOpmeft.
wit%studentshas been show lb he °highly
successful when the'sulistAtiv, 'ideas of

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

the communication have bec'nc osen from' . 9'
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Can English as a second lank c ( ESL)
programs lacking in content and d.iikylop-
went of oguitive glieeced? The
ing of the question obviously expAts the
answer "no," that ESL programs lacking in
content and skill development must be eon-
sidored failirres.,This paper will examine
components of tin: question in the light of
ERIC docifinents and other publications.
Closer examination of the question will re-
veal that initial ESL programs successfully
purstic(' a central goal Of language develop-
ment Dilly. Cognitive skill and content de-
velopment well. incidental. With the devel-
opment of programs that successfully attack,
the language problem, focus is now being
placed more and more upon such curricular
problems as lagging achievement in Sciene,
social studies, and math. Tim, sport tipori`
the develppinent of English languagi. skills;

iimpOrtant as they are, has not locen avail-
able for study Of dies!: content areas. ESL
has made and is making progress, and it is

this very progress that enables educators to
expert more and more. The points which
appear essential to a discussion. of ques-
tion are

L program' structure ( linguistic and/or
conceptual focus);

.2. cognitive development ( the relation of

!Reprinted from Elementary English 48:5 (May
1971) 571-583.

cognitive skills and concept develop-
ment ) ; and

3. factors determining success, oli-
ji.ctives, measurement instruments, and

W`WWWW

making the evaluation.

iliefore disi'llssing the content of ESL pro-
grams. it is _wiiihwhile to consider the
prolileins of chi Idreti. lOr-whom ESL pro-
gr4uns. ltaye lwen devAipoit.:7,-,Stemmter

1966) provides a profits of the impressidris
one population of children made upon
In the time since this profile wits written,
new insights have been gained. Prog'ram de-
velopers are increasingly noting that appar-,
eta shortcomings -of the "children, such as
minimal :Mention span are proving instead
to he a function of inapproptiate class activ-
ities. "Flee sketch does provide a background
for viewing earlier ESL programs. ,

Without preschool language instruction,
sixty to .,eightv percent of the Niexican-
Amilican children in Texas were failing the
primarv, grades. Heading difficulties were
the.pri'mary cause. Stemmler felt that these
children had two handicaps to overcome:
a language barrier and a "disadvantaged-
ness harrier" (1966, 2). Her picture of these
disadvantaged children included the fol-
lowing punts:

I. a minimal attention span;
2. minimal development of auditory and

visual discrimination;

63
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3. minimal experiential background for th*
type of content 'appearing in the tests
and beginning instructional_ materials;

4. lack of variety and information even in
their native language (Spanish.] on such
topics as their own families and names
some of -them did-not even know their
surnames;

5., fear, apathy, or insensitivity toward the
schoiil envirmunepttheir powers of ab-
straction gamed curiously dulled or;
perhaps, undeveloped;

6. general equacy in such simple cog,.
as .s.nriple directiobfol-

Imking, la iug, classifying, inid visual
discrimination of gross differences

_among ohjects,evenwhen slioken to in
Spanish; and

7, marked nutritional deficiencies (19,86i
2), "

Program Structure

For children who do it,ot know ,English
the typical language of school, and who
may have' S't4veral other severe handicaps in ,
addition, it is little wonder that educators
saw thq need for' appropriate language pro-
'grams. The resulting program, with good
reason, strived for linguistic success.

Thomas and Allen's Oral English sug-
gests some nbjecti"Yes that appear quite ap-
propriate for these children:

to help the pupil communicate in En-
glish in the school environment;

2. to felp the.pupil hear and pronounce
the sounds of the English language;

3 to help the pupil acquire automatic use
of English language patterns;
tit help the pupil become familiar with
die language patterns and vocabulary
that he will encounter in the pre-prirner
and primer; and

5. to help the pupil learn about the En-
glish-speaking eulture while maintain-
ing appreciation of his own culture
(1968, 3 ) ,

These objectives communicate the basic
intent of many ESL programs. They -indi-
cate endeavors toward teaching cruciaRlin-

guistie skills, frequently using techniques of
the audio-lingual method whose popularity
was spread by'Brooks (1960). The linguis-
tic emphasis of ESL programs is a logical,
sensil'ile one; linguistic skills are essentially
content free. Content is used here to refer
to the subject matter rather than to the lin-
guilAie vehicle. The teacher can relate others
areas of the curriculum to the' ESL compo-
nent, but it is not necessary for the success-
ful' achievement of linguistic goals, previ-
ously the chief focus of ESL programs. With
a limited amount of class time available,
any time spent developing ESL skills re-
duces the time available for other curricular
areas.

Finocchiaro identified four trend's for.bi-
lingual education, one of which is espe-

,:,:daily relevant here:

. . the teaching of curriculum areas' such
as science, social studies and mathematics
in the native tongue so that non-English
speaking pupilsupon ente?ing the main-
stream of the schoolwill not lag behind
their age peers (1969,1i):

Thus, the solution of the initial pioblem df
language does not, resolve the .serious prob-
lem of achieving success in the "mainstream
of school."

Increasing numbers of ERIC repOrts
veal a growing concern with teaching the
non-English speaker English languagskills
and content from other areas of the cur-
riculum. In other words, goals have been
modified to.accomplish broad'er objectives at
the same time that linguistic objectives are
being sought. The success of ESL programs
in the past has typically been measured by
linguistic yardsticks. If the child devclbps
phonololgical and syntactical skills, the ESL
program ris judged a sucoitss.. Recently, how-
ever Steminler, 1966; Taylor, 1969; Wilson,.
1970), ESL-,materials have been developed
which deliberately try to weave math, sp-
cial studies, and science into their curricular
"threads." (Tyler, 1950, 56.) There are 'sev-
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oral risks.. naturally Vd11.11 oiu soh 011.(''S

sights 011 dual Obieti\X`S. ()1,1(',,\V0111(1 ((1)0(1
'that. success would be aClii(*\'0(1 0111\' if 1)0(11

'011f(*Ilf Obj(1Veti arc
achieved. 1)0es failure in ono mean failure
of the program?

One alternative to dual oblectives IS to

alto' the children to fall behind, in curricu-
lar arrilti, those children whose native lan-
guage 'Is English, With dual objectives, one
is forced to develop activities which ideally
meet both'eriteria-of language and content.

--If the program developer strives' to develop
master\ of science content, the liniguagji
objective inir\ be met unwisely by spntriy-
ing sentences. If teachers cantrive Slid force
the children to parrot nu:chain:al sentences,
ostensibly to H1()VC 01(111 tow. rd-mastery of
conceptual content, the clay oam will lose
the aura of excitement inher lit in learning.

( 1970) disriseil the transition Of
SI, pragrains from language only to a

broader curricular base. Ile said T.F.,SL
[Teaching English as a Seconsl Language]
progr:uns have generally confined them-
selves to the teaching of communication.""
( p. 2) It is interesting to note that the ma-
terials \vhih \Vilson o-authored with OI-
sher in 1967 convey this language-only ob-
jective:

aNNOCI.Itilig ill(' SOAIII(IS and rhythm of
English with a captivating story. the child-
is led to transfer the oral component of
I.;nglish he has learned to the role he plays

. in the dramatization of the story in class,
and hopefully to the real-life roles he plays
as it I new-languagel speaker of English
i(./Isher mill Wilson, 1967, 1).

The Olsher.and NA'ilson materials re
a definite concern for providing F

activities the child will enjoy. it is
-apparent that thev are intended to Iii(4used
as a mans to help children leant English
who are attending schools without ESL
progrotn.s., One can contrast the differences-

. -

bet \Veen an ESL program and ESL instruc-
)ioreal mat( rials by definition:

LS/. iii.syuctiorial niatcriatsinatrials de-
signed to accomplish the distinct instruc-
tional task,of helping NtIllfelati learn 1:o-
glish, considered as a S(ment of the cur-
riculum.

ES/. proi;rums--jcurrictilar approaches which
consider, 'influence, and are influenced
all other educational experiences offered by
the school, These- threads and strands are
implemented with the hellY of ESL instru-
tional materials.

Considerable numbers of well thanV
and potentially successful ESL instruc
materials are now available. in F,RIC there
also an ir* increasing nuniber of ESL pro-
grams. In relation to the initial question, it
\'varrinits reiteration that E'Sl instructional
materials are intended to accomplish. lin-
guistic girds, whereas an ESL program fre-..

'quentiv attempts to teaclr the children lin-
guistic skills anti conceptual cntent. Three
year's after the publication of the 1967 ma-
terials. \Vilson revealed his concern for
broader ESI, objectives. In contrast to
TESL instructional efforts:

Curriculum, on the other hand, makes one
of its major objectives the development of
thinking. It is this disparity between the
objective of TESL and the objective of cur-
riculum that has made' TI:..SL a four-letter
word among many educators ( 1970, 2).

Wilson feels that children need to learn
to think 'in those areas that later will be
taught arid leaned in English.' lic states
that llama:\ in language does not bring with
it prr Sr the ability to think in the. language
(1970. 3). Taylor ( 1969) described the ef-
forts to integrate linguistic skills with' cog-
nitive growth using American Association
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
materials. The more ambitious the ESL pro-
gram the greater the risk of failure. It is
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patently difficult to desist. LSI, teaching ac-
tivities and instructional materials the chil-
dren will enjoy. \\lien one attempts to de-
vise techniques and materials with science
content, there is great risk that the class-
room attiVitid with riot elicit the interest of
oting children. Obviously, great effort went

into the materials described by "lavior.
I 10v(A'cr, if one !mist teach the concept of
shape and teach phonological and,syntati-
cal skills, the ultimate emerging classroom
activity will prolHi Hy, be less inturesting to
the childn.n than if that constraint were not
present. Consequently, programs-are
encountering and will encounter develop-
mental grossing pains.

in Lintlfors. review of the \lichigan Oral
Language \Jaterials, she identified some of
the difficulties svhich arise \\lien ;t program
seek(} to attain linguistic aukl content ( other
that') linguistic) success. Although her re-

viesv of these materials is quite favarabl
and recognizes the intent of the program to
include material from several content areas
(social studies, math, and science), accord-
ing to her, -justice is not (10110 to arty (All' of
tkcse content ;trews, nor to their integration,
one with another- ( 1970..571.

The problem would appear to be less crit-
..,ical in preschool and kindergarten than in
primary levels \Viler(' the linguistically dif-
ferent child is directls compared to native
English-speaking children. lit her discussion
cinicerning the selection of content for the
iiriniars -one program of the NI)chigan Ma-
terials. LIMIlors sass.

tt is at conet01 lot conceislual des-ehs-
inew that is bast, in the selet4ion tcf cull-
hlit the wain 1m11 ,5c acct to teach the
English langliage ssstenialicallv. bid lather
to teindi concepts and the expression of
them, frying, to lot the language "tronlile
sj-iots- as you go (1971), 10).

She sharpls criticizes the ambitious goals
of the primary -one 'slichigin program and-

.,

states that the five-way focus of this pro-
gram ( linguistic, coaeptpal, math, science,
social studies) attempts to accomplish too
much, and actually accomplishes too little
( p. 13 I. She also criticizes program activi-
ties in ,which each lesson focuses on one
subject matter area, perhaps social studies,
with the next on math, without effective
"interdisciplinary integration-(p. 43). She
suggests lessons which would periodically
integrate across content areas, in which con-
cepts ancl/or pnicesm.s from different con-
(tot areas wen') used simultaneously ,( pp.
9, 431. ,

landfors states that the three "inputs- are
social studies, math, and science ( the' con-
tent areas) whereas the linguistic and con-
ceptual contributions are the "tools- for
dealing with the et.ontelit weeds. Ifer main
point is that the linguistic and conceptual
focus is not followed logically, Rather than
a guiding principle of identifying basic con-
,cepts illnI processes of ci'ence, social stud-
ies, and math for content selection, she sug-
gests that in practice the principle was
-What lessons can sy.;) think of that will in-
clude some science, social science, ando
inath?- ( p. -15) In her criticism of "erupts)*
repetition of meaningless phrases,-(p. 54)
she apparently feels that, for example, the
lexical item together lofted the contriving
of dialog with the 'tell].

The point germane here is that.ias one
attempts to accomplish a goal broadtr than
tine one of linguistic skills, difficult enough
by itself, one becomes Vtlilleryl1/11: to failuriy
if activities are contrived so as to re-
sult _. empty repetition of meaningless
phrases.' Again. only by attempting ttliti
Very ditrit'lllt.tilSk cart am% hope to eventual-
ly improve the prog,Tain and ultimately Meet
success. Program development requires fan-
tastic amounts of time and skill 'to the point
that there is the real risk of too much criti-
cism or not enough. too much criticism will
impede ambitious efforts' which Ultimately,

'Y1
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may prove stnessful. N«-ritie.isiti will re-
sult in the creation of beautiful monsters or
the emperor wearing beautiful clothes.

The preschool and primary -one Nlichigan
oral language program attcmpts, according
to fandfors, to develop a conceptual focus
and .a verbal focus. Lindfors interprets .the
c(merptual focus as "content to be pre-
snted" iinal the linguistic focus as the "new
language forms to he used" (p. 9). Lindfors
feels that tlie task of teaching basic con-
cepts is tli main purpose of tin program
not reveafinivtlie bask. structure of English.
'Chili priority can lead to -mechanical ques-
tions. (:ro%%.tli in basic conciepts appears
intimatel related to r.ogniti. skill devel-
opment.

Cognitive 1)evelopment

Ilie question of to what extent language
is a cognitive skill is both an intriguing and
exasperating issue which nuay be ansvered
in diflerent was (IISCIISSi011 can range

Irony attention to the purel% inechanic.al as-
pects of language to rather abstract pro-
cesses. It will be sho\vii that language has
been treated a non-cognitive process, re-
flecting dn. early interpretations of the au-
dio-lingual approach widely used on the
secondary level to teach secoud language
skills.

Ilecentl% the nature of language teaching
has been re-evaluated. I lo%%.ever. Brooks, in-
fluenced by Skinner's acconVeshirients,
rather eategoricall% rejected a cognitive ap-
proach to language learning vheirlie wrote:,

rim, .single paramount fart about language
learning is Mat it concerns, not problem
.soll ing, but lle formation marl performance
1# habits. The learner whet has only been
made to see how anguage. work has not
learned any Loa ,tag,e; on the contrary In.
h,et ledroeil something he will has..e to for-
140 before he Call make any progress in that
area of language (1960, 46).

What Brooks was striving to overcome was
the tendency of earlier grammar-translation
methods to be more concerned with cog-

understandings than language pro-
duction. Although his influence as a pro-
ponent of the audio-Jingual method is still
fell, the current approach, even in the au-
dio-lingual method, considers two levels of
language. Rivers ( I964) discusses a me-
chanical level -one" which she believes can
he rather nicely explained [Tv a behavior-
istic paradigm. Hardie ( 1970) also uses the
tort» "Mechanical level," but he means skills
of minor importance such as- punctuation
uacl spelling?, III. refers to the opposite level

of the cofitintrum as "the most abstract cog-
nitive abilities" (1970, 818). Rivers de-
scribes the higher level as the level of "flu-
ent expression," the communication of one's
own ideas (1964, 156).

Rivers' level one appears rather far re-
from 'the realm of cognition, if one

exeineleS from the cognitive daint.Un "a set
of titbits which must be learned to a point
of ititornati performance of the sequence"
11969, 4). Rivers is, of course, referring
only to her level one. That level one should
not be considered cognition becomes some-
what more acceptable if one considers an-
other gammnt of Brooks:

As wr hay(' sec!), the acquisition of non-
thought fat responses is the eery core of suc.
ressful language learning, and Congress it-4
self has pronounced such learning to he in
inn national interest ( 1960, 60).

It is important to remember- that Brooks
was trs ing to draw guidelines for secondary
foreign language teachers to guide them in
teaching oral' language skills. Ear most of
these. teacher's, the audio-lingual method
represented it great change from the meth-
odOlogy they had been using. Their stu-
dents often studied about the languageland
failed to develop a reasonable proficiency
in Using the language. Rivers does not

7. 5
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ject level one; she points out the limitations
of- a level one approach only-.

In writing of the relation of habit and
competence Di Pietro writes:

What has habit to do with competence, we
may ask. First of all habit is a conditioning
of reflexes leading to automatic and pre-
dictable [emphasis added] responses to
stimuli. For some time, it was fashionable
to view language and learning as habit
formation. As a result, a very great part, of
the exercises and drills of our modern in-
structional strategies is built upon this psy-
chological concept (Di,Pietro,1970, 57).

Di Pietro sees skills developed through
pattern practice and other types of manipu-
lative, habit-forming drills as "useful" in

language learning, but not as proven "nec-
essary adjuncts" to the interpretation of
competence as a set of rules ( p. 62). A key
point in identifying habit formation and
level one responses is the notion that such
responses are predictable, or what Bosco
(1970, 74) calls responses that can be an-
ticipated. In contrast to habit, Di Pietro
discusses a higher linguistic plane which
he equates with competence:

Competence, 00 the other hand, has to do
with a different aspect of language behav-
ior, namely the intellectualization or the
cognition of language which underlies habit
formation ( 1970, 57).

Brunet describes cognition as how human
beings increase their ability to handle
knowledge and to process information (1967,
1). Perhaps there are persons who would
maintain that linguistic skills develop apart
itOM intellectual endowment and who would
cite as examples persons with retarded men-
tal development who nonetheless manage to
speak English fluently. Cognitive skills do
operate in learning English as a second lan-
guage or dialect, but cognitive skill devel-
opment also refers to those cognitive skills
apart from linguistic ones whose develop=

meat is sought by elementary school edu-
cators. LAguage skills appear interwoven
with intellectual activities, 'lint it is more
fruitful to treat language skills as a mani-
festatw'n of intelligence rather than an as-
pect of intelligence.

As Brooks initially &Scribed habit for-
mation as a non-thoughtful response, it is
unlikely that he assumed that cognition was
necessary- or even helpful in habit forma-
tion. It appears that Di Pietro supports the
idea that there is more than one aspect or
level to language learning and that cogni-
tion more appropriately goes with the high-
er linguistic plane. In the early ESL pro-
grams which followed Brooks' advice, it
would appear that .their activities strived
toward the development of overt, non-cog-
nitive skills.

Verplanck (1964) examined the concept
of awareness in an attempt to discover the
relation of awareness and actual behavior.
In an experiment in verbal conditioning, he
found a rather, remarkable lack of consis-
tency- between what people said A.V4Se the
rid? and what they actualry, didf4presum-
alify following that rule in a concept-for-
!nation task. in other words, they would say
one thing but perform in the opposite way.
Verplanck concluded that awareness,of the
concept by no means ensured that appro-
priate behavior would follow.

Clutracteri.s.ties of language
levels one and two

One area of linguistic skill falls into the'
category- of habit; the other refers to or
involves higher cognitive skills. What arc
the characteristics of each level?

Lercl I. Leur1 2
1. no awarelasvia- I. awareness and di-

cilc---.41'reetedInn- rccted effort re-
winos effort' not quired (non - fa-
required elle)
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2. verbal responw 2. 'loll-predictable
predictable or an-
titivated

3. non-conseimis 3. conscious \\
.1. billows Skinner- 1. stimulus free

Ian paiiirligin
stimulus con-
trolled

The second language level awl arrarene.ss

In the Taxonomy of alucatiolal ()I)lee-
tiw's, Handbook I. Col: ;tally(' 1)ontaiu,
Bloom es,unines the facets of cognition and
surfaces the salmi. intriguing point. In the
process of identifx Mg the various "levels"
of cognition xyhich range from simple recall
of facts through comprehension, applica-
tion, anal 515. ss nthesis, . and evaluation,
Bloom identified ;Ill additional dnnenSiOn.

One of die major threads limning through
all the ta\Onlany appetus to be a scale of
consciousness or awareness, Thus, the be-
haviors in the cognitive dOnlaal are largely
characterized by a rather high degree of
consciousness On the part of the individual
exhibiting the behavior while the behaviors
In the allectlye domain all' much more Fre-
quently exhibited vith low -level of aware-
ness nn the part of the individual. Further,
ut the cognitive domaiel especially, it ap-
pc;rs that as the behaviors become more
complex the individual is more a\are of
then existence i tiloont, p)5(i, P)),

The notion of axx;ireness is directl rele-
ailt to the second level of language learn-
ing. .1 high degree of aw:areness appears ill
lex el txvo in that one's thotight is being di-
rected %% ith attention, contrasted With the
automatic resi)onse of level one. Unfortu-
natelx, one can make a superficial evalua-
tion of the merit of the tsvo leve
the -1(mver" level and valuing he higlu,,r.
11055'1.5(1-, the Sinn(' illndie(111 d
need not akVa\ s operate On the StIlle level.
.1s skilk increase, operations once re-
quired awareness and effort can be mas-
tered to the point that one's response is

automatic or level one. Bloom touches upon
this point:

One might hope that it [the level of con-
siousness] would provide the basis for ex-
plaining why behaviors which are'initially
displayed with a high level of conscious-
ness become, after some time and repeti-
tion, automatic or are accompanied by a
low level of consciousness. . . Perhaps it
will also help to explain the extraordinary
retention of some learning especially of the
psychomotor skills ( 1956, 20).

Asher ( 1969) has found rather good luck
in second language learning by involving
psychomotor activities and skills. Retention
seems to be extraordinarily good. An ex-
ample or two might clarify the role of
awareness in language skills. The use of the
subjunctive in Spanish is adequately chal-
lenging. Initially and depending upon the
method, deliberate thought is required to
identify those situirtions in which its use is
appropriate, particularly in language re-
sponses not learned rotely. With increase in
skill and when measured by the criteria of
effort and :awareness, this activity moves
helps level two and now appears to take
place in level one almost intuitively. Or, in
learning to type, deliberate attention must
be given to striking the right keys. With the
development of skill,--one can reach the
point where express his thoughts
through 'typewriting, attending to what it
is he wishes to say rather than to the me-
chanical means of transcribing it.

Two points are relevant. First, language
level one is far removed from cognition in-
terpreted as conscious thought. Second,
very complex intellectual activities appear
to take place with )r high dygree of initial
aWall11('Sti and effort. As they are thorough-

mastered, they move into level one when
judj,,r-rd_hx. the two criteria of effort and
awareness:-Th-is is not to say that a simple
habit response isTrliralitatively the same as
a sophisticated linguistic expression! only

A,
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that the two responses are both effortless
and require no conscious structuring.

Level one activities of ii.itoniati response
meet the ,criteria of IllillillIal effort and
awarene s. lifters ( 1964) pointed out the
need/o develop the abilits to express one's
owolthoughts in what she refers to as level.
twO,._Witli the development of great skill, it
was pointed out that free expression call,
in a sense, return to level. one if only' the
criteria of minimal effort and minimal
awareness an. used. ,'illitle, important dil-1
ferences remain bety ern verbal activities
which meet both criteria. The simple, auto-
matic response probably never called for
higher ognitive skills, initially or subse-
quently. Expression of one's own ideas
reached the effortless plateau only after in-
tensive, diligent effort. Although all In'-
haviors in level one are alike in the two
respects, they may he remarkably different
qualitittivelx. Level one reflects facility
gained through practice. Level two iiwolves
complex cognitive skills, sustained effort
and practice. For the sake of convenience,
flick Wilk" he viewed as occupying the same
area only if one recognize~ implicit dif-
feren'cvs,

At first, area one appears not to include
cognition as a conscious thought. Language
skills in area one may represent rather me-
dioreavtivities such as parroting or 1111.111-
iCkillg, ()17111('V max represent highly skilled
linguistic activities, Ultimately, linguistic
skills should operate in area one except
when the person chooses to move the verbal
actiyity to area two deliberate, conscious
thought. For example, he might wish to
structure his thoughts with deliberate care
and special precision. But if an ESL pro-
gram op:rates initially in area one, never
or rangy helping students operate in area
two with the ultimate goal of effortless ex-
pression, it cannot he judged successful be-
cause the,childfcn will not be competent in
expressing their own ideas. The danger that

this will occur is ever present because, in
teaching linguistically different children,
the immediate problern in. the teacher's per-
ception is one of oral language. Drills in
area one offer immediate success, if of lim-
ited value.

Thought and intelligence
and communication

The question of to what extent language
is a cognitive skill may be answered in dif-
ferent ways as just shown. Attention may
locus upon purely mechanical aspects of a
language or ratlier abstract cognitive pro-
cesses. [however, even in these abstract pro-
cesses, language appears to involve higher
levels of cognition rather than to constitute
an intellectual skill by itself. Bruner .( 1967,
15.5) discusses language as an instrument
for ordering perception and thought. Intel-
ligene tests often are heavily loaded with
vocalmilarY items, one of the closest links
between the measurement of intelligence
and language skills.

Language provides an interface of
thought and intelligence and ommunica-
tion. The idea can be expressed graphfcally:

thought

intelligence

language

communication

No implication is intended that the three
aspects of the paradigm thought, intelli-
gence, and communication) art' parallel.
They are not. Each is different in many re-
$pects from the other two. IfoWever, they
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do liiive a common 1ratuntl. in that langluage
is it (1 111111111111cat1011 tool, a tool of thought,
iind an instrument of intellig,nce. It niav
he helpful to evil:nine Iiinguat,' and non-
lang,uitg,e examples of 'mina!, behavior
\vhich appear to function in area one and
area two using, the criteria previously given.

When 011r COIM'S to work in the morning,
the is pieal greeting heard is "Cood morn-
ing. I low are you?" To vilichotil. responds
with idiosyncratic variations, "Vine, thank
5(01," Vspeciallv in the early morning, the
response is automatic, requiring either .no
wr minimal ii\yareness or conscious effort.
One's f rient Is van predict what we will say,
(:onNidcr, limvcver, a response different
from the automatic "Fine, thank \/011." A
different response requires awareness of
\drat one is sit\ Mg, is not predictable nor
expeete0,./ It is virtually free of stimulus
control. I.:SI, students probably find it help-
ful to initiall learn a standard response be-
cause the\ Can learn it very titlieklv and it
\\all he 1144.)St 11Silll. Ilosvever, the same sit
uation can result in a response of a much
(1iflerent nature.

'P'te relation of the two levels, or ,more
iipepropriatel\ two areas, of linguistic skills
can be illustrated hv a non-language ex-
ample. I)riving a car provides 'a realistic
though risks example. 1)riviig iri the coun-
ty\ on a bright S000\ day requires it iiiini-
1111110 Of conscious eflort, assumittig no other
traffic. in this situation one's mind might
\vander. (.)roc might even risk being "absent
mindi'l Steering and control of the ear
Co 0 cis e minimal a\vareness, hopefully the
progress of the car ilo\vit the high\vity is
predictable. Contrast thit; situatieni \vitli
driving in congested, do\vitown traffic late
in the afternoon. Nosy, a high degree of
it\vareness iS demanded \vitb instant re-

sponse'to impredictable stops and .starts de-
manding full conscious effort. There would
appear to be . a correspondence bet \veep
dri\ Mg and the use of language'. lichavior

7
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of the first \yet is effortless and automat
In the SCCOMLICVCI, it ib deliberate andeon-
trolled, The essential point is that human
hehavior, overtly the same litunan behavior,
ina\ actuall\ be operating in either area
tinder varying conditions.

An ESI, program for very young children
ma\ of necessity focus upon skills falling
in area one. To the extent that these be-
haviors are autotnatie, they cat n. he clas-
sified as cognitive. A young clung fortt nate
enough tO grlow up with parents who speak
socially unmarked language and who at-
tends a schoOl with similarly fortunate chil-
dren, will probably speak an unmarked lan-
guage without needing awareness of the
rides of that language.

Success

Achievement of success for ESL pro-
grams depends upon Lour' factors:

I. the definition of content and cognitive
skills;

2. the objectives of the pro rain;
the criteria and instrumentation used
to ascertain attainment of a 4tisfac-
tory level of performance; mid, equally
important,

1 the person(s) asked to decide if the
program achieved "success."

In the literature, content is used with
Forappareittly t\vo distinct meanings. COT (A-

',WWII', in relation to HSI. programs one can
discuss content either, as referring to lan-
guage content or non language content, The
content of the original materials used in
San Antonio was often science content ex-

pressed in either Spanish or English (Tiby-
lor, 1969.). One might use the word content
to refer to the studv of language itself."
Seemingly facetious, this discussion of
\vhether language itself is the objective or
if it is time vehicle to discuss science content,
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or social studies content, or the notion of
self-concept, does reveal one's value and
priorities. Does one achieve success only if
one reaches a certain level in two objec-
tives, both curricular areas and language
skills? It would appear that where the ob-
jective of the program is to develop lin-
guistic skills (inherent in the name ESL),
success can be, achieved without the mas-
tery of conceptual content considered high-
ly desirable but not of critical importance,

The stated objectives of the program, ta
a great extent, thus determine whether suc-
cess has been achieved. Implicit in the ob-
jectives are criteria for 'their evaluation. An
ESL objective need not specify curricular
content. If objectives do include mastery of
curricular content, then obviously success
cannot be achieved -without content mas-
tery. Ilowever, those ESL programs initial-
ly designed to help linguistically different
children develop English &page skills
.did not make their success contingent upon
content mastery.

Achievement of success will depend upon
the person asked whether the ESL program
has been successful. The persons most eon-

'cerned include the classroorir,teacher,k the
parents, teachers in the middle school, and
the children participating in the 'program.
The teacher's opinion will, in turn, be influ-
enced lw his superior's opinion, the stu-
dents' success in language skills and related,
academic progress, and the enthusiasm or
lack of it shown by the children. The pat-
ents' opinion will probably differ from the
teachers' because they are not directly in-
volved in the instructional process, and be-
cause their' measurement of the program
will probably 1* most greatly influenced-by
'he oral language cliArutopment, assuming
they have some English language skills.

There is little evidence in the research
that ESL programs are ever evaluated by
the children. Yet it would seem that the stu-
dents' perception of both their success in

the program and the importance of what
they learned are quite important considera-
tions. A crucial test of success for any ESL
program will be the linguistie'sraUity its
students display in subsequent formal
school programs if there is no continuing
ESL program, either by design or necessity.
The success or failure of ESL stude %ts, es-
pecially in classes with native speakers of
English, will determine the label of ESL
success or failure by staff and students.

Success Via ESL tests

Eager to knOw if one had achieved suc
cess, on might select an appropriate lest
as a measure. In regard to ESL programs,
tests are typically selected to measure only
linguistic skill or improvement, such as the
repetition portion of the Gloria and David
oral language test (1958). Yet the initial
question raised the poin,t of content mas-
tery and cognitive growth. What kind ,
instrument can be used to measure lan-
guage skills, cognitive skill development,
and content Mastery? Bordie (1970) made
a rather Jomprehensive, review of ESL tests
and found again and again that available
tests lacked perfection even in measuring
only language skills for the linguistically
different learner, Athough not impossible,
it is still difficult to pbtain a od sample of
a child's language, to diagnose his short-
comings, and to prescribe appropriate mea-
sures. Oral langtiage tests still tend to re-
quire large amounts of time and sometimes
Yield results of liniited value, Perhaps re-
taining -7-clegree of skepticism is a rather
healthy thing for the sake of the children
involved.

Of those tests (which attempt to measure
more than one of the three aspectslin-
guistic skills, content, and cognitive growth
the Frostig Developmental Test of Visual
Perception and the Illinois Test of Psycho-
linguistic Ability may serve as examples.
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Of the Frostig test, Bonin. writes ( 197(,
H2O) that this test ify primarily designed for
use with handicapped children, such as
aphasics and emotionally disturbed dnl-
dren. Ile feels there are language problems
and cultural problems not acconnted for in
the scoring. (YI the Illinois test, which he
found to be the most cominonlI used test
in the research he explored, he'wrote that
it is designed to measure different facets
of cognitive ability, such as visual sequen-
tial memory, visual closure, surd; so on (

820 ). I le comments that our criticism dot
teachers wadi: was the lack of verbal ex-

pression called for, Bordie states that there
are only four items of a total of 346 used to
diagnose verbal expression (p. 820). If
one's,,..purposc is to fneasure throe aspects
( linguistic skills, content, and cognitive
growth) implicit in the questimr, there ap-
pears to be no test available that \void('
Hwasurc such development.

In measuring strident learning, two ap-
proahes seem appropriate for the linguis-
tically different. One approach. measures
the progress of the students in one or more
of the three aspects. If the students make
a consistent and rather rapid progress, the
program could he judged successful. One
might use a different criterion, the criterion
that the world rather intuitively uses. How
do these children compare after ESL ex-
periences with children who are not lin-
guistically different?

Such a (flinparison is not fair, but it
would he Halve to suppose that this test is
not going to lo' 'nit to these disadvantaged
children In parents, teachers, and oven by
the children themselves. Given an adequate
self:concept, one- can live a happy life
though speaking nonstandard language or
dialect, though making slower progress
through school, and even though making
slower growth intellectually. For these rea-
sons, there has been a rather concerted ef-
fort to strengthen self-concepts as one

means of attacking the problem. Such an
17,Iftxt_ is a healthy sign if it indicates

c

ac-
11)ceptane of . the notion that c essential

purpose underlving ESL proj,rams is to
help them achieve "a good life," not to
make a minority like the majority. There
appears to be consensus that the ability to
speak standard English and achieve aca-
donde success will facilitate achieving sub-
sequent happiness. 1....,

Tliere may be a bright light on the hori-
zon of measuring the success of ESL pro-
grans involving the ai-eas. of content learn-
ingand the development of cognitive skills.
As part of the Michigan Oral Language Ma-
terials, a Conceptunt Orr!! Language Test
(COLT) was (level ed which suggests a
new and novel apprm 41 in testing. By its
nature, it sheds light n language and/or
ontilt of ESL program.

The COLT was designed to assess the pu-
pil's ability to solve problems and think in
terms of basic concepts in math, science,
and social studies. The pupil indicates his
answers in two ways: a) non-verbally, by
pointing to the picture of his choice; and, b)
verbally, by explaining his answer in stan-
dard English. Thus, a measure of the pu-
pil's understanding is obtained which is
ilelatively free from the effects of dialect or
language difhrenees frorri the examiner. At
the same- time, the discrepancy between the
non-verbal and verbal se()re indicates the
dlegre of the pupil's handicap in oral pro-
duction of standard English (1969, 1).

This test, first, is intended to measure the
child's mastery of content in the areas of
math, science, and social studies. Second,
it measures his cognitive skill development
in differentiation, classification, striation,
and analogy. Third, it is designed to enable
the child to respond first non-verbally. Then
it elicits a verbal response based upon the
initial, non-verbal response.

Lindfors (1970) describes the four sec-.
tions, or "formats," of COLT. Each assesses
ono cognitive skill or process. For example, i

81
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in the first format the child selects the one
picture of four which does not belong (dif-
ferentiation ). In the second fOrniat: he Se-
leek One picture of four that -goes with"
another picture ( classification), In the tlnrd
format, he selects the correct picture from
thr;'e to complete a four-picture series ( se-

dation). Finally, in the fourth format he
selects the one picture of three that coin-
pleh.s a pair analogous to a given pafr
(inalogy I (p. 64 ). Of the fifteeu items

comprising each format, two are demn-
stration or practice items, three are math
items ( e.g., number sets, number series, ad-
dition and subtraction, proportions), five
arc scalier items ( e.g., size and shape, spa,-
tial dimension of distance, direction, posi-
tion, temporal spatial relations), and five
are social studies items ( personal-so-
cial relations involving characteristics like
age and sex, social roles like teacher or mull-
man, and resources like home. school, and
conommity l ( p. (151.

Each verbal response is evaluated
to the two 'Criteria of concept level

and language level. L'yon with the short-
comings inherent in pooling scores repre-
sentative of different skills and rewarding
concepts chosen for abstractness rather than
appropriateness. COLT does attempt to
provide information concerning the child's
cognitive development and content mastery,
COLT tillers a novel and potentially fruitful
hiss attack on the eVaillatiOn of intellectual
and content development.

Attempts to measiT. language skill de-
velopment in 1St, protNtnis art' not Vet de-
finitive and itttt'illpt`, -tt) IlleaStIre content
masters have really just? begun. Certainly
we ought not be satisfied with E'Sf, pro-
grams lacking in content and cognitive skill
development. I lowever. if measuring instru-
ments are only now appearing which at-
tempt to measure both areas, how can One
measure the room withont an adequate
\ ardstick?

Summary

Ipitial ESL programs attacked the prob-
lem of language differences. Gradual suc-
cess in improving language skills allowed
attention to he drawn to the children's lack
of sucei.ss in non-language -content- sub-
jects, such as science, math, and social
studies. Some current approaches teach Ian-,
gimp. skills and attempt to use that lan-
guage as a vehicle to help children learn
about content subjects, and some usc con-
tent as the vehicle for language develop-
ment Essentially, this integrated attack in-
volves a total curricular approach that con-
siders all that the disadvantaged children
need Larlprige objectives are in-
terwoven with science, math, and social
studies objectives. Classroom activities in-
volve both language and content objectives,
though not necessarily concomitantly, A
persistent danger is that activities created
to meet One objective (content or lan-
guage) nngtit be forced to meet the other
objective when meeting the other objective
is not a natural outgrowth of the activity.
The danger diminishes...as experience is

gained with innovative programs that cre-
ate activities children sc'ill enjoy and which
prove more fruitful in relation to more am-
bitiou objectives.

Language skill LI evelopment appears al-
most inseparably involved in cognitive skill
development. Language skills, like other
skills, can reach a peak of mastery where
language becomes effortless and automatic,
bearing a similarity to level one language
skills. Achieving success is elusive indeed
if one must make real growth in both lan-
guage and content areas. However, the high
risk is essential if -disadvantaged" children
are ultimately to compete successfully with
native speakers of English.
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Language 'Tests and Linguistically Differdnt
Learners: The S'ad State of the Art*

Research
The number of programs to aid students

who are linguistically different from the
average student has had an extensive and
faind growth in'Fecent years. These pro
gims hope to supply specialized training
for such students which will allow the to
continue in school at approximately the
same pace asythe majority of the school pop-
ulatio-n, It has been hoped that by doing
so the student will be on an'equal footing
with his fellows at the termination of his
school year's and will be able to compete for
his place in society with no unusual handi-
caps. In some instances, students who_ are
representative of the national norm are .in
the minority and the school program must
make provision for Their abilities without
bcnefitting these students at the expense of
the others.

With the availability of various instruc-
tional techniques and methods, our require-
' meats are for tests and other measuring
instruments which will allow ide)ntiffcation
of areas requiring support and subsequent
piTer placement in appropriate classroom
or school grouvings. Many techniques in
daily use could be more effectively ex-
ploited._ if sufficient accurate information

° Reprinted from Elementary English. 47:6 (ac-.
tober 1970) 814-828.

I

were available to teachers and curriculum
planning specialists. In addition to availa-
bility, the information ,should he in a form
which may be easily interpreted by all like-
ly users rather than remaining solely in the
domain of the test specialist.

Many courses of action suggest them-
selves. It is posSible,to establish a single
pattern of instruction to which all students
Must adapt; but too often where such a plan
has been establ+shed the result is that stu-
dents adapt to the curriculum without bene-
fitting 'directly from the subject area con-
tent. Other programs suggest highly indi-
vidualized, highly specialized instruction
designed to meet the needs of the individual
student. nately, as evidenced in cur-
rent practit s latter course is as wasteful
of time and money as'the first is of. natural
talent.

Complicating the problem is the factor of
trait visibility. Some student traits are very
apparent, e.g., the student who is deaf or
blind or who has emotional problems,
which we have learned through long expe-
rience to handle with some success. Other
traits are not so apparent, e.g., the student
with a:different native language or cultural
background or a dialect or socioeconomic
class level which is different from the school
norm. We have not yet learned how to han-
dle these differences with any degree of

76
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satisfaction for the benefit Of the student
or society.

These less visiblklraits are the ones to
which great importance must be attached
for they underlie all surface efforts in edu-
cation. Is this pupil ahead of his peer group
because he is naturally intelligent or be-
cause I 's kimily is wealthy enough to pro-
vide him ith all of the economic advan-
tages? Is at pupil behind his peer group
beeause e is naturally dull or because he
cannot understand the language used in the
classroom? Is one student favored because
he sounds like the teacher and another stu-
dent ignored because he uses a different
variety of speech? Many tests have been
devised ,in an attempt to answer these
questions.

To'what extent are these tests useful and
what characteristics do they identify of the
various lintuistieally different , groups? In
the absent if a generally accepted stan-
dard of language use to which instructional
techniques may relate or which can serve
as an effective model, most tests and mea-
suring techniques have berm hlidicapped.
Ilow can one measure variance from the
norm or those characteristics which define
the norm when no .two persons agree on
what the definition should he? Any stan-
dard which has been established has not
usually been sufficiently widespread to he
useful.

The definition recently stated by an in-..
terilisciplinary working eummtttee (.22:-I)
would liippcar to sidestep many criticisms
regarding standard language'definitions. It
provides ;1 relational model in the language
frequently used on network radio-television
newscasts. Yet many characteristics of En-
glish as'spoken by Negroes, Mexican-Amer-
icans, Puerto Iiicail, Louisiana Frina-
Acadians, and other' .minority language
groups are generally lacking in the group
characteristics used as a refer'enee. One has
only to recall the speeches of President
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Kennedy and President Johnson to 'recog-
nize the limitations of many definitions.
'Consider the anecdote of the elderly
rancher in Texas who was pleased with
President Johnson,because "at last he had a
Presidept who spoke standard English" in
the light of research by McDavid (31)
which indicated that both whites and Ne-
groes interpreted Southern speech as being
substandard English whether spoken by a
middle or low socioeconomic scale speaker.
This same research indicated that stress,
intonation, ;Ind pitCh along with all associ-'
at 'd paralanguage gestures were more in-
dicative of language abilityltih,,, any of the
other usual language characteristics normal-
ly thought significant for rffeasurehient,
such as syntax, vocabulary, grammar, and
so on. Additionally, when Negroes were
asked to id yntify the race of an unseen
speaker using either standard or nonstan-
dard language, the users of 'nonstandard
were identified as Negro (3).

flow useful- are the various techniques
and what do they measure? To a consid-
erable degree most predictive measuring
techniques conform to an uncertainty prin-
ciple similar to that used in statistics and
physics: one can predict the behavior of a
group with 'fair reliability, but the tech-
niques used for predicting group perfor-
mance with considerable success may he
relatively useless for the.predietion of indi-
vidual behavior, for the individual is not

/,pound by the same sum-total of constraints
which limit the group.

Prediction of individual behavior is much
like the problem of buying- a ready-made
suit: if ou are average, you will he well
satisfied; if you are not average, you will
have a strange or an -awkward fit. A stan-
dard of measurement with 90 percent reli-
ability Nvotild appear to he very satisfactory
for predictive purposes, but the,character-
istics of the group remaining, usually from
the,extremes of the range, are very unclear.
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It is these groups at the limits'of predictive
rc liability . hich are of considerable interest
at this time'. Although it has been demon-
strated that grae level :ind age are highly
correlated,"r ,98 (21 ), the remaining per-
centage of the soehool population is of sufli-
cient numerical Size in the total population
to warrant special treatment. Tilly are most
commonly. those students \vim are linguis-
tically or culturally different.

'liene is little question that tests and oth-
er measuring techniques are available to
measure a wide variety of 'skills and ahili-
ties One can demonstrate that tests are re:
liable instruments \vhicli measure very
einately and consistently. Yet though these
tests ,ere available and the scores \Alike! they
supply have been standardized for use in a
wide variety of situations one Insist ask the
question along with Page "not whether it
measures, for what it measures is very well
ina,vured but whether t is measuring the
right thing" (37).

IntellitixMic tests have recently been
vithdrawii from use in the school systems
of NI'VN York City, kVaShillgiOn, 1).C., ;Ind

Angeles, California, because, intelli-
gence as measured bciirrent tests is at par-
ticular grouping of abilities that has been
singled-out from the total range of mental
abilities 0 4piired for satisfactory perfor-
mance in our soeiet . It is "entirely possible
that the range of abilities \\inch has been
singled mit is irrelevant to :ill accurate rnap
of intellii!,elice. Also. to eonsiderable ex-
tent 11105, tests of .1,re loaded \Vint (actual
material generally known only by certain
groups and the scores on the test ;nay be
more indicative of teacher or examiner ex-

imations tl an of individual examinee abil-
ity. Hermit Tsearch inikiates that the IQ
score (as currently Secured ) is not,predie-
tive of learning ahilii%' its students IOW on
the socioeconomic sevale although the ,1t)
score 111;1 he hil411.1V predictive for students
from the middle tallt!,('S therein ()).

8 )

Some varieties of early age tests appear
ta test different abilities from those abilities
measured by tests for older age groups
((i:1i). Head Start programs appear to be
!Mite efft,'etire with Children With low f9
,wares (11411 titOSe With Middle IQ scores;
this despite the fact that the type of skills
emphasized in. Ilead Start programs are
supposed to be, those skills whichilhe mid-
range children master and excel in ditring
later school years.

It is possible that maturation rates are
different for the various .,trotips and that
low IQ scores or low socioeconomic levels
are predietive of a faster maturation rate
which levels off much sooner thanAloes the.
slower Maturation rat,, of the middle le.vel
child ( 16;19). T10! exact implications of
this are unclear at the moment for it may be
that one variety of test measures ability ,to
learn while another variety measures the
amount of actual knowledge.
. \lost tests measure very InalIV Of the
same things: language mechanics, ..e.g.,
punctuation, spelling, capitalization; formal
grammar; recognition of' correct form; vo-
cabulary, reading comprehension; usage;
parts of speech:, sentence tYpesi editorial
revision; old rerognitisof different,' es in
style. Except for oral reading sections in
,some test batteries, therefore, the tests arc
printed tests. "IleY'ean only measure. wri.k:
ten Englisn and are incapable of measurilig
oral English.

\lost tests also require a correct" re-
sponse in answer to a question amT assume
that the "correct" response is a reflection of
standard English. All tests of this sort
criminate against speakers of a secondThin-
guage, speakers of regional dialects, and
ICS`, Verbal lower, achievers. To the extent
'that they chnhise written language wall
oral language or assume that only wri en
laolinage ability is indicativti, of langii, ge,
ability in general, they will be misleading
and useless, Where tests assume that cdi-

7(_
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torial ability is indicatfve of svriting alMity,
theY are prc.tiloptiloos mall limitud dr\ icr..
Thu ',IWO \ to handle Imign,t12: cannot .110
l(illat(1,1 \1 It li III' ,111111IS to 11.111(111(' .1 .,l11111)1(

of tilt' la1112,1lagl. 1i11(1. .thility may he partial
in parts of the 1,o)#o,t;_r,u, coropluti (o .ofti
,o-a.,. .111(1 totally 1ackint4 in sirs inoly
others. A fluent conversationalist is not nee-
essarils .1 good orator and is even less likely

Ao he ,I good novelist.
The ability to verbah/e responses to ques-

t H/11. about 1.IIIV,11.1{4(' ,Ibilit V I. more indica-
tive of the masters' of a formal pattern of
language ?inalysis (e.g., knosvledge of tra-
ditional grainithir,./ability to Qomprellen(I
the test, iiml knowledge of formal, descrip-
tive terin;, Or the degree to svhich the stu-
dent's puhli( language correporids to the
formal standard -language used in the
school. liegrdless of I4cot4r,11)10u,tre;i, kiss/
socioeconomic Irv( students have .1 public
language ss hich they ' se at 1101111' or at Has

...1\14

less like that "of the formal letngtiagc used
in the school and in print than is (Lie lan-
guage of middle socioeconomic level stu-
dents (30).

\\ lien the loss' socioeconomic student is
asked to identify .111 item as incorrect,. it is

'extremely likely the -incorrect- form is the
form he uses in his public specelefor Vlr IliCil
is 01 in Ilio, (1i.11crt. When lie i,, asked
to iestructiire .1 sentence or a paragraph. his
het. of ( lalt,I( t 1Vitil ,1 V,IIIi't% of ,Ivit.. poi.

79,

hit?) at, ) distinct disadvantage to the middle
sociocco mimic level student who has read
more widely or has (raveled .1 hit through-
out the States (-1 If the student
speaks a different lanOrage, his perfor-
m4nce in English swill logically be much
unproved if he is given initial instrut.tion
in his (A\ II lang.tiage prior to underhiking

tlst in the second language. Obviously, if
he cannot understand what he is to do, he
cannOt perform satisfactorily (3.1). Addi-.
tionallv, when dhe examiner is of the same
et tulle Lackground as tire student, the WI-

all(1111V, and confidence which is Cre-
,thql the student to perloAn far bet-
ter than if he were being tested by someone
of difiereii background (31 ).

Language abilities which can be mea-
sured cousist of a number of widely varying
skills. Since soini.of the skills are indica-
tive of the abilitv.to handle the production
of material while others indicate the ability
to handle the reception of Material, it may
he useful to arrange these varieties of skills
in a convenient matrix illustrating both pro-
duction and reception.

Clearly, preschool children and illiterates
of all ages will be completely lacking, or
nearly so, in the skills listed under writing
'and reading. BiliUgual students will have a
dual matrix situation in which the relation
of capacity in one area of the native lan-
guage matrix to the same arca of the second

Chart I

Phase Matrix of Language Skills°

'iv, akin;

Prmiu( (Intl

11 rrtaiz is

lieceptiott

Wading

111,111(111 Semantic. Si alantirN

5\ tit t l\ TILE \ fs\io," ,Syntax

\1,11111.Ii)lt*44-, '4 \11,11,11(112,\ \ It )9)11()II)12:y \ (irpholmv
1.1\I I 114,fl 1.ck icon 1..t.xicon

I'I( TI sirs ,1,1111)(111,: ' PlunuOnes Grapluns
1),11.11,1111.:11112:1. Paralanguage

°A1I.I1st,1 (rum Cen,,nka (15) ltnil MacNamara( 291
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language matrix must be considered.. This
may he a very difficult, perhaps impo'ssible
task. "No easv way of measuring or char-
acterizing the total impact of One language
on another in the speech of bilinguals has
been, or probably can be, devised" (48).

When such abilities are translated from
the terminology of the linguist, a variety of
characteristics emerge which include items
rang,ing, from the completely mechaniCal
skills to the most abstract cognitive abilities.
It is of considerable importance that by far
the most common skills jested are the pure-
l rne4hanical, despite the lack of evidence
of any correlation between such skills and
Language proficiency. From a sample of
two hundred educational experiments re-
garding abilities winch were considered sig-
nificant as predictors, tho,following emerged
when items with a citation incidence of five
or more were tabulated. The purely me-
chanical skills were excluded since they
were mentioned in virtually every report
and no correlation could be found for them.

Varied and Flexible 'ocabillary
Aural Camiprehilision
Oral Usage
Phonetic Accuracy
Length 'and Number of "1 ['nits (main

clause with ,issociated subordinate clause)
Clot Ability (ability to comprehend or

«mstruct material from which every nth
ek,inent is removed)

Frequ'ency of Use of Tentativeness, Rela-
tional Nk'ords, (:onditional Clauses, and
()ptioual (:raminatical Patterns

Ability to Restriicture or Rephrase
Ability to Handle Syntactic (:ales

Asociated research With specific interest
in these areas is.detailed (4 .1; 5; 26; 27;
35; .46). These items depend to a consider-
able exfent on standardization and norming
procedures. Few tests have extensive norms
and those that do have such norms may he
completely irrelevant to curriculum needs.
There is some research which gives no indi-

cation of a person's socialization or intellec-
tual identity from the obSeryable presence
of a linguistic Cikiaracteristie such as the use
of standard verb forms, preferred leiical
iterri, or acceptable pronunciation (45).

Tests
More tests which are in current use in

research are tests which have been devel-
oped for the particular area to he investi-
gated or the specific experiment in which
they will be used. Most researchers are ap:
parently dissatisfied with published tests
and are convinced that they must deyelop
their own which ate more suited to their
needs. The cited sampftr of research (cho-
sen, from studies reported in Research in
Education under the ERIC descriptors of
comparative testing, language testing, lan-
guage capacity, and disadvantaged stu-
dents) referred to twenty-nine published
tests, the most frequently Cited meriting
only five citations.

All other tests cited were specifically de-
veloped tests produced for the research in
which they were used. Sonic of These tests
are now commercially available and will be
going through the orming and use process
nevessary for valiTition, It should be em-
phasized that the following list is not com-
prehensive for maw./ of the tests were un-
available it the time of writing. Explicit
and complete reviews for many of the fol-
low, ing tests may he found in the Mental
Measurements Yearbooks (6-8) and Tests
in Print (9). References in parentheses at
the end of,94aeh summary refer to more
complete reference in the appropriate
source material.

A final point to be noted: since curricula
`change. and students change, the older a
test, the more satisfactory a local group will
appear when measured against national_
norms; obviously if one wants to_demon-
strate that a.,21e2li gthockr1756Eas solved a
particular problem, one should use anolder
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4. Cooperative English Test: one citatiork
Designed to test usage, grammar, me-
chanics, sentence structure, spelling,
and vocabulary.

test rather than the newest test to appear.
Such new tests tend to measure areas not
previously considered in the methodology
while the older tests measure those items
which the methodologies have had sufficient
experience and practice in solving and
teaching.

1. Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Test:
two citations. Designed to survey stu-
dent proficiency in English mechanic,
facilitate grouping and placement, arid
to ¶liagnose deficiencies.

Items are based on the common content of
leading textbooks and courses of - study;
which and how many are not specified. No
evidence is available to indicate that the
test pecforms betterthan a reasodiphly good
teiicher-made examination and no evidenc
is provided that placement is facilitated
test scores to a greater extent than r ions
grades in English (7:B). .

2. California Achievement e.st: two i
tations. Designed to urvey stud t

achievement in readit 1, arith tic,

and language.

Test items are well constructed although
their coverage is somewhat limited. Popu,,,
!Aim] sample. size is rather small and
achievement scores are based on Aerial

. produced in 1957 (8j.A).

3. California Language Tests: 0 cita-
tion. Designed to test mechanics, word
usage, sentence structure, and verbal.
expression.

Standardization is poorly defined and the
reviewer is not convinced of its representa-
tiveness, particularly since school system
testing for the south and the Northwest is
completely lacking. The word usage section
appears to be particularly prone to dialect
misinterpretation ( 8 : (;) .

4

The test does not examine the ability, to
write or speak and resembles tests found in
English workbooks. The test was produced
in 1938 and has been only slightly changed
since that time (8:U; 8: ) .

5. Cooperative ,School and College Abil-
ity Test: onceltation. Designed to test

-the total range of -academic achieve-
ment for placepaelat in high schocil and
college.

The lin" emphasis on read
predicts academic

gr women than for
mg Ind wr . 1%. It

itchicycmolt het
men; and the totA ;core predicts English
grAdes far better than' the .piirti Sub -score
on verbi'd ability. The-test not wide
enough in rangatod tends to iscriminate
against lower achievei's (8:N).

6. Differential Aptitude Test: one cita-
tion. Designed to test general verbal
aptitude on bas8 of responses indica-
ting agreement or clisagreement with
test item.

Test usage has riot changed since 1947. The
norms appear large, but are actually quite
small when each level ,is considered. The
Olds of the normal range are apparrntly un-
balanced and, possibly, biased (8:g).

7. Gloria and David Beginning English,
Series No, 20, Test 6, Language Arts
Spanish-English: one citation. De-
'signed to test phonology, oral compre-
hension, and aural comprehension. Toy,
a lesser degree, also tests translation
ability.

Local norms must he developed through uses
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of check sheet supplied. 1)esigned"to be
used in conjunction \\tli filinslrips and tape
"'('""lor in """ 1." "111'1\ `""111' testing
situation to .111 studriltN. ( 17).

8. Es.sentiots of Tess: one ita-
tion. Tests usage, spelling, mechanics,
sentence structure, and vocabulary.

The 'tit is essentially haSC(1 on matcrial
clevelope for tree in III:II) and is relatively
out-of-date is current standards. Vocabu-
lary app'ars tc )(.; owrly formal (8:

9. 1;ro.s.lig l)crelopwerital 'Test of
PereciThoo.- assn ('1t,,Itini'ts, :1 clinical
tool *for the dcfinitioil-.4.4--rceptival

reles on non-verbal responses a,

series of pictures sshich are SOMIVVIlat (11

biased. Primarily used \\ Olt
caryeil children, such as aphaNICS :0(}
41011ithV losver age level chil-
dren. Ilas a lesser i'legr0.e of validity with
non-(handicapped children. 1)ireetions" to
(he child reflect some language and culture
problems which are not considered in the
scoring l 8:l3 I.

16 (;r('lIC-S111/11) 1,(111"2:11(1_!('

'Tcst:t\\o ciLttionti. Test items locus
on the determination' of .abilities re-
lated to clisrooin content, \11(11 as

510'1111114 12,rittninar and mechanics.

Stutleal must lepter his imilersC,Aling of
tin' correctness of an item or its unilYerse by
assigning a grammatii'al reason for the Cr.-
rat. This ability is the ability to

'.recognise (Drina! yoc abolars. inaviliscoimi-
nitte against the loss socioeconomic level or'
rOnstandaril dialect student (7:(:).

choloi;.47110ir Ahif_
119,.,n\(. ril,tlionL. Designed to differ-

cutiate facets of cognitive ability by
means of 3)6 items classed into
tsselse groups: auditory receptioii,
visual reception, visual sequential:
rncnurrv; auditory association, :inch-
tory sequential memory; visual asso-
ciation, visual closur-e; verbal expres-
skin, gratinnatic closure, manual ex-
pression, auditory closure; and sound

This is the most comirmuly used test in the
research explored. ()illy a few stmilre!-; are

of tug' recent revision, but a .s1g-
iiificant.--ounilier projet.ts arc underway
includisAg the use of the test in the evalua-
tion of national Head Start programs. It
should becoted that the size of various sub-
sections of the test varies from the maximum
of fifty items for auditolv,..reeeption to four
ur vi.rbal expression. The ityerage° number

terns per facet to--X\vetity-turkt, Validation
of r est \v,o; done on g,ratips sif white

Visconsin. Whether thi' test -is
satishictors 0 be determined, but car,
the surface t test- 's not inspire con'-..
fidelice. \lost tea* rs indicate that the lack
of ability in verbal n-ession is the most
serious disadvantage t 'r
hy(' in the classroom. The ...1)\ diagnoses
sock ability on the basis of four 7s from
a total if :316 flow such a dialnosis' -in he
accurate or predictive except in the in
general of terms Is a iiivslyry ( 81(,) 1.

1 2.,,/inilt Test of 13(Ii Skills: one Cita'
ti()11.

13. (01i a Test of 1."(Ittra(ionol 1)ct-clop-
incot: i\v(i riLrtions. Roth tests

Linguagel-skills through s'ocab-
'liars., reading comprehension, spell-

4
tug. incultittlics, and usage.

-111t:tcNtre is cxpet.tt41 to Bill e-rwr in
tile material presented to him in these-tests.
AN a result, the tests emphasize editorial

9.t)
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litial background than of skills or langt
iliifity. Dialect variation would appe;
be a factor in low scoring. The .star
sample reflects this for there is a

tiouneed shortage of trials in urban Si
ern schools (8:13 ).

eri-
age

r to
lard
pro,,
nth-

I I, .1Ietropolitan ilchicremcnt Test. four
citations.

15. .11ctropolitan Readine.ss Test: four ci-
tations. lioth tests are designed to test
acl/ievemetit ,01(1 ability in the total
Luige of skills thought ippr ipriate
for success ill the classroom.

The tests ;ire conservative tests ri fleeting
the iniderst tiding the iltiblislier ha 1 of the
natiintl urrictilitin at the time be tests
:ss ere con titled, Norms "were based on
ss hit) hildrui states.

1.arignage material I inadequate for thy'
stildurrt--,,it the lower 1 of the. scales since
chant c scores HIM) one-half grade
helmw the ntinin urn level for xvi iIt norms
are ollered. The use-ranges introduce
lialiiktv of 0/9 or fifi perent which is not
suffie,ieilt-to discriminate with sufficient on-
fidence it the low end of the scale. Since
the Tubli).;lier itg,tillk! the

4.11.1.1, tests for individual diagnosis, it
ifficillt to iinder;tand \skis this test ik,

popiikir 11111rYN 0111 11clicyck, tht test

users assume their ,chool population to be
tmilornils- middle class and \\bite (0::1;

81.).

10 Oh/citric Tcs/ in (.'ononar; two ci-
Lttion,, \feasiires recognition Nand

ahilits in ti-irris of traditional
li»11111 gratruna.

The publisher provides no data on rc:liabil-
ity, no (Jata on validity, no manual, no
norms, no standards, ...Ind the test is

Presionablv the test users have used

the test for '1,IT-11' time and are comfortable
with it on the basis of local experience
(6:A; 9).

17. Oro/ DireettitIT. Test: one citation.
Designed to test aural comprehen-
sion, visual discrimination, 1.1(1 motor
skills of individuals over sixteen years
of alit .

The test finds its greatest usefulness -as a
screening device for low level factory posi-
tions. The test discriminates against rural
populations and, apparently, women (7:1)).

18. Pecihmly Picture Vocabtlary Test:
three citations. Designed or-use With
children inapable Srf t; king regular
tests, e g ereln
damaged.

palsied, brain

The examiner reads a word ',Arid the subject
indicates a pi.t.ure. 'Flo test is short. Stan-
dards supplied with the test an based on
children living near Nashville, Tennessee.
The score point jumps are very large: 50
points indicates IQ score of 101 at age 5.5
lint a scow of SO ot age 5.6 (8:0).

19. Purdue High School English Test:
one citation. Tests vocabulary, spell-
ing, reading cimpreliension, ;Ind me-
chanics,

The siibiect matter coverage is restricted
and there are few indications of curricular
rervance. A petidiaritv of the Jest is that
chance scores put the individual. into high
percentile ranks on subtests (15th percen-
tile, 61th perecntile) ( 6:A; 8:K). r.

91

20. Science Research Associates High
School Placement: one citation.
Language Arts Tests: two citations.
Both tests art designed to evaluate
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a student's 'ability in total curriculum
areas and in the specific language
skills requisite for academic success.

The tests attempt to evaluate total student
ability as well as language proficiency, but
it is possible to achieve a grade equivalent'
increase of one -half to One year and fifteen
to twenty percentile points solely for one
correct spelling. The validity of the tests are
open to question since several possible al-
ternate answers may be given for many
items on the test 'without being considered
in the total score. "Only if the ablest stu-
dents take the tests in the spirit of 'what
answer did the author intend to be consid-
ered right' instead of 'what answer or an-
swers can be defended as correct alterna-
tives' would they score well,on the test"
(8:D:88; 8:L).

22. Sequential Test of Educational Prog-
ss: two citations. Designed to test

the entire range of educational abil-
ity.

The test provides for the typical student
only and discriminates against students at
both ends of the ability range. The test is
an att active one and provides scores which
give re appearance of being informative.
Mos reviewers are uncertain of the worth
of the information provided, however (7:A;
8 E ) .

23. Stanford Achievement Test: three ci-
tations. A test loft the basic range of
school achievoinent ( reading, spell-%
ing, arithmeti7c, language, social stud-
ies, and sci/nce).

The language portion of the test asks stu-
dents to identify words which are the best
descriptors of a picture, e.g., to choose items
of similar phonic value, In so doing, th
test is concerned with the measpiement f

ability in formal school standard written
English. Such ability is usually lacking
among the linguistically different. Appar-
ently the confirmed wide use of the test
cone from the user's long familiarity with
it and the development of valid local stan-
dards. Since the tests are based on the texts
and the curricula of the 1950's, they will
measure what was modern,thc;n and is, per-
haps, standard now (8:F).

24. Stanford-Binet IQ Scale:, four cita-
tions.

With the publication of Arthur R. Jensen's
article "How Much Can We Boost IQ and
Scholastic Achieveme4?" (23), most IQ
tests and scales were immediately_ labeled
as suspect, biased, racist, misleading, and
worse. Such tests are characterized by the
investigation of the ability to initiate and
maintain abstract reasoning as well as the
ability to solve problems of various natures.
Jensen claims that this ability or group of
abilities is inherited. It is "difficult to eval-
uate the pros and cons of the argument from
the point of view of language but three
items are worth noting: (1) learnlltlity
is characterized by at least a two-level sys-
tem consisting of associative or rote learning
and conceptual or cognitive learning; (2)
most curricula stress conceptual learning to
the almost complete exclusion of iosociative
learning; and (3) language teachin has
emphasized the value of associativ, cite
learning in the -early stages of Language,ac-
quisition. It would follow that IQ. test's as
currently edneciv'ed would discriminate
against the individual still in an associative
learning stage. Whether this is true or not,
it should be further noted that the Stanford -
Binet norms were established in L937 and
;IX now some thirty-three years old (8:P;
r8; 23).

.25. English Osage Test for Non-Native
Speakers of Engli,sh: two citations.
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28. Michigan Test of English Language
Proficiency: two citations.

27. Listening Test for Students ofEnglish
as u. Second Language. two citations.

28. Test of English as a Foreign Lan:
guage: citations.

29. Oral Rating Form for Rating Lan-
guage Proficiency in Speaking and

-N[Inderstanding English: two citations.
These five tests are designed to evalu-
ate pronunciation, gram airrr".7in--olv4ifd

order, vocabulary, aural comprehen-
sion. sentence length, and mechanics.
In addition, some itso, evaluate gen-
eral speed of speech and oral fluency.

These tests are standardized on the biysis of
a student's ability to function at the col-
legiate level. It is iissumed that all personS
taking the test are more than sixteen years
of age and are intent on an academie pro-

evil in
ed is

gram at or beyond ,the freshman
college. The . language which is rl
highly specific to general academic 'sage.
While these tests functicm reasonably well,
they are not suitable as ability scales, being
more precisely accurate for placement pur-
poses\ i, fere the validity varies considerably
and is -Uglily derendent on standardization,
within the local situation. One could take'
the tests 'off the shelf and use them
diatclv, but their predictive ability
have to he taken on faith (8: \I).

imine-
would

Implications
Are these tests and their findings helpful

in planning instructional strategy? Since
any test will help the teacher or the cur-
riculum developer by providing a score or
an evaluation which meti ns as a refer-
encp xve y that di are helpful
in planning it ructional strati' But the
strategy l ch is planned may be consider-
ably differ nt from existing stoat 14'y and
may requite' wholesale change in the cur-
riculum to be completely, yffective. Again,

*'s 85

since most test develoix,s caution 'against
the use of subsections °fa test as diagnostic
tools, few tests can be said to be satisfac-
tory. \

A number of tests which do make provi-
sion for such diagnostic use provide very
limited arid quite unnatural samples of the
range of abilities normally expected 4 the
stu/17t. The result of sih partial diagnos-
tic work may conceivably hinder the sty-
dela or misdirect his energies. Such tests
and theirinignoses are valid only when the
user has had sufficient experience with them
in the situation in which they are to be used
so that he feels generally confident with
their predictions and can interpret the test

.,-

scores with ease. Once this occurs he can
make satisfactory diagnostic use of them.
Then the cycle starts once,..more: is that
which is, being tested relevant to what is
being taught; and can it Nirtial sample of
the student's work predict his ultimate level
qf aehievement? The answer .to date ap-
pears,tohe that onefohould wear the shoe
if it fits properly.

Some results have been (ileterrained by
several of the,tests which indicate the valid-
ity of one or another instructional itrategy.
\limy linpi language researchers4A4.0-fiTtst

have argued that e difference between
the linguisticalM so hiSticate-d and the lin-
guistically immature is not so mucti the
awareness of cottkct and incorrect usage
but rather' the general knowledge of a wide
range of languiige varieties and adequate
contact with the varictir most chardcter-
istic of school instruction. Many experi-
ments and tests indicate that it is far more
fruitful to expand` the student's language
repertory than it is to "correct" the language
he uses in his daily life. By providing a wide
range of experiential contacts, the teacher
and till/curriculum can make clear that lan-
guage consists of a varitqy of styles which
must he mastered, each of which has its
own value and use. Such awareness is high-
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Is'effective in-providing the individual with
a solid base for his Liter cognitive ulider
standing of use levels I I I, 32, 33, 38; :39 ).

flow- the repertory is to he expanded is
another all(1' 01)11' difficult matter, Soup
specialists have argued that language
g,rosyth in the earls: stages is an associative
process ,requiring .1 fairly large amount of
rote learning. Lant411.ige teaching specialists
have made effective use- of this effect in
their' desylopment of the audio-lingual
methodology which stresses the develop-
Mem of patterns of behavior,
When research has examined this area and
has insestigated the language acquisition
of children, there has been considerable evi-
dence that rote Or associative learning is
quite important in the early stages of the
language 'carping process ( I I, 19; 23, 21;
2.5. 1.3. 17 ). It is possible that the benefits
desived from such teaching are'due mainly
to the structuring of the content which is
introduced as .1 consequence of the devel-
opment of appropriatcinaterial.s. 1Ianv of
the reports indicate that structuring is quite
important I I I, 21, 25, 36 t.iiii1 advocate the

,_ teaching of topics from the point of view of
'the final examination. It is suggested that
the final examination be .1 emirprebensive
map of all those skills :ind abilities 55 hich
the 'indent is expected to have at the end
of his period of studs' ( 13 ).

Some typis of instruction and instruc-
tional techniques h ry' been indicated as

"haying limited or marginal value in the lan-
guage" teething process. While they are
suitable in average iremnstances, these
techniques are apparently of little use in
the exceptional circumstances found in the
linguistically different classroom. These are
the use of diagramming ( 17), -instruction in
standard Eleglish as an aid to reading for
the linguistically cliffcrent (1 ), instruction
in formal language at the c:Arly tilo,'es of
language learning' (30 1, and instructi(}n,
centered on do, scHool situation'alone (39).

Some techniques are successful. From the
numerous reports of such successes, on('
might think that basic discoveries ill the
teaching process are bring made. In reality,
these positive reports only echo a rather
obvious characteristic of education: when
the classroom situation is familiar to the
student, the curriculum content apparent,
the teacher enthusiastic, anc1 student needs
and interests met, then a wonderful amount
of learning is :tc1.1eved.

Most positive reports indicated that a few
specific techniques are of more than passing
value: 1 1 ) earlier instruction for the lin-
guistically different is likely to preverrt
111,11IV laii4age problems in later school
years ( 12 ); ( 2 ) pre-instruction in the stu-
dent's language or i0lialet helps him per-
form better ill .standard English (34); (3)
the use of content materials to teach lan-
guage is MON' successful than the use of
,language intterials alone (4); () highly,-
structured programs are more successful
(with the linguistically different than they
,,ire with the standard population (24; 2.5);
.1nd ( 7) I the earlier tin,' language material
is introduced to the student, the more likely
it is that he will master it ( 10; 28; 38). II0W-
ever. illthouli many individuals argue that
a specific age is more advantageous for the
introduction of iiistruction in language,
there is no evidence that one age is better
than any other, :111 research has indicated is
that an earls: start gi ys more practice, and
practice is apparent's: vliat is necessary for
language mastery ( 10).

11:hat are the high priority test needs?
A few items, are apparent its possible topics:
( I ) we must be able to measure an indi-
vidualls competency in language (whether
be speaks a nonstandard dialeet Or another
language) as contrasted with his compe-
tence in standard English; (2) we need a
convenient checksheet so that teachers and
school administrators can determine what
standard of language is used in school or is

a
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used in the community; (3) we must have
an acceptable definition of standard English
which allows for the rihness of some al the
dialects spoken in the United States; (1) we
nec.(I tests which distinguish between lan-
guage proficiency and degree of 'socializa
Lion; (5) we need to know what it is that is
required for satisfactory performance in the
school curriculum in language other than
that performance solely based on written
language, and (6) finally, but not least of
all, we net ar definition of language which
takes into account all of the abilities used
in human communication. We are still an
inordinate distance from a satisfactory defi-
nition, let alone a detailed specification of
skills.

The work being done in the Nevada des-
47%, en with the chimpanzee Washoe (20) indi-

ates that laq,uage is not solely confined to
man and may be used far significant inter-
species communication. If the Gardners are
successful with Washoe, we will he in dire
need of a true definition of "linguistically
different.-

Summary
Present school programs place consider-

.able reliance on the results of standardized
language tests both as placement devices
and as diagnostic devices, yet the validity
Of these tests is open to question. This paper
discusses the following four questiortin
the light of urrenttheory and research:

1. To What extent are currently a'yailable
measuring techniques useful for iden-
ti,fving the characteristics of linguis-
tically different learners?

2. An. they helpful in planning instruc-
tional strategies?

3. flow might the learning potentialities
of linguistically different leaf-Tiers be
measured?

.1. What are the high-priority test needs?

.General findings of research indicate the

7-
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general preference of most researchers for
the specially developed test designed for the
particular research at hand. More tharhhalf
of all programs surveyed used such spee41-
1v developed tests.

The results of such testing indicate two\
main branches of investigation as fruitful.
areas: the individual's ability in language as
contrasted with his ability in standard Ian-\guag,e. Current understanding Of language,
language learning, and curriculum ,design
indicates some confusion of goals in these
three area which must he clarified befote
test findings may be used with the same
meaning in each area.

Publication Sources for Tests
1, Barrett- Ryan - Schrammel English Test

Ilarcnurt, Brace and World, Inc., 757 Third
Avenue, New York, NeW York 10017

2. California Achievement Test
Calif r(d Test Bureau, DelMonte Research
Park, terey, California 93940

3. California Language Tests
California 'rest Bureau, DelMonte
Park, Monterey, California 93940

I. Cooperat Li& English Test; Usage,
and Vocal;711ary
Cooporative Test Division, Educational Test!'
ing Ser. ice, Princeton, New Jersey, 08540

5. Cooperatice School and College Ability Test
Cooperative Test Division, Editcational"Test-

Servicc., Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(i. Differential Aptitude Test

PsNcholtigical Corporation, 304 E. 45th Street,
New York, New York 10017
Gloria and David Beginning English, Series
No. 20, Test 6, Language ArtsSpanish-EA-
glish
Language Arts,. Incorporated,. 1205 34tH
Street, Austin, Texas 78705

M. Ess(ritials of English Test
American Guidance Service, Inc., 720 Wash-
ington 7)..vettue, S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota
55.11,1

9. Afarianne Frostig Developmental Test of
Visual Perception
Consulting Psychologists Press, 577 College
Akenue, Palo Alto, California 94306

10. Greene-S(4p Language Abilitic,i Test
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 757 Third
Avenue, New York, New York 10017

11. Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Ability ,..-

ti

lini).,(,rsitv of Illinois Press, 1.1rbana; Illinois

12. Iowa Test of Basic Skills

Research
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111.orIghton Mifflin Company, 2 Kirk Street,
Ai-Am). Massachusetts 02107

I3 .l The /circa Test of Educational Deli! torment
Science Research Associates. '259 E. Erie
Street, Chicago, Illinois (10611

14. Me tropohtan Achievement Test
Harcourt, Brace and World. lne , 757 Third
Avenue, New York, New York 10017

15. Metropolitan Readiness Test
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc , 757 Third
Avenue, New York, New York 10017

16. Obtu e Test in Erl4lish (Grammar)
Perfection Form Company, 214 W. Eighth
Street, Logan, Iowa 51546

17. Personnel Tests. for Industry, Oral Directions
Toot
Psychological Corpoeation. 304 E. 15th Street,
New York", New York 10017

18. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Teat
Arnencan Ciodance Sersices, Inc., 720 Wash-
ington Aserme, S E Minneapolis, Minnesota
55.114

19. The Purdue High School Englisli Test
Houghton Mifflin Company, 2 Park Street,
Boston, Massachusetts 02107

20. 5 H A. High School Placcou.nt Test
Science fiesl,arch Associates, 259 E. Erie
Street, Chicago. Illinois 60611

21. S M. A. Achier count Series: Language Arts
Tests

nine Researc h Associates. 259 E. Erie
Street, Chicago. Illinois 60611-.

22. Sew/viand Test of Educational Progress
Cooperatise Test U>s rsion, FAIIICat14111.11 Test-

472% mg Sea ices, Princeton, Ness. Jersey 08.511
23. Stanford Achrei emcnt

Harcourt, Brace and 'World, Inc ,.757 Third
As (IOW, New York. New York 10017

24. Stanford-limt Rd Sr ale ,

Houghton Mifflin Compiny, 2 Park Street,
Boston, Massa( hosetts (121(17

25. English Usage Test for Non-N;(1E41f' Speakers
of English

26. Michigan Ti:st of English Language Proficien-
cy
roller's higan Bookstore, 322 S. State
Streit, Ann \ thin, lugan 8104

27. Listening- Tcst for Students of English as a
Second Language

28. Tr st of English as P Foreign Language
Eduiational Testing Services, Princeton, New
Jersey 08540

29. Oral Rating Form for Rating Language Pro-
ficiency in Speaking and finderstanding En-
glish
American Language Vitute, 3065 0 Street,
N.W., Washington, Irc. 20007
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IRWIN FEIGENBAUM
Sociolinguistics Program

Center for Applied Linguistics
Washington, D.C.

Developing fluency in Standard Oral English*

The ERIC system has acceded many
documents dealing with different aspects
of education in order to make them avail
able fdr use witbout the delay that is often
encountered in professional journals) The
problems of ready accessibility solved, we
can turn to examining (1ocuments that deal
with a particular issue. The -issue which will
be discussed in this paper subsumes two
related questions:

I. What are the most promising techniques
for developing fluency in standard oral
English?

2. Is it necessary to ,provide different lan-
guage patterned exercises for different
languages and dialects common to U.S.
school populations?

Selecting the Documents
In considering a document, we must look

at the way in which the author has de-
scribed the situation to which a solution is
sought because his interpretation of 'the
situation still influence his -suggestions for
action. If one's interpretation is that the
students language is simply different from
standard oral English, teaching standard
oral English resembles teaching, a foreign
language in that we are in both cases, in-
terested in helping the students acluire
another linguistic system for use in those
situations in which this other system is ap-

° Reprinted Erotic E/errientary English 47:8 ( 1)e-
uclIther 1970 I 105:3-1059,

The ELM; document~ cited ue-this paper were in
the sstein at the end of
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proriate and useful. If, on the other hand,
on views the students' language as in-

sufficient for communication and the assim-
ilation of information, teaching standard
oral English is a matte' of filling gaps so
that the students can NinctIon as learners.
Teaching plural forms to studehts who can-
not produce plural statements and who can-
not perform actions implied by plural state-
ments. ( Osborn, n.d., 3) is a task different
from ( and, one would guess, considerably
more difficult than) teaching plurals forms
to students who havealreltly mastered one
way of expressing plurality and are to learn
another way of expreSsing it. Teaching the
use of the wad not would be one type of
undertaking if the students had mastered a
negative statement like-She ain't here, and
quite another if the students had no means
Of expressing negation in their speech.

There seems to be a clear division be-
tween those educators who have selected
a "deficit model" and have predicated their
pedagogy on apparent deficiencies in the
children's linguistic performance and those
who have selected a "difference model" and
whose pedagogy reflects this selection,2

Because the "deficit model" is inappro-
priate in describing dialect differences, it

yields incorrect results that may lead to
inappropriate pedagogical steps. One ERIC
document maintains that the children in
one program exhibited "a lack of oral lan-
guage ability" (Milwaukee Public Schools,

-Fora discussion of these two models and their
relative merits, see t Volfram,

9:Y
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1967, 8). Such :t, claim may not seem un-
reasonahle 'since we hope that every ,st,u-

:dent's ability to use language will improve
over the years of his education. But earlier
in thc.dOculilvnt we find a clearer statement
of the view of the lower-class child's re-
tarded language development:

The so-called "clisadvantaged" child, for
example, may come from an environment
in which there is little verbal communica-
tion or in which the speech he hears is
inarticulate or fragmented. Such a child is
usually, delayed in speech developrraqu....
(Milwaukee Publics' Schools, 1967, 2)

The premise that the child is "delayed in
sperch.development" leads to the reeorn-
mndatiOn that tspeceh therapists use their
specialized training to remedy the problem.
Another document_approaches the situation
in a similar manner:

It was argued that the poor, fragmented
and inarticulate speech patterns of pupils
enuring front economically disadvantaged
areas requires (sic) [the work of speech
education specialists]. (('arton, 1966, 1)

Again we see that the-interpretation of the
situation will suggest the types of action to
take.

Since the students' dialect of English is
different from standard English but not, in
any way, di'monstrablv inferior or lacking
Sand anv linguistically sound view must
support this), what rationale is there for
teaching standard oral English, and what
does this imply in regard to means for ac-
complishing the pedagogical objective?
Therapy and remediation can no longer
be held as valid; teaching standard En-
glish for use in socially appropriate situa-
tions seems to be a more tenable, and real-
istic undertaking. Th\' students' language
cannot be cdnsidered insufficient in itself;
standard English, then, appears to be an
alternate to a nonstandard dialectboth

appropriate in different social contexts. The
author of this paper rejects documents in
which dialect difference is interpreted as
deficiency or in which socially determined
appropriateness in language behavior is not
recognized.

Answering the First Question
The field of teaching English as a second

language (ESL) was not new when the
current concern with disadvantaged stu-
dents arose in the early years of the, past
decade; much was known about foreign-
language teaching, information gained
from successful programs in the United

,,States and abroad. The public schools be-
came aware that man', of their students did
not control English and that their English
teachers were not specifically trained in
second-language methodology. It has been
a matter of bringing the knowledge and
experience from other ESL contexts into
the public school classroom; thus, an an-
swer to the first question: what are the.most'
promising techniques for developing flu-
ency in standard oral English?

But the second-dialect situation was new.
Formerly, there had not been a widespread
view of the English janguage as a changing
phenomenon in which natural variations
occurred from social context to social con-
text: "correct English" existed and other
versions of English were "incorrect En-
glish." Now, the linguists (sociolinguists,
principally ) were telling teachers and -.-..-

school administrators that "right-and- ft
wrong" did not accurately reflect the pic-
ture of :language in its social setting. If
we were to help students increase the scope
of their linguistic skills, what methodology
or methodologies seemed worthwhile in-
vestigating? flow could we teach our stu-
dents to control another dialect of the lan-
guage? To many people who had experi-
ence and/or training in teaching English
as a second language, the teaching of a
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second dialect (or, more precisely, teach-
ing thoSe features that clearly differentiated
two dialects) was somewhat familiar terri-
tory in which Many trails had already been
opened but in which there still existed
ample opportunity for further exploration!'
Documents in ERIC indicate that many
people haye explored this territory.

One of the most interesting aspects of
teaching standard oral English as another
dialect is in determining those features of
ESL methodology to be used in second-
dialect. work. In a document about- audio-
lingual methods in language arts, Plaistcr
(1967) recommends talk: lots of talk from
the' students and lots of talk from the
teacher, providing models of standard En-
glish. Plaistcr recommends reading to the
students, again providing appropriate mod-
els, and he recommends using dialogs rind
playlets as interesting ways of introducing
standard English into the students' mouths.
Substitution drills and the use ot. tape re-
cordings and records are also recommend-
ed. The overall picture which Plaister
draws is of ,ways of stimulating speech
and of gradually injecting standard En-
glish into the work.

Several of the programs described in
ERIC documents have concentrated on the
repelition and, manipulation of standard
oral English as an important part of their
pedagogy. For this type of teaching, lan-
guage laboratories might he an ideal way
to remove the Illirden of drilling from the
teacher while giving each student maxi-
mum opportunity to hear and practice
,standard English. The work at Claffin Col-
lege is an example of the utilization of
taped exercises in language laboratories:

. . .it is believed that only repetitious prac-
tice imitating model sentences can bring
about firm neuro-muscular control and the

3 Sec the dkuussinn in Carroll and Feigenbaum,
19(i7.

habit of using the' new language patterns
at the appTpriate moment. ( Lin, 1965, 41)

In Atlayta, I

the students in the labs,. . through repe-
tition drills, a variety of substitution and
imitation drills, are learning the reproduc-
tion of sounds in the standard English
speech of their geographical region. (At-
lanta Public Schools, 1967, 3)

One of the more rigorous trials of audio-
lingual methodology, was carried out by
Golden (n.d., 3) who states:-

The taped lessons [for secon ary school
students; providing listening a d repeat-
ing practice] were found to he e eetive to
a significant degree in changing ektempore
and impromptu speech patterns.- 'the ex-
periment provided proof that tape-teach-
ing is a sound technique. . . .

Audio-visual equipment has become pop-
ular in educational circles; sorn' (,.times this
popularity has come from certain proper-
ties of the equipment Oita do not relate
directly to the efficacy with which a given
teaching task can lw accomplished. More
studies of the Golden type are needed in or-
der to assess the advantage in employing
a certain devices or teaching technique.

Johnson ( 1967, 21) advises the use of
certain second-language techniques in
teaching standard Engligh; specifically, he
says:

1, Select one sound or grammatical item
to teach.
Get the' pupils to hear the sound or
recognize the grammatical structure.

:3. Get the pupils to reproduce the
dard item.

4. Get the pupils to hear or recognize the
difference between the standard item
and the equivalent nonstandard item.

5. Get the pupils to discriminate between
the standard and nonstandard item.,

6: Get the pupils to use the standard item
in their speech. . . .

One interesting and vital 'difference be-
tween teaching a second "language and a

101
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second dialect is the iiuy 04 the students'
dialect as an integral part of the pedagogy.
In teaching English as a second language,
we do not need to distinguish English from
the students' native language; for example,
the students know if a given sentence is
English or Spanish. However,' to counter-
act the.confusion that could arise when the
students are not sure whether a sentence
like We'go home is standard or nonstan-
dard, the nonstandard dialect could be in-
troduced as Johnson recommends. Since we
are concerned with appropriate dialects for
different social contexts, we must be sure
that the students understand ( and accept)
this idea of appropriateness before drill-
work begins. Johnson recommends that the
idea be brought up and reemphasized reg-
ularly throughout the teaching.

Motivating the students to accept the
relatiVe appropriateness of dialects and the
practice needed to acquire the standard
dialect are important concerns. Slager
( 1967, 1167) says:

. . .oral drills can be as futile as the pre-
scriptive grammatical rules and the kyork-
book exercises on filling in blanks unless
the students wont to change. Otherwise
they become resentful or remarkablv in-
diffrem. Most English teachers (at least
among themselves) are willing to admit
that the vast' majority of their students
who begin the first grade saving it'' don't'
graduate from high school saving he don't.
Time failure lies not only in the endless
and boring workbook exercises. It lies in
the inability of the teacher to convince the
students that the change is worth making.

AnOther document recommends starting-
at a point meaningful to the student: a

skitement made by a student. Furthermore.
it is important to use nonstandardSentenrs
that can be readily, tranSfined into the
standard dialect since translation is one of
the principal pedagogical l'techniques. As
in the article by Johnson. we find here a
recommendation to focus on one pattern At

a time and, to prOcd systematically ( Glad-
ney and Leaverton, 1968, 2-3).

The principles of second-language ped-
agogy have been taken for use in teaching
standard oral English as a second dialect;
a number of sets of materials have been

produced for classroom use. It would not
be worthwhile enumerating the ESL fea-
tures incorporated in these materials. That
these sets of materials are mentioned in
ERIC documents and that several of them
arc available through the ERIC system in-
dicate the feelings of success that resulted
from their4use.4

Answering the Second Question
The materials developed in Los Angeles

are interesting because we find one set far
teaching speakers of black nonstandard En-
glish and another -set for speakers of Span-
ish. The people in Los Angeles have clearly
stated their response to the second ques-
tion: -is it necessary to provide different
language patterned exercises for different
languages and: dialects common to U. S.
school populations?

Finding answers to this question can be
difficult. It has often been lift undiscussed
explicitly but answered by strong implica-
tion. The implication is that, since we are
going to use some of the same types of
teaching techniques and drills that we have
found useful, in teaching English' as a sec-
ond language, the very same techniques
and drills can be used. This implication re-
ceives further support from the statement
of our goals: to teach a control of standard
oral English. That throverall goals are the
same in the two situations and that ele-
ments of the same methodology may be
useful in both 'situations often lead to the
conclusion that the exercises ..can be the
same. In his 'article about effecting dialect
change, Slager (1967, 1174) says, "These

St`e document, listed in the bibliography.
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drills were written fin foreign students, but
they can he used very successfully with
nonstandard speakers.- It- i not clear
whether Slager means that we qin use these
drills because there is nothing k'Isv Mimed-
iately available or whether he means that
they are perfectly acceptable. It is true
that we can use many diffcrOnt types of
teaching materials, and perhaps we are
thrown onto some inadequa e ones be-
cause more effective ones are IJ,ot vet avail-
able; in fact, diagramining in y have been
useful to some students in t eir attempts
to master the formal type cf English re-
quired in their classes. llow"ver, since we
are Concerned with the mos effective and
efficient ways of teaching, 'e cannot stop
after finding a temporary c pedient.

Although the overall gc al in both the
second-language and the smind-dialect sit-
uations is the samea eoptirol of the spoken
'standard languagethe immediate. -goals
are different. We are not /faced with teach-
ing an entire, new language to the speakers
of a nonstandard dial .ct: they already
speak English. The task is one of teaching
the recognition and .'n aster of alternate
linguistic forms for us in the appropriate
situations. In distinct on to the foreign-
language context in i.ich fluency in En-
glish must In' taught,i / these students must
have help in focusing on the features that
differentiate standmid and nonstandard
speech and in selOcting them correctly.
Because the startin points of .the second-
language aml sem ddialeet students are
different, what we teach and how we teach
it may have to be different.

Let its look at the two situations, a speak-
er of Spanish and a speaker of a non-
standard cslialeet, both learning to control
slandareoral English. We want both of
these students to pronounce the words
then, other, and clothe with the consonant
sound kV. The Spanish-speaking student
may say these thiree words substituting /d/,
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/ dil, and /d/, respectively. Since the stu-
dont already controls /d/ between vowels
and at the end of words, we try to extend
the use of Id/ to the beginning of words,
Although we may not be working on the
pronunciation of the other sounds in the
words used in drilling the consonant /Ell,
somewhere in the course-work we.. must be
concerned with the student's accurate and
fluent production of all the sounds in all
the words. 'A speaker of the nonstandard
dialect most frequently encountered in the
District of Columbia would probably pro-
nounce these words.with /d/, /v/,' and /v/,
respectively. In this case, we would be; faced
with teachirt a sound that the student does
not regularly produce at the beginning, in
the middle, or at the end of words, We arc
not concerned with the student's pronun-
ciation, of the other sounds in the words
unless they mark differences between stan-
dard and nonstandard English. Since part
of the'instruction involves working against
interference .from the student's native lan-
guage or dialect, the 'strategies in the two
cases would he different.

e saint, division is seen in teaching
grami ar. Our goal is that both students
mark verb endings in the way that edu-
cated speakers of English do. Here again,
the goals are the same in a general sense,
but the students do not begin with the same
linguistic behavior, and, in the interest of
greater efficiency, we attack the two situa-
tions differently. In teaching patterns of
the type he sits near the window; we must
be concerned with all the persons; not just
the third .person singular, since a speaker
of the nonstandard dialect mentioned above
has already mastered a verb paradigm that
is uniform:

I'sit we sit
you sit you sit
he sit
she sit they sit
it sit
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Ih tnav overgeneralize the pattern sug-
gested by lie sits to produce 1 .sits, you sits,
and sO on. We 'must introduce the verb
structure of the nonstandard dialect in or-
der to help the student learn to select the
appropriate verb form: On the other hand,
th sraker of Spanish mines from a lan-
guage background where all three persons,
singular and plural, are differentiated in
the verbal endings; he may face less trouble
in learning the correct standard English
usage. IIis problem will lie more in the
area of pronouncing the vowel sound in the
verb forms; whereas the speaker of the
nonstandard dialect will not have this'prob-
tem.

In describing his work, Dykstra (1967,
2 ) raises the following issue:

What research can be. started within
the fraineworl«rf this project to help deter-
mine the nature of the differences that are
both necessary and sufficient in provision of
materials for different ksultures? One ulti-
mate goal of this type of research is to
determine the nature and extent of the
vtdid applications of contrastive analysis in
materials development. Another is to de-
termine the nature, the possible extent and
the relative usefulness of a common core
set of materials designed for a wide range
Of cultures.

Dykstra\ question is valid, but he is eon-
cerned with materials for use within the
framework of teaching English as a second
language. The author of this paper wishes

_to raise . a different question: the appro-
priateness of foreign-language materials for
uSc in the native - language classroom. Theo
difference is not simply in the pronuncia-

'bon and, grammar featores to he taught;
the difference is not just in the amount of
material to be mastered; the difference is

'also in the methodological approaches
needed. It has been the failure to distinguish
the natirtr" speaker of a language from a
speaker of a foreign language that has re-

stricted many standard oral Er 'sh pro-
grams to being simply ESL by another
MOM'.

I Iistoricallv, the methodology of teaching
EnglisX as a second language came out of
descriptive linguistics. The assumptions,
tht textbook materialS, and the teaching
techniques were heavily influenced by this
evolution. Many of the people who came'
to teaching 9tandiird oral English via the
route4if linguistics and ESL had experience
and training in this inethddology. It was
natural that c earliest efforts would re:
semble secondlanguage teayhing to a great
degree.' Now, we must jar ourselves from
this track and see that we are not teaching
rt second language. Since one's interpre-
tation of a given situation will4nfluence
one's reactions arid course of ;tenon, a new
appraisal of this different teaching situation
is essential.°

Unanswered Questions
It has been easy to find recommendations

to use ES1, methodology in teaching stan-
dard English, and it _has not been very
difficult to find people who haye adopted
ESL in the native-language class. Certain
matters still have not been sufficiently in-
vestigated rigorously tested; trials of
the type done by Golden (n.d,) arc rare.
The following questions might be asked;

What aspects of ESL rethodolo are
most effective in, teaching standard oral.
,English? Where can we look for prom-.
is'ing techniques to fill the spaces left by
ineffective ESL techniques which we
have rejected?

2. What other pedagogical approaches
perhaps quite different from the pat-
terned, feature-by-featUre method of
ESLmight he useful?

'It is interesting to note, for example, that the
Atlanta program adopted a methodology recom-
mnded In William Stewart 'a-ff.-enliven McDavid,
two linguists.

For a beginning look at this distinction, see Fei-
genbaum, 1969.
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3. At what age or ages sh(011(1 instruction
in standard oral English begin? flow
much ,instruction is needed?

One can alsd raise the questioret of-whether
we should teach standard oriii English or
of the factors outside language teaching
that influence the 'success of a program
(citn students be tatight to- control a sec-
ond' dialect?). Thewe two questions merit
discussion, but they (lid not fall within the
scope of this paper. We assunurd that the

task was to be done, and we looked for
sound, available information. Anyone who
has worked with ES!. -like methodology in
a native-language classroom knows the lim-
itations of that methodology, even with the
best available materials. Examining the
documents available 'throt'igh t:111C indi-
cates that we need more, rigorous experi-
mentation which will provide data more
reliable than teachers' wild supervisors' re-
actions,
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To What Extent Should Parents Be Involved
in Languagt Programs for
Linguistically Different Learners?*

The best answer to the title question
is, problibly, to the degree to which learn=
ing in that program is. facilitated, hastened,
or broadened by including a planned fami-
ly activity component. Face validity alone
presents a s ng case for having. children
engage ire h fit, activities that employ skills
which are being taught in school. This
practice,- or home reinforcement, could be-
come so important and contribute so much
to learning as to raise the question of
whether the home supports the school in
its teaching /learning or vice versa.

McCarthy's ( 1954 )- review 'of the 'litera-
ture of language development in children
cites references to the language superiority
of children who: (1) conic from families in
which they are encouraged to actively par-
ticipate in breakfast and supper conversa-
tion, and those who come from families in
which the parents do not eat with them;
(2) are given "satisfactory" answers to
their questions and are thus encouraged to
ask more; (3) through frequent association
with adults get more than an average
amount of practice in using longer sen-
tences as well as more aduanced patterns of
language; and (4) receive generous expres-
sions of real love and affection-from their
parents as a part of their day-tO-day liv-
ing. While these reports may not be re-
garded as earthshaking in the 1970's, they
must still be underscored when contrasted
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with reports of children in orphanage and
other institutional environments who have
been shown to be the most seriously re-
tarded group in language development.

The importance of association with
adults and receiving attention from them is
further emphasized by McCarthy (1954),
who states: "..:it appears that children
living in an orphanage have the maximum
amount of association with other children
and a minimum of association With, and
attention from, adults." If, then, adult at-
tention is an imphrtant contributing factor
to language development in children, it
would stand to reason that parents and
other family members can and should
actively' engage in , activities that supple-
ment or parallel the school's programs.

Such participation has been reported in
conjunction with learning to read. Brazziel
(1964) reported a program conducted in
Norfolk, Virginia, in which parents worked
directly with the school in providing chil-
dren with experiences, both in and out of
the home, which were deemed important in
readying first graders for learning to read.
The experiences included trips to cultural,
centers, trips to public exhibits, andthe
of resource people' as well as TV programs,
books, and magazines. All trips were within

° Reprinted from Elementary' English 47:7 (No-
ember 1970) 940-943.
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walking (Iistance of the housing project
where most Of the children lived 'and all
recommenird materials could he borrowed
from the school or public library. Pre-
school xvork'shops and twice - monthly
ings were held with parents in the early
stages of the program. itriiiective reports
of the program were all favorable- and ob-
jetive reading test results indicated that
first graders' mean scores were somewhat
above.the national norms of the'test used.
In considering both the subjective and ob-

. leettve "'PUN: it `v°°1(1 he "ljt to keep in
mind the "attention from adults- factor as
well as t-hc interest factor of the trips and
other activities prescribed by the program.

Anothm study of how effectively parents
could preparC preschool childzen for learn-
ing to read: was reported by Brzeinski
( 1964). A control group of parents who
received no instruction in teaching basic
reading skills was (mmured with two ex-

,perimental groups of parents MI6 were
given instruction with and without tacher
assistance. A large majority of- the parents
who participated in the stitch" believed the
instruction they received was helpful and
said the\ would like more help. In terms
'of measured reading achievement, the
amount a child learned was related directly
to the amount of time someone worked Ott
beginning reading activities with him.
Children who practiced thins minutes or
more per week made statistically significant
gains in achievewent. An additional finding
of extreme interest was the 'fact that read-
ing to a child produced a significant effect
in achievement. Parents in the control group
who read to their children produced an in-
crease in test scores. Nut surprisingly, chil-
dren who regularly practiced beginning
reading activities and who were also regu-
larly read to obtained tlebest test scores,

The importance of warmth and positive
reinforcement has been am_plY dernonstrat-

' ed in the general area of learning (Mc-
.

Carthy, 1954). Itheingol(1 and Bayley
(1959) more specificalldescribed children
who, with a singly mothering experience,
excelled control children who had six to
eight mother surrogates in the arras of
vocalization. This superiority continued to
exist even through a nineteen-month delay
or retesting period.

In examining the effect of maternal lan-
guage styles on children's cognitive de:
velopmnt, _Ohm ( 1965) states:

"... the quality of the feed bac4 from the
mother has a powerful influence on the
child's acquisition of the cognitive tools
which he must begin to master if he is to
become educated.'

OHM., in ewitnding on this statement, goes
on to sa :

"The child who roust listen to lualification
of the subject and qualification of the verb
not vet articulated (as when an itdverb or
adverb phrase precedes the verb) is faced
with the necessity of storing more informa-
tion antliAleeoding more complicated sche-
mata than is the child whose mother typical -
Iv keeps'her subjects unqualified and.quick-
ly gets to the main verb of the clause."

The importance of attitudes toward
school and'self which are field by parents,
arid' of a consequence by their children, is
a thread which seems to run throughout
the literature of learning and school.
achievement. These attitudes are not con-
fined to simple. like-dislike categories but
include many sub-cdneepts such as "con,
wet" social aird learning behavior. Hess'
and Shipman ( I966) concluded that lower
class children come to regard school as an
authoritarian institution rather than a place
for learning as a result of their mothers'
stress on "behaving- and listening to. the
teacher. These same children tended to be
more inhibited in their initiatory behavior
in-a testing, situation, in their quickness of
response, and in their social confidence
with an adtilt examiner., Techniques for as-
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sensing ncother-hild interaction, maternal
laniage styles, and other situations involv-
in other (with ation or participation area
report(( Im h`S..aid others in five related
reports 1967),

Litera are on the ,effect of direct parent
Or family involvement in school programs
and school achieNement is not extensive.
The studies that have bet:11 reported, hi)w-
ever, favor family involvement groups over
control groups,NZithout exception. MDavid
(1969), in summarizing programs reported
bv others (Hess and Shipman [19661; Leler
[19681, Klaus and Gray [1968-1; Weikart
[19691), notes that:

1. relationships betyveen the mother's be=
havior ant'( the chairs ahievement in
!lead Staft programs 4ave been found.
children whose parents are ,involved in
planning and operating preschool edu-
cation programs perform significantly
betjer than ontr.ol -group hildren.

:3 content abd nature' of mother-involve-
incnt does not stern to create differences

'ill achievement but different kinds of
,involvement all seem superior to tion-
involvermnt.

1 home visitor programs for work with
mothers hive been iiccessful in lioth
presehoirl and classroom settings.

'Little, if any, of the availabl6 litvrature
on the involvement of the learner's family
deals directly with the problems of the,
linguistieiillv different child. Tile major
question would seem to lie, " Imy can li.i-
guistieallv differht parents help their hil-
dren NoVi t 11010 receiving help themselves?"
Assuming that parents, arc -interested and
willing-to participate in the shoots lan-
guage program, they will require rigaterials
and procedures which they can use ef-
fectivek and correctly with a minimum of
individual assistance. Parent .participation
in instnictional groups of other parents and
teachers could he -1)eneficial in terms- of
proficieno and of rationale.

An expanded lionw visitor prow, am

2.
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could also contribute, to ,the development
of thri)arent as a better teaher-model and
In Tall \" caseh contribute significantly to-,
ward achieving parent literacy. But real
effectiveness of a home ilivolvement pro-
gram will depend upon the development
of programmed procedures, activities, and
materials which will enablc parents and
other fancily memb4rs to proVitle language
instruction through example as well, as ex-
planation''.

The role of inexpunsivr media equip-
ment as either an i vtry,Tal part or as a
supplement to home mvolVement programs
should be investiga d. The,tIfeetiveness of
language labs in a formal school setting
has been demonstrated. Could similar re-.
suTts be obtained through the use of _in-
expensi:vei audio or audio- visual equipment
in homes vr cominrinitv centers? The effects
of such television programs as "Sesame
Street" has 'not vet been adequately as-
sessed.

Review of the literature makes clear that
inattention to the Potentials of home, in-
s-0'01(11)(1d wits school language programs
is 'widespread. -Thus, parental participation
in the eduational development of their
children represents a major area of innova-
tion for the 1970's. The degree to which
efforts toward meaningful involVement are
sucessfulNNill depend upon the imagina-
tion of parents, teachers, and other pro-
feskionals in devising methods, prom;
(lures, materials,. and equipment which can
and will I used \ 11 case'and interest by
family members.
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Nonstandard Language and Reading*

The/child whose language habits differ
markedly from the . socially acceptable
patois of the school system faces both
15vert and covert 'discrimination in educal
tion. On the inter-personal level he is an
odd ducklinghis kindeGpeers, conseiya-

., tive and ciao - reformist (as all .children tend to
be) view different as inferior, with no ex-
ceptions given to what adults might class as
prestige forms of speech; his teacher, as
well meaning as she 'might be, may not
comprehend all that he says, and worse,
will have difficulty viewing nonstandard as
anything except substandard. On the leSs
personal level, the situation is potentially
more harmful; the educational process and
espe4ality The reading programs are not
''eqttillOcl for him, The articulation and dis-
crimination screening, the readines's tests,
the reading materials, tend .the sacred
Teacher's handbook, with rare exceptions,
are designed solely for producers of WASP-
`speech. For the English of the American
Indian, the Mexican-American, the urban
Negro, the Appalachian, and others, there
is no standard guide which distinguishes
normal articulation from aberrant articula-
tion, that lists expected vocabulary or age-
graded 'Syntactic development, or that sug-
gests how reading is to be taught where

, I This report is based in part upon work done at
the Wisconsin Research and Development Center
for Cognitive Learning (Madison Wisconsin)

-under U.S, Office of Education Gra4o. 5-10-54.

°Reprinted from ElAnentary English 47:3 (March
1970) :33,1-345.

dialect-based problems exist. That such
children do not fit comfortably into the ex-
isting school systems has been observed for
many years, but what to do about the situ-
ation-is Still in dOubt. The purpose of this
article is to discUss approaches II:1r teaching
reading to speakers of nonstandard En-
glish, with special emphasis don the initial
reading process Rp'd-the language or dialect
of the reading materials. Relevant literature
will be,discussed, but these reviews will be,
by desire and necessity, selective. Where
more extensive reviews 'exist, they will be
cited in the bibliography.

Clarification of the Problem

Available Choices
The problem is to be more speelfie,

"What language or dialect should a child
first encount0 in the materials used for
teaching reading:, his own or some standard
form?" Each of these chgices carries far-
reaching implications. Fpr the nonstandard
avenue, it is assumed that all materials
testing, readiness, readingWill be adapted
to the speech habits of the child and that
at some point, after he acquires literacy in
his own form of language he will learn to
speak and to read the standard form. This
last proviso, an accepted expectation where
American Indian languages or 'Spanish are
involved, meets occasional opposition when
English dialects are involved. From the
standpoint of achieving educational and
economic opportunitywhich are prirtfary

102
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conce s of the public educational s.VSN'in
it is nev rtheless an inescapable conclusion,

For t e standard language approach, it
is requind, but often not stated, that the
.child lea > to speak the standard language
before he ttempts to read it. (WI-I-ether or
not he rye ,encounters reading in his native
language or dialect is a matter totally
divorced from considerations Of initial read=
ing and will not be discussed here.) For
children who do not speak English, it is
both foolish and disastrous to attempt to
teach reading in standard English. The re-
sult, as verified by the Vxas school system
where this was the practice until recently,
is a first-grade fc lime' rate (for pupils, with
no pre-first grad experiences) approat ag

80 percent.2 For speakers of nonstan laid
English dialeests, raining in the st dard
language is also equired before ''reading
can be attacked. vertheless, the amount
of such training is considerably less than
what is required for non-English speakers.

Types of Differences
Within the bounds just established, two

types of deviation from standard English.
should be distinguished: language differ-
ences and, dialect differences. The first is a
clear-cut, well underst od situation in
which no aiIiount of versalization, experi-
mentation, or forensics ca alter the basic
'fact that a 'child who dot not speak En-
gish well cannot learn to rya ra ish.3
Either the child learns to speak Eng
before he teams to read, or he learns to
read in his itiv(Hanguage. We no longer
take- serious the contention that a child

)fignre,d, 4ated Iry Antic Stemioh.r. 'n 1.:x
perirnental :Approach to the Teaching of Oral
Language'Jamd Reading," Hari,ard Educational
Review, 36 (Winter, 1966), 42-59.
31 am defining reading not as the mechanical
translation from writing to 'sound, but as trans-
lation from writing to that form of language
which the reader already attaches meaning to.

a

(or any other illiterate) can attempt to
learn si ultaneously to speak and to read
a langiu Ye with other than debilitating re-
sults.

The second situation, that of dialect
deviation, requires slightly different con-
siderations, in that verbal communication is
not totally impaired. While it is clear that
if pading is to be taught in the child's
dialect then tests for language ability must
be altered,. it is not so clear that changes in
the reading materials are either necessary
or desirable. But discussion of this must be
withheld until- the problem of native
literacy versus standard literacy is dis-
cussed.

Native Literacy Programs _
Native literacy programs are based upon

the assumption that the most e to cient
method for teaching literacy in the national
(or official) language of a country to non-
speakers of that language is to teach litera-
cy first in the native language, then (or
simultaneously with the teaching of reading
in the first language) teach the national
language orally, and finally teach reading
in the national language. The first official
codification of this view was in a UNESCO
report published in 1953.4 Since that time
native literacy programs have begun in a
number of countries, including Peru where

s by law part of the educational process.
Fur hermore, experiments which compare
the native literacy approach with the
straigit standard language approach have
been carried out in the Philippines (Orato,
1956), in Mexico (Modiano, 1968), and in
San Antonio, Texas (Horn and Arnold,
19671.

The basis for native literacy programs is
both theoretically and logically appealing

4UNESCO, The Use of Vernacular Languages in
Education, Monographs on Fundamental Edu-
cation, tio. R. Paris: UNESCO, 1953,

ill
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from many standpoints.' The teaching of
reading to non-speakers of the national lan-
guage has been uniformly dismal on this
earth. By teaching reading in the native
language, reading instruction can begin at
an earlier age than if the standard language
had to be taught first; the child's cultural
heritage is honored; and a most difficult
tasklearning to readissundertalcen in the
language that the child will always be most
comfortable with his own.

On the other hand, native literacy pro-
grams are expensive; they require not only
the development of new reading materials,
but the training of special teachers and
the design of testing proCedures which are
valid for the languages concerned. In the
United States we arc still struggling to
develop reading , nd testing matet. rials that
are valid for a sngle language; to repeat
this process foil all languages spoken
natively within the USA would require ex-
penditures in excess of what we can'realisti-
cally hoge for in the coming decade (with
or withoht Vietnam, the Moon, Mars, or
the quaintly named layers that, lie beneath
the seas ).5 There are over one hundred
Indian languages spoken in the United
States. In some other countries the situa-
tion is even more trying; South America

so .

t)Consider, for example, what the complexities of
reading instruction would he in Hawaii for the
native literacy approach in public schools. En-
glish, of course, would be one language of in-
struction, as would be I lawaiian pidginthe
lingua franca wil the islandsand Ilawaiian,
which is still the native language for many
families on the outer islands. Then there would be
Japan-se ( there ar , according to Aspie.wall l 190'll,
78 Japanese language schools in Hawaii with
over (1,000 students), Chinese (over 1000 stud
dents on .the island of Oahu alone attend Chinese
language schools ), the Philippine languages
Tagalog, Visayan, and llocano (12% of the tint'.
lation according to the 1950 census was Filipino),
Korean, Portuguese, Spanish (Puerto ' Rican),
and the various languages of the Samoans and
Okinawans who have immigrated to Hawaii.
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has over 500 different languages and
Indonesia 200. All of this was pointed out
by Bull in a review of the UNESCO docu-
ment just mentioned ( Bull, ,1955). Before
we dedicate ourselves to the native literacy
approach, we would like some assurance
that the payoff will be high. But at present
the , available data on this topic cannot be
interpreted so positively. None of the major
studies shows unequivocally superior re-
sults for the native literacy approach.

Philippines Experiment
In the Philippines experiment, begun in

the province of Iloilo in the 1948-49 school
year, one ,group of clases (controls) re-
ceived all their instruotion in the official
school language (English), while a second
group (the experimental group) received
instruction for the first two years in the
local vernacular (Hiligaynon) and then
switched to English for the remainder of
their schooling.

Schools were selOeted from representative
economic levels (poorest,' average, and rich-
est) and from urban, agricultural, and fish-
ing village areas. Teachers were equated
fOr experience and for a variety f other
factors. In the sixth and final yea of the
experiment, there was no statisti iffer-
cnec. between the groups for reading abili-
ty, although the experimental classes were
statistically superior in social sittidies. The
experimental classes were slightly, but not
statistically, superior in arithmetic and
reading, while the controls were better in
language abilities. There were, however,
undeniable non-scholastic advantages for
the vernacular group: interest was reported
to be higher, parents became more involved
with the schools, and the general relation-
ship of the school' to the community was
improved over what it had been.°

oThe PhilippineS study, though carefully designed
and executed, suffered from the over-enthusiasm
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San Antonio Protect
Iri the San Antonio Language-Bilingual'

Research Project, four treatments were
studied for their effects on reading and
other abilities of disadvantaged Mexican-
Anlrican children:

1. "English"children receie intensive
English instruction using science as
the content vehicle,

2. "Spanish"children receive intensive
Spanish language instruction using
science as the content vehicle.

3. "Non- Oral children receive science
instruction, without intensive language
instruction.

1. "Control''--children receive the stall-
' dard school district curriculuin.

After several years of this program, no in-
crease in reading ability over that resulting
from the standard teaching 'methods has
been found.

The findings of the 'research thus' lat
support the notion that the experimental
language treatments (English and Spanish)
have resulted in growth in oral language
skills and that the experimental science
treatment (non-oral) has resulted in growth
in science concepts. . . Apparently, with
the instruments used, growth in reading in
the experimmital groups was not increased
itver the control groups. ( Horn and
Arnold, 1967, 2-3)

of its director for the native literacy approach.
For example, the project reported,at the end of the
fourth year that the control group showed a
slight advantage in all subjects except social
studies. IluwcA.cr, an indepiiiIrrit evaluation
made by the Director of Public Schools in the
Philippines at the same timc showed significantly
superior achievements for the control group in
all subjects, including social studies. (The fourth
year was the only year, however, in which the
control group was superior in reading, which
may have been a temporary result of the intro-
duction of English into the curriculum for the
experimental group in the previous year.)
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It should be pointed out that language
growth generated by language-oriented in-
structional programs appears with more sta-
tistical sig-nificanee when the criterion is an
oral language test rather than a reading test
(Taylor, 1969). The most telling point that
the Taylor study makes is that language pro-
grams for linguistically different learners
which do not include intensive, structured
oral language instruction will result in little
or no pupil improvement toward achieving
a socially unmarked style of oral language.

Further studies are underway, however,
comparing bilingual instruction, English as
a second language instruction, and the stan-
dard curriculum.'

Modiano Study
In a study reported by Modiano (19::

where reading instruction in the verna,c
languages in the Highlands. of Mexico w:
claimed to be superior to that in the natim4
al language (Spanish), neither the schools
nor the teacher backgrounds were equiva-
lent, and were probably more important
factors than the teaching methods. This
study. took place in Cheapas, Mexico, near
the Guatemalan boriler, and involved twen-
tY-six schools, thirteen which taught read-
ing in native languages, nd thirteen which
taught reading in Spanish only. Unfortu-
nately, the native language schools were all
National Indian Institute schools, using
tiachers recruited from the local popula-
tion, many of whom were graduates them-
selves of the Institute schools. The Spanish-
only schools, on the other hand, were all
fedA and state schools; many of the

7A variety of reports are available on the San
Antonio Project, including studies of language,
school achievement., and oral-aural instruction.
These can be found in the general bibliography
under Arnold 1 19681, Horn and Arnold (1967),
Jameson ( 1967 ), McDowell ( 1966 ), Ott ( 1967 ),
Pena ( r967), Sternmler (1966), and Taylor
,4 1969).
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teachers, according to !Amhar), -repre-
muted the clement Minh had exploited
dam 1 the Indian tidiest for clecadeT: .

Most of the remaining federal and state
teachers were recent normal school grad-
uates from other regions of the country:
some came with missionary zeal, some were
demoralized liv` the iliffreult living condi-
tions they found, but none spoke the lan-
guage of their students- (Nlodiano. 1988,
38 ). It would have been startling, to say
the least, if the Indian Institute schools did
not show the greatest success in teaching
reading, regardless of the teaching proce-
dures they employed. Nevertheless, what is
surprising is that even in the Indian Insti-
tute schools, far less than 50 percent of the
students were 'able to understand what they
read in Spanish, according to teacher
evaluations.

Peru
In Peru, a program for bilingual schools

in various jungle tribes was initiated in
1951, including a teacher training program
which teachers attended three .months a
Year for five years (( ;udschinsky, 1959).
1)uring the first three years of schooling,
the .3 1i s were taught in the local vernacu-
lar and Spanish taught orally. For the Text
threivearii, the 3 were taught in both
Spanish and the local vernacular. As yet,
however, there has been no published
evaluation of this program.

('onc/u0ons
In summary, one would conclude that

the native literacy approach, although pos-
sessing obvious cultural advantages over
the standard language approach, has vet
to he pro). ,ni scholastically superior. The
only logica alternativeintensive oral lan-
guage insyruction in the national language
prior to the teaching of readinghas the
advantage of teaching a second language

..

at' an age when most children acquire new
languages rapidlty.,(Thq older a child be-
oms, the more difficult it is to teach him
a mew language.) It also has the theoretical
advantage of allowing every child to learn
reading with a well-established teaching
method, substantiated by hoth experimen-
tation and use, and supplemented with
diagnostic tests and remedial materials.
That no country, with the possible excep-
tion of AUStria, has approached this ideal
should not he taken .as proof that it is
unattainable. Furthermore, if the teaching
of 'reading is so difficult a task as the last
one thousand years (or so) of experience
has shown it to be, then it seems that more
is to he gained lw concentrating on the
improvement of teaching for one language,
rather than for five, ten, or one-hundred
languages, especially since the ultimate
goal, at least within the United States, is to
teach reading in.a single language.

What must be understood here is that
developing an efficient reading program for
a language, and especially for one that
has no prior literary experience, is not sini-
ply a job of developing a few primers.
Studies are needed to determine which re
the most commonly uoll words, inflections,
and syntactic forms in the language, as
well as to ascertain which letters are con-
fusable. Then, sequencing of the letters,
sounds, vocabulary, and syntactic forms
must be decided upon, textbooks written,
reading tests develriped, ,and teachers
trained. Although some of th4 factors are
ignored in current native literacy programs,
they are all essential for effective teaching.

The drawback to the standard language
approach is that where the standard lan-
guage cannot be taught at the kindergar-
ten level (or before), children will lose up
to one year (on the average) of reading ex-
perienee while they arc acquiring the sec-
ond language. This may not be a serious

1
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limitation, however, since the first two
school Years could 1w restructured to use
the initial iron- reading period efficiently.
Perhaps the San Antonio project will pro-
vide more information on this topic. It
should be pointed out, however, that where
children do not have the attention span,
motor coordination, or cognitive skills
necessary for learning to 'read, no amount
of language juggling in the reading texts
will produne good readers until these
deficits are overcome. As pointed out by
Stenunler (1966), for Spanish-Americans'
such deficits usually acconipanv nonstan-
dard speech and must be given as much
attention as the speech itself.

Dialect Differences
To understand the reading problems of

speakers of nonstandard dialects, we must
navigate through an immense and conftts<
ing sea of research reports, eye-witness ac-
counts, sermons, and prophesiessome ob-
jective and informative, some careless and
uninteresting, and some the vacuous creak-
ings and groanings that so often misdirect
the researcher, as did the voices of the
Sirens affect the ancient sailors. If quantity
of verbiage and number of experiments re-
flected kninvledgr gained, there would be
many authorities on this issue, but such has
not been our fate. Why so many middle-
class, standard speakers do not become
adequate readers is still a mystery; hence,
it should not-be surprising that.when non-
standard speech And poverty are added,
even the problem itself becomes obscured.
What we do know is that speakers of non-
standard English come mostly from the
lowest socio-ecarimnic levels ( almost by
definition), that they as a group score lower
than the higher socio- economic children on
IQ tests, that they tend to fall behind in
school work, especially in reading, and that
the difference between their performance
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and that of the upper group widens as the
child progresses (an ironic term) through
school. This latter phenomenon, called the
"cumulative deficit" Deutsch (1965),
ha.s been validated quite clearly by Cole-
man (1966 ). But the picture is not totally
one of low- socio-economic level equals'poor
performance. According to CoVman's study
some disadvantaged groups do not fall irre-
trievably into this pattern. American In-
dians, for example, while testing below the
national average in verbal skills at the bc-
ginning of grade one, are equal to the
national average in nonverbal skills at that
time.

Nevertheless, a high failure rate for all'
speakers .of nonstandard English persists,
regardless of the potential which these chil-
dren show in test situations, aid educators
arc under extreme pressure to rectify the
situation.

Alternatives
What, then, can be said specifically

about the teaching of reading to nonstan-
dard English speakers? Should it be done
in the child's _own dialect? Should it be
done in startc.lard or what? It is

beyond questioning that the differences in
the child's speech and standard English are
a barrier to learning, but the size and signif-
icance of this obstacle are not known. Cer-
tainly, any method adopted for teaching
reading must include training for the teach-
er in understanding the child's language
patterns. This requires, for teaching reading
in the United Oates, training for at least
these dialects:

1. Northern urban Negro
2. Southern Mountain (Appalachian)
3. Spanish-American
4. American Indian
5. Hawaiian pidgin
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6. Southern rural ( Negro and white)
7. Acadian English

While data exist on all of these ( some arc
not single dialects, but groups of dialects),
few teacher training materials are available.
( Puhli?hed accounts of each dialect are
listed in the bibliography ). A substantial
step in_this direction, however, can be found
in a recent report by Davis et al. (1969,
1970 ) , ,anguage Resource Information for
Teach rs of the Culturally Disadvantaged.
(OtHer materials for teaching English to
speakers of nonstandard dialects are listed
in the bibliography)

For the reading materials themselves,
the alti'a-natives that we have to choose
from appear to be:

1. Prepare all materials in the dialect of
the child.

-2. Continue with the standard language
materials now available, but teach
standard English ( and standard cul-
ture ) before reading instruction be-
gins.

3. Modify the content and vocabulary of-
standard English materials to bett
reflect- the environment of the ch.rd,
but do not alter the spelling or sy ax,
other than to try to avoid Ai( pat-
tcnve which are markedly different in
the nonstandard dialect.

The Dialect Approach
ApprOat4 one, which has been tediously

and soinew..hat irrationally promoted re-
cently,- has few ,merits and many liabili-
ties. On the, positive side, it is argued, the
child will rNeive "powerful ego-supports"
through the credence given to his language
(Baratz, 1969) but ttliS ~would be true only
if the child's parents and teachers also felt
similarlyand there is considerable doubt
that they would. According to Goodman

(1965, 858), who has been involved with
the teaching of reading to Negro children
in the inner city of Detroit, ". . parents and
leaders in the veceli community .. would
reject the use of special materials which are
based on a non-prestigious dialect. They
usually share the view of the general culture
that their speech is not the speech of culti- `-
vation and literature." In addition to this
problem, there are practical matters which
make this approach difficult to implement,
In integrated classrooms,Tresumably, each
child would have the reading materials
which most closely match his language and
environment; but this would make group
instruction nearly impossible and, worse,
render the teacher's task insufferable. Then
there is the job of preparing special ma-
terMls for each dialect group: Southern
regional white, Appalachian, Northern ur-
ban Negro, American Indian, Hawaiian
pidgin, .Mexican-American, Cuban derived
Spanish-American, Southern Negro, etc.,
and not just reading materials, but also
according' to Baratz ( 1969 )"transitional
readers" that would aid the child in chang-
ing from vernacular texts to standard En-
glislltexts.

Trwe had any evidence that the dialect
approach wonld yield a significant advance
in reading ability, we would not- object to
the costs and tactics involved, but most of
the evidence indicates that dialect differ-
ences per se arc not major barriers for
learning to read. Studies by Pcisach (1965),
Weimer (1969) and Eisenberg et al. ( 1968)
indicate that lower SES Negro children do
not find educated white speech any less,
intelligible than Negro speech (educated
or uneducated ). If these results* can be
accepted, then it is difficult to maintain that
the vapid, emasculated language of almost
all introductory readers could, by itself,
pose a serious reading barrierassuming
that the child is allowed to translate what is
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written into his own speech, just as Eastern
New Englanders, Southern whites, and all
other different but standard speakers do.8

The Standard Language Approach
Teaching English as a second dialect as

a first step for teaching readingas opposed,
to teaching standard English as the only
dialecthas been advocated for a number
of years. McDavid (1984, 208), for exam-
ple, wrote:

9

it is likely that teaching some form of
standard English as a second language
will be necessary; and it might be easier
to start this second language in the kin-
dergarten or earlier, and use this as the
vehicle for reading . .

Recently projects for teaching English ,as
a second language (dialect) were begun
(among others) in Touguloo College, Mis-
sissippi; Temple University; Claflin Col-
lege, North Carolina; and Wakulla County,
Florida,' (A list of such projects can be
found in the bibliography.) Of these proj-
vets, one of the most interesting for the
present topic is the Wakulla County under-
taking, now in its third year of operation.°
Oral language materials are in use in grades
7-9 of the county's consolidated high school
and in grades K through 6 of an elementary
school. Teachers'are trained to use audio-
lingual techniques and arc given inservice
assistance in their proper application. In
teacher training workshops and in meetings
during the school year, stress is placed, upon

m If the dialect approach were adopted, the content,
syntax, and morphology of the readers would
need to be changed, but probably not the orthog-
raphy. The reasons for this are discussed by
Shuy (1969, 122-24).
91 am indebted to Mrs. Polly Guilford Caskie for
her assistance in obtaining information on "this
project. Mrs. Caskie, along with Mrs. Ann Bucks,
directed the project for its first two years. A
description of the project by the two directors
-can be found in Elementary English, May, 1969.

the concepts of appropriate and inappro-
priate speech in an attempt to eliminate
the'notions of "correct" and "incorrect." In
the elementary school, children do not read
materials in class that they have not al-
ready learned orally. Even though it is too
early to evaluate this program in detail, its
planning and initial success are encourag-
ing. 4'

The' standard language approach to
teaching reading is a more prouctical, ap-
proach than the first, but still not a com-
pletely satisfactory one. If the 'entire read-
ing situation is to be familiar and ..com-
fortable, then not just standard English lan-
guage but some Standard English culture
must be taughtand this might delay the
teaching of reading for a semester or a
year. While it would be desirable under
this approach to teach standard English
in kindergarten, there are barriers to this
at present; some states do not have kinder-
gartens;,others would not accept-the teach-
ing of a second ,dialect at this level without
considitrable persuasion (observe the Ye-
sistance to reading readiness in some school
districts). Furthermore, it has one of the
drawbacks of the first approach in that it
is difficult ( but not impossible) to imple-
ment in mixed-dialect classrooms. However,
a procedure for overcoming this difficultyi
is to delay the teaching of reading for all

students in a mixod-dialect class until each
has acquired the language patterns neces-
sary for handling the reading materials.
There is no reason to believe that a delay of
a few months in the -introduction of reading
will seriously impede any child's natural de-
velopment. Furthermore, if this procedure
does improve the (caching o_ f reading to
nonstandard bakers, it is a small price
to pay for such high gains.

The Common Core Approach
The third approachdeveloping materi-

117,
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als in standard 'English which minimize
dialect and cultural differencesappears
from the evidence avairilble to be a practi-
cal goal, either by itself or in combination
with approach two. One effective means
,for minimizing cultural differences is to"
base the content of -the reading materials_
upon a school 'subject like science (as is
being done in the San Antonio project) or
civics, which the children learn together as
a curnmon experience.

To minimize dialect differences requires,.
careful comparisons of standard English
with the major nonstandard dialects, a task
that has already been undertaken for North-.
ern Negro speech, Of the syntactic forms
which distinguish Northern Negro from
white speech, Shuy (14)69, 129) lists only
three which would require special atten-
tion for cross dialectal materials: negation
(doGs'n't funAtli Vs. ain't got no), past con-
ditional questions ( Mother asked if I ate
vs. Mother asked did I eat), and negative

( When I sing he isn't afraid vs.
When I tiro be (101 In' afraid), Of these,
only the plain negative is a problem, since
the other two can he, and perhaps should
be, avoided in beginning readers. It is

doubtful. though, that CVC11 this construe-.
tion' is a reading barrier for any English
speAing child, except for the most extreme
of the culturally deprived. for %%how ainr)st
everything in the reading situation is a
problem. What is inure important is allow-
ing the child, regardless of his own dialect,
to translate from standard written English
to his own speechas pointed out by Good-,
nian and ()them. To achieve this requires
extensive training' for teachers on what is
nalural for the children he will be teaching
and why learning a new dialect should -not
,be confused with learning to read.

Conclusions .

It is on this last point that ate major
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cesearch and training' efforts should, be
exerted,' At the same time, materials and
techniques for te'aehing standard English
need to lie 'developed. ATthough there is
not complete agreement on when these
shoidd be introduced in the educational
system, there is agreement that they should
be introduced at some point. As for the
dialect of the reading materials themselves,
the available evidence (and it is fat from
conclusive evidence-) indicates that stan-
dard English is suitable Under the following.
conditions:

1. Children whose dialects deviate mark.;
ally from standard English should be
taught the standard brand before they
are taught reading, under the explicit
assumption that it'is a second dialect
and not a more correct dialect that is
being taught.

2. Reading mitterials for beginning read-
ing should, in content, vocabulary, and
syntax, be as dialect free (and culture
free) as possible. Given the inanity of
present day materials, this should not
be overly difficult to liehieve.

3. Children should be allowed to trans-
late from writing to that form of lan-
guage from which they already obtain
meaning; that is, dialect differences
should not be considered reading
errors.

If all of these provisos can be followed,
there may exist a basis upon- which good
reading programs can be developed. If
they cannot he adopted, then we should
consider developing separate reading ma-
terials for each nonstandard dialect. How-
ever, under either situation, we should not
expect a major improvement in reading
abi it' from the elimination of the dia'«4
mismatch alone. This will conic only with
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the' development of better methods for
teaching reading than are available now,
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